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PREFACE 

Introduction 

During the summers of 1972-1974, archaeological research was 

conducted in the windward Kohala-Hamakua Hrea of the Island of Hawaii 

by the Depattment of Anthropology of the Hniversity of Hawaii-Manoa, 

under the direction of H.D. Tuggle. This program.involved both research 

and student training. Permission v1as obtained from ·tha State of Ha~vaii, 

Oceanic Properties, Bishop Estate, and a number of indivh~ual lari.d 

owners for access to property and for s.ur1ey and excavations of 

archaeological sites within the research area. The present report has 

been prepared in compliance with the cond·~tions of permission from the 

Department cf Land and Natural Resources ··>f the State of Hawaii. It is 

a summary o± background infor~tion and d•lscriptions of archaeological 

sites located during the research. It is also presented in the form of 

a proposed ~indward Kohala-Hamakua Archae1>logical Zone for consideration 

as 1) a reg:i stered state historic area ancl 2) a nomination to the 

National Re~ister of Historic Places. A copy of this report has been 

submitted tc all of the O'tvners of propert:r covered herein. 

A final research report, in preparation,,addresses the.basic 

·research problem of prehistoric agricultural change within the Kohala

Hamakua area. 

Site Complexes and Featu~es 

There is no easy way to define "feature" or ''site" f!=>r Hawaiian 

usage. In Pololu.Valley there are dozens of surface structures and 

fragments of structures. Further there are many bu!ied .areas of 

cultural material and structures which have .no immediate relationship 

I . 
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to surface features above them. In a real sense a valley such as Pololu 

is a single site: a complex of surface and subsurface features which 

2 

have a temporal continuity and spatial association. In the present report 

the archaeolc·gical data are presented by ":;ite complex" and by "site". 

The site complexes are defined purely on gt!ographic 'considerations, that 

is, they are areas with physical boundarien. In this fashion all of the 

buried sites (whose spatial extents are oft~n undetermined) can be 

included within the complex. A site is defined as a concentration of 

archaeological remains; this may be structttre or set of structures, a 

concentration of portable artifacts, or a concentration of buried 

archaeological deposits. 

Although numbers are assigned to compj.exes and to sites, the basic 

·unit of description in the present report ~s the complex. 

Boundaries of the Proposed Archaeological 2one 

The boun1aries of the proposed archaec·logical zone are based 

primarily on the limits of research (see Map 1). However, the full 

windward Kohala-Hamakua Archaeological Zone should truly include Waipi 1o, 

Waimanu the L'l.upahoehoe land shelves, and the gulches of the highlands. 

Attention should be given to such a possibility. 
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State of Hawaii, the Bishop Estate, Oceanic Properties and the Kohala 

Ditch Co., private landholders, and les~ees for per~ission to conduc~ 

archaeological research on their properties. Special thanks are due to 

Dr. Kenneth Emory who served as liason with Bishop Es.tate; to those among. 

my students who survived, and to the gracious ·people of Kohala who 
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survived our ?resence. Special acknowledgnents are due to the people wh,) 

helped us in the field and who provided invaluable information: Dale 

Sproat, Willi.lm Lum, Robert SO'lomon, and Stanley Lum. 

Many peo:>le worked in the field and laboratory on research which 

serves as the background for this report ard cannot be acknowledged 

individually. Those who aided in the preparation of this report were 

Stella Nakama, Thomas Manabe, and Myra J.F. Tomonari-Tuggle. Sections 

of this repor:: are taken from material pr~J:ared by. the following: Thoma . .> 

Manabe (Honok.:me Iki), Bertell Davis (Uppet Pololu), and Richard Hughes 

(Honokane Upp :!r Valley). All of this mate.I ial was edited by Tuggle. 

Map_s were dratted by Myra J.F •. Tomonari-Tufgle, Thomas Manabe, and H.D. 

Tuggle. 

Research funds were obtained primar:ily from the National Science 
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I. OVERVIEH OF TilE WINDWARD KOHALA-HAMAKUA ARCHAEOLOGICAL ZONE 

A. Boundaries 

The proposed Windward Kohala-Hamakua Archaeological Zone 

co.nsists of the ahupua'a of Pololu, Honokane, and Awini within 
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district of Kohala and Honopue, Wa:'.kapu, and Apua within the · 

District of Hamakua (Map 1). 

The modern boundaries of the Hhupua 'a as indicate.d on the 

U.S.GS. topographic maps are generHlly the same as those reported 

in MEhele and Boundary Certificate records of the 1800's. 

B. Environment 

The windward Kohala-Hamakua coastline is a se:ries of high 

cliffs cut by hanging gulches and deep valleys. The ahupua'a 

extend inward to the backs of the ' 'alleys or to the upper reaches 

of glllch drainages, generally abou: 4000 feet above sea level an:i 

some 8 km inland. These ahupua 1 a ::a 11 short of the crest of the 
' ' 

Kohala mountains which is in the d>main of ahupua'a extending 

from the leeward side • . There are llO . landlocked ahupua 1 a in this 

area. 

The degree of dissection of the area, physiographically a 

cliff and valley zone, is a measure of both antiquity and 

rainfall. This area is the oldest exposed surface on the Island 

of Hawaii, having generally escaped the last eruption of the 

Koh~la volcano, and it receives 75 to 100 inches of rainfall a 

year at the coast and up to 150 inches a year in the uplands. 

Permanent streams (some now tapped) fed by springs flow in most 

of the valleys and gulches, and heavy rainfall brings floods 

frequently in the winter. Much of the upland forest is ohi'a 

lehua*, guava, and strawberry guava. Valley sides and gulches 

have kukui, ti, and hala. Valley floor vegetation is primarily 

*Scientific names are given in appendix. 
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guav,,, ku~ui, java plum, mountain apple, hau, and noni. Stands 

of i:_·onwood, rose apple, bamboo, a.nd coffee are also found. The 

gras:;es and ferns of wet environments are spread, throughout the 

area. 

The soils of the upper slopes, outside the valleys proper, 

. are of the Amalu series: "poorly :irained, muc~y soils that 

formt!d in volcanic ash, cinders, a1d basic igneus rock" (U.S.D.P.. 

1973:13). The ridgetops which hav~ soil development are Niulii 

serit!S, silty clay loams that form~d in volcanic ash (U.s .D .A. 

1973:41), and the v~lley bottoms ace mixed alluvial land, a 

miscHllaneous land type of recent 3tream deposition. The 

ridgn and upland soils are generally well developed and fairly 

old, having developed since the ex:inction of the Kohala 

volc~·.no. 

The basic geology of the area is described in Stearns and 

MacDonald (1946) with two major se:ies of flows, the Pololu and 

the l[awi series. The last flow of the Hawi series (primarily 

ande~ite) has been dated to around 60;000 years ago (McDougall 

and ~wanson 1972). Very little of the Hawi series flowed into 

the valleys which thus represent ~he results of a· long period 

of erosion from high rainfall and.surface runoff. 

The valley walls are very steep-sided with .little talus 

accumulation; the valley floors are quite lev~l with a very low 

gradient from mouth to head, conditions produced by heavy 

alluviation. 

Wave action has cut away the original line of flows to 

produce a series of steep, h~gh cliffs along the ocean side of 



the landform. TI1e overall terrain is thus one of very sharp 

relief, a high cliff face intersec::ed by steep-sided, flat 

valleys and hanging gulches. 

. 6 

There is no reef and .the beaches are predominantly boulder, 

althc ugh Pololu has some . deposits ,>f non-calcareous sand and a 

large dune deposit behind · the acti·re beach. 

Transportation within the area is difficult. Off the 

valley floors the terrain is extr~nely rugged and ·the vegetation 

dense. Access by water is not eas:' due to the high boulder 

beaches, strong currents, and lack of reefs. Modern transporta

tion .within the area i's primarily along the Kohala Ditch Trail, 

constructed for access to the Koha:La Ditch. 

The area is a high hazard zon•! for landslides, rockfall, 

flash-flood, and tsunami. 

There are no permanent inhabi1:ants in the area today. · 

There are few signs of the 20th ceututy other than the Kohala 

Ditch and Trail and associated cabins. It remains a rugged 

country which has been little used by the 20th century, where 

human modification is seen prirnari~y in the archaeological 

remains of the prehistoric and early historic Hawaiian 

occupation. 

C. Land Ownership 

Land ownership is presented in Map 2. The history of land 

ownership is discussed briefly under ahupua'a. Except for lower 

Pololu valley, the entire area is part of the Kohala Forest 

Reserve. 
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D. Leg(' nds and History 

The windward valleys of the Lsland of Hawaii are divided 

bet'i.'een two traditional districts, Kohala to the· north and 

HarnE kua to the south. These dist·:icts receive frequent mention 

. in the traditional literature of :Iawaii as Hamakua centers on 

WaiF i 1 o valley and Kohala is the :10me of the Kamehameha family. 

The traditional boundary between l~ohala and Hamakua is the 

valley of Honoke'a, the narrowest and most nearly inaccessible 

of the windward valleys. The dis:ricts of Hawaii Island 

generally centered on poptilous art!as associated with agricultur1lly 

productive zones; district border:: tended to fall in areas of lo:v 

population and marginal agricul tu;·al zones. 

There was certainly movement and contact ' along the coast 

and tradit.ional bounda-ries were n(lt always observed in land 

allocations. For example, when Uni-a-Liloa held the island, he 

placed the land from Waimanu to Pololu in the hands of his 

adopted son, Ko 1 i (Kamakau 1961:3L). 

When Ellis visited Honokane \'alley in 1823, he went to 

the house of "Ihikaina, chief womc..n of the place, and sister 

to .Arapai, the chief of ~-Iaimanu ••• " (Ellis 1963:272). 

Ellis had noted. earlier (1963:272): 

although nearly p~rpendicular ithe coastal 
cliff}[/ were intersected here and there by 
winding paths ••• up which we afterwards saw 
one or t>~o groups ••• of travellers pursuing 
their steep and rugged way. 

Most of the major traditions regarding this coastline are 

centered on the great wet-taro valley of Waipi'o which is not 

under consideration here. The bones of Liloa, a great chief of 
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Hawc;ii commonly associated with Wnipi 1o, were buried at sea 

somEwhere off the coast of the wit1dward _valleys (Fornander 1969, 

II:lOO). 

One important; reference to this coastline occurs in a hula 

char;t recorded by Emerson (1965 :5:.-55; with my underlining) which 

he cescribes as follows: 

While the girls are mak:.ng their simple 
toilet and donning theil' unique, l:;lut 
scanty, costume, the kunu, aided by 
others, soothes the impctd.ence of the 
audienc~ and stimulates their imagination 
by cantillating a mele 1:hat sets forth 
in grandiloquent imager" the praise 

/ . 
of the pa-u. 

Oli Pa-6 

K.akua pa-li', ahu na l:ikepa! .. ' I ka pa-u, noenoe .i hooluu'a, 
I hookakua. ia a paa iluna o ka imu. 
Ku ka hu 'a o ka pal:. o ka wai kapu, 
He kuina pa-U: pali 1tO Kupe-hau, 
I holo a paa ia, paa e HonQ-kane. 

~lama o lilo i ka pa-G. 
Holo iho la ke ala l:a ManG i na pali; 
Pali ku kahako haka a-i, 
I ke keiki pa-ti pal:. a Kau-kini, 
I hoonu'anu'a iluna o ka Amvana. 

, 
Akahi ke ana, ka luhi i ka pa-u: 
Ka ho-oio i ke kapa-wai, 
I na kikepa wai o Apua, 
I hopu 1a i ka ua noe holo poo-poo, 
Me he pa-u elehiwa·wale i na pali. 

Ohiohi ka pali, ki ka liko o ka l'ama, 
Mama ula ia ka malua ula, 
I hopu. a omau ia e ka maino. 
I ka malo o Umi ku hun~ mai. 
Ike'a ai na maawe wai olona, 
E makili ia nei i VJaihilau. 
Holo ke olona, paa ke kapa. 

,. 
Hu'a lepo ole ka pa-u; . 
Nani ka o-iwi rna ka maka kilo-hana·. 
Makalii ka ohe, paa ke kapa. 
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Opua ke ahi i na pa::.i, 
I hookau kalena ia e ka makani, 
I kaomi pohaku ia i Wai-manu, 
I na ala ki-ola-6la. · 
I na ala, i ala lele 
Ia Kane-poha-ka 1a. 

Paa ia "Hai-manu, o-oki Hai-pi 1 o; 
Lalau o Ha r i i ka olte, 
Ia Koa'e-kea, 
I kauhihi ia ia ohe laulii, ia ohe. 
Oki'a a moku, mo' kB kihi, 

Mo' ke kihi, ka malitma ka Hoaka, 
I apahu ia a poe, 
0 awili o Malu-b. 

. / 
He pola ia no ka pa .. u; 
E hii ana e Ka-holo .. kua-iwa, 
Ke amo la e Pa-wili .. wili 
I ka pa-u poo kau-pnku-
Kau poku a hana ke • to, 

Kau iluna o Hala 'a->rili, 
I owili hana haawe. · 

Ku-ka 'a, o.lo-ka 1 a "-v1. thie; 
Ka'a ka opeope, ula ka pali; 
Uwa kamalii, hookan:~ ka pihe, 
Hookani ka a'o, a hana pilo ka leo, 
I ka mahalo i ka pa··u, 
I ka pa-u wai-lehua a Hi 1 i-la~-1e iluna, 
Pi'o anuenue a ka ua e ua nei. 

This is a typical Hawai:L.an poem of the 
better sort, keyed in a highly imaginative 
strain. The multitude. 1)£ specific·allusions 
to topographic~! names !Jake it diffic~lt 
to translate it intelligently to a foreign 
mind. The poetical units are often so.devised 
·that each new division tak~s its ~lue from 
the last word of the ptevious verse, on the 
principle of "follo·w your leader, 11 a capital 
feature in Ha~vaiian poe~ry • 

. (Translation) 
,. 

Pa-u Song 

Gird on the pa--G, garment tucked in one side, 
Skirt lacelike and beauteous in staining, 
That is ~vrapped aqd made fast about the oven. 
Bubbly as foam of falling water·it stands, 

9 
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Quintuple skirt, sheer ·as the cliff Kupe-hau. 
One journeyed to work on it at Honokane. 

Have a care the pa-~ is not'filched. 

: 10 

Scent from the robe Manu climbs the valley walls-
Abysses profound, h~ights twisting the neck. 
A cbild is this ste8p thing of the cliff Kau-kini. 
A swelling cloud on the peak of Auv1ana. 

,. 
\-Jondrous the care a td toll to make the pa-u! 
\fuat haste to finis·.l, when put a-soak 
In the side-glancins str·~am of Apua! 
Caught by the rain->cud that searches the glen, 
The tinted gown ill1mines the pali--

The sheeny steep sh)t.with buds of lama-
Outshining the comely malua-ula, 
Which one may seize and gird with a strong hand. 
Leaf· of ti for his nalo, Umi stood covered. 

Look at tLe olona:' f i.bers inwrought, 
Like the tricking brooklets of Wai-hilau. 
The olen~ fibers kni.t \vith strength 
This dainty immacuhte web, the ·pa-G, 
And the filmy we£~ of the kilo-hana. 
Hith the small b'H .. b )0 the tapa is finished. 

A fire seems to bud on the pali, 
When the tapa is spcead ou.t to dry, 
Pressed down with stones at Hai-manu-
Stones that are shiEted about and about, 
Stones that are tos3ed here and there, 
Like v10rk of the haLl-thrower Kane. 

At iVai-manu £inisr.e1, 'tis cut at Hai-pi'o; 
Ha'i takes the bamb:>a Ko-a'e-kea;. 

Deftly wields the knife of small-l~afed bamboo; 
A bamboo choice and fit for tqe work. 
Cut, cut through, cut off the corners; 
Cut round, like cr~scent moon of Hoaka; 
Cut in scallops this shift that makes tabu: 
A fringe is this fo~ the pa-u. 

'Tis lifted by Ka-holo-ku-iwa; 
'Tis borne by Pa-wili-wili; 
A pa-~ narrow at top like a house, 
That's hung on the roof-tree till morning, 

Hung on the roof-tree Ha-la'a-wili. 
Make a bundle fitting the shoulder; 
Lash it fast, rolled tight like·a ·log. 
The bundle falls, red shows the pali; 
The children shout, they ·scream in derision. 



The a'o bird shriek~ itself hoarse 
In wonder at the pa-u-
Pa-u with a sheen like Hi'i-lawe falls, 
Bowed like the rainbow arch 
Of the rain that's ~ow falling. 

Emerson was not aware of the irony of the remarks which 

prec~de his translation. He identified t;he place names with 

theic most well know localities ar.d failed to recognize that 

11 

they refer to the series of valleys and cliffs of a single 

coas~line: Pololu to Waipi'o. The seration or folded effect or 

the ~oastline apparently served aE an inspiration to a Hawaiian 

poet in the description of the pa-u. 

Additional traditional refer~nces concerned with this area 

refer to specif~c locales i~ Honc~ane described {n "accounts of 

battles and to Pololu as a home fc ,r Papa and Wakea. These are 

desc cibed within the "complex" information. 

The windward Kohala-Hamakua coastline has no safe anchorag(! 

for · large vessels and. there. were ro large populations outside o:: 

Waipi'o, so this area does not fieure prominantly in the early 

peri )d of European contact. Pass] ng references -;.;ere made about 

the coastline by early European travellers, but it was not unti:. 

Ellis travelled the coast in 1823 that good desc·riptions were 

made. The first journey by a European into the highland Awini 

area was probably made in 1843 by Father Elias Bond, and the 

interior areas of Honokane and Pol6lu were ~robably not reached 

until the last half of· the 19th century by surveyors. 

The population of the valleys of Kohala-Hamakua (excluding 

Waipi'o) was probably never gr~a~ and the people in upland areas 

were few in number. The 1835 census (Kumu Hatvaii) gives a total 
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population for Pololl!, Honokane aHd Awini as 181. The pre-contact 

population was probably never mud. ·greater than .twice this. 

The 1835 census is prpbably an underestimate, but it certainly 

also reflects the probability of depoi>ulation·, a severe problem 

in all of Hawaii by this time. 

The effects of the Mahele (irij.d-19th century land division) 

on the lives of the people is not clear, but it certainly did 

not produce improvements. There •rere only a few kuleana awards 

and land grants. By the end of tLe 19th century rice was being 

cultivated in Pololu, a homesteaders' ranch .and coffee farm was 

ope1:ating in Awini, and schools WE:re. located in Honokane Nui an:i 

Polclu. · The Kohala Ditch \vas comJ•leted in 1906, removing the 

water fr.om Honokane and ending ha1>itation there. The Awini 

farrr ended around 1911 and rice wE~nt out of production around 

1925. By 1930 there was only a sc:a.ttering of. residents in the 

valleys, some of whoni were ditch Forkers and their families. 

The 19th century "tvay of life ended in 1925 and the traditional 

Hawaiian lifestyle had ended or b(:en molded into other forms 

decades before that. Up to now the 20th century has only lapped 

at the valleys' borders. 

Today there are no permanent occupants in the archaeological 

zone. The primary activity is the use and maintenance of the 

Kohala Ditch, pig and cattle farr..ing, hunting, and hiking. There 

are no ~oads suitable for vehicles. The last major event to 

have a significant effec::: on the valley was the. tsunami of 19l;6 

which eroded the Pololu sandduhe· and destroyed a number of 

features in the lower portion of the·old ricefi~ld. 
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E. Arcl.aeological Research in the Hindward Kohala-Hamakua Area 

In the mid-1800's Father .Bond recorded several sites within 

the area (in Thrum 1907), some of which were later visited by 

Stokes (N.D.) around the turn of 1:he century. Handy (1940) 

·mentions sites in the area but wi1:h no reference to his sources 

of information. 

In 1969 a survey of known sit:es for the County of Hawaii 

(Loa and Bonk 1970) involved a uQ~uccessful search for the 

remains of Ho 1 olonopahu Heiau in l'ololu. 

In 1970 a preliminary recoi:m<.issance of Pololu was carried 

out ~y three students· from the Unjversity -of Hawaii field school 

oper:tting then at Lapakahi. This knowledge served as the sourc~ 

for .ny original interest in th~ a.1 ea. I visited Pololu and 

Hono~ane in 1970 and made a cursory examination of the sites. 

In t"1e summers of 1972-74 I condu~ ted research in the valleys 

whic:1 was primarily concerned witt. the study of the prehistoric 

agri , ~ultural systems. This study resulted in the location of 

the :>ites described in this report and in the brief prehistorie~; 

pres1~nted belm·:. 

F. Summary of Archaeological Results and Statement of Significance 

Although no major historical events a~e associated with the 

Kohala-Hamakua Archaeological Zone, the area has outstanding 

archaeological s~tes which represent ~ re~ge of adaptations to 

the local Hawaiian environment . and which h.:.,: e been little 

damaged by modern activities. 

The environm2n':: is unique for the Island of Ha,.;raii. It 

contains deep valleys suitable for agriculture up to 6 kilometers 
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inland, plus hanging valleys· and •.::oastal shelves which presented 

unusual a1.1d often difficult condi':ions for Hawaiian life. 

Major irrigation complexes (o.g. 4838, 4870, 4809, 4308) 

are located in all of the valleys and use a wide variety of 

watEr sources such as springs, wa:erfalls, and streams. Some 

invc·lve water transport for hundr•!ds ot' meters and others have 

cane: ls which tap \vaterfalls and Lcansport the water along the 

facEs of talus slopes. They are Eound on valley floors, on talus 

slo1•es, and in the high marshy guLches above the .valley floors. 

One site of majo~ research sLgnificance is an extensive 

COm{•lex of dry agricultural field3 (4871) on the floor of 

Pol(llu with evidence that ·in on.e nea it was replaced ·by the 

con::truction of an irrigation com?lex in an attempt to intensify 

cul1:ivation. 

Important sites or site complexes include extensive 

hab:.tation areas (e.g. 4810, 4805); ridge "forts 11 (e.g. 4927), 

an adz quarry (4081), heiau and shrines (e.g. 4863). 

In a number of places the prehistoric settlements have 

nineteenth century modific~tions (e.g. 4810). In addition 

there are the remains of a "Chinese" rice farming habitation 

and terrace complex (4800). 

Taken individually fe\v of these sites are of major importance 

.(although many are excellent examples of specific types of sites), 

but the total set of complexes represe.;.ts a significant totality 

of Hawaiian life. 

Field work ~vas not limited to surface su.rvc:1. 3::cctvation 

added much more information regarding sites in this area. 



Excavation revealed extensive habj', tation deposits within the 

dune of Pololu (4930) and wide artas of ag~iculture and 

habitation buried beneath alluvial soils of the main Pololu 

floor (e.g. 4893). 

1.5 

Current evidence from excavation ·indicates that windward 

Hamakua occupation began as early as the 12th or 13th century 

A.D., while Pololu and Honokane wEre not permanently inhabited 

until the 16th or 17th centuries l..D. The latter is quite late 

in H~waiian prehistory and may be partly due to a difficult 

environment, and also related to I olitical control of populatio;l 

distribution and the development c•f "frontiers" between 

developing districts. 

A _portion of the history of l:awaiian adaptation has also 

been revealed by excavation. Polclu valley was a very diffi6ul: 

area to cultivate. It was plague( by problems of drought, lack 

of p~rmanent stream waters, and periodic floods of disastrous 

proportions. The Hawaiians attemfted to meet these problems 

by d ~veloping irrigation complexes \vhere only the very minimum 

supplies of running water ~ere available (e.g. 4838) and by the 

construction of dryland agricultural field borders which served 

to limit soil erosion·and to conserve moisture. 

The research has provided important information regarding 

the prehistory of these valleys, but it has by no means be~n 

exhaustive. The \vork up_ to now has had a very specific set of 

research objectives with many additional problems yet to be 

solved. Very few sites have been explored in detail. 
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High research potential for che following problems exists: 

1) ~: tudy of windv7ard .valley habitation. Thfs is a poorly knmm 

subject in Ha~vaiian studies (in contrast to leeward settlement, 

espe:cially on the Island of· HaYTaL.). Invaluable information 

abot~t habitation may be yielded b:r the extensive deposits of 

the Pololu sand dune, by the buri•!d habitatio1;1 features 

wide·spread in lower Pololu, and b:' the complexly integraded and 

tightly clustered habitation and .tgricultural features of _the 

Hanu.kua side of Honokane Nui, and by the extensive (non-dune) 

settlement spread across the froru :of Honopue. 

2) c:ontinued study of agriculture. Although this v1as the prim< ry 

top:.c of the research of the past few years, many problems 

remdn unsolved, including the be sinnings of agriculture in the 

val:.eys and the potential effects of cultivation on the natural 

env:.ronment (deforestation and as 3ociated flooding) and the 

nature of buried agricultural soils. Most of the agricultural 

complexes of Honokane and Honopue have been but not mapped in C:etail 

nor excavated. 

3) study of specialized sites. ~eiau, shrines, forts and special 

activity areas, such as an adz quarry, have had little or no 

investigation. 

4) study of historic Hawaiian set:lernent. This is a very 

ne~lected topic in archaeological research in the isla~ds, yet 

it is one of the most imp6rtant for understanding the backgroucd 

of the Ha~o~aiians today and the transition froJ;ll prehistory to 

history. Settlements in Pololu, Honokane and Honopue are ideal 
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for this study because they were c bandoned ·at different times 

from mid-i..9th century to the 1920's and none have been disturbed 

by m::>dern construction or living c.ctivities. 

5) study of a "chinese" rice farming complex.' Study of early 

19th and early 20th century immigtant settlements is another 

area of serious archaeological . ne~lect. Pololu provides an 

excellent example of a specialize( settlement for such a study. 

6) S?ecialized anthropological ant historical problems. The 

completeness of rernain.s in these 'alleys offers an opportunity 

to ex:amine a number of special prcblems includingpopulation 

growth, _ resource use and exchange, environmental deterioration 

under traditional agriculture, thE~ development of political 

complexity, soil development, and the effects of differential 

water supply on agricultural soil~. 

Thus the Hind"Yrard Kohala-Harnc: kua Archaeological Zone has 

yielded and will yield additional information important to the 

prehistory and history of Hawaii, and has sites which are 

excellent representatives qf a nun her of Ha-.;vaiian themes, 

especially agriculture and habitation. The state of preservation 

is excellent. 

There is also a hi~1 potential for public interpretation in 

the form of extensive surface sites in a. natural setting, 

visible along the Kohala Ditch Trail. Although vegetation 

patterns and water supply have been somewhat altered by recent 

activities, the general env.ironrnent and the absence of modern 

features help create an atmosphere tor the appreciation of the 
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4ell!G nds of the environment and the complexity of the Ha~vaiian 

use and modification of it. 

It is recommended that this archaeological zone be 

considered for the state ·and natinnal registers. 

The preservation of the desi::able qualities for public 

interpretation requires that the area rer,·:<dn undeveloped. 

However, if other uses ar'e planned, ones which will alter or 

destroy sites, the following reco1.unendations ate ·made: 

1) further research needs to be dl)ne in virtually all areas, 

' . 
including more detailed survey and mapping of those areas where 

limited ~·70rk has been done, and .e::tensive excavation, 

particularly in the Pololu · sand d:me and the floor of lo-v;er 

Polc.lu, the irrigation complexes .n Honokane, and the habitation . 

and irrigation complexes in Honopue. 

2) some sites should be preserved in. perpetuity for their 

unic;ue or outstanding characteris1:ics and/or for their importanc e 

to the local resident~: 

4938: a remarkable example of landshelf use; an area of ve~y 
limited l~nd bounded by ocean and cliff, with house 
platforms, and an ir:rigation complex fed by a ~'laterfall. 

4808: an outstanding example of an irrigation complex, fed 
by waterfall by a canal built high along a talus 
slope, and constructed over habitation deposits. 

4927: a ridgetop sanctuary or 1 ~fort."; of g-reat importance 
to some members of the local corru-aunity. 

4310: outstandin;; example of £; compact: HaHaii<:!-n settlem~: l t 
integra ted \vi th <Hl irri._;c>. tion cor::p le:c. 

4D38: unique irrigation complex; irrisation fields construct 
L . c. c~x· yi~nd agricultural field complex. 
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4804: area of Ho'olonopahu Heiau; no remains located, but 
site deserves further · r!xamination artd should be 
preserved because of lncal importance. 

4863: heiau (?); unusual location, isolated·in a small side 
·valley of great importance to some members of the 
local community. 

II. ARCHAEOI OGICAL COMPLEXES BY AHUPUA 'A 

Nine Con.plexes are described in this :>ection, 3 in Pololu, 3 in 

Honokane, 1 :in Awini, 1 in Honopue, and 1 i..n Apua. The general ahupua 'a . 

is described in each case before details o: the complex and its sites 

are presented. The designation 10-03 (Isl.md of Hawaii, Honokane 

Quadrangle) Irecedes all complex and site lUmbers in this report except 

fot three sites which are found near the h~ad of Honokane Nui and fall 

into 10-06 (J sland of Hawaii, Kamuela Quad.:angle). 

A. Pololu Ahupua'a 

1. Iackground 

This ahupua'a is divided iato three complexes for ease cf 

cescription: the dune and val.ley mouth (4930), the lov1er 

.,. alley (4931), and the upper valley (4932), (Map 1). Details 

C·f the sites of Complexes I and II are found on Haps 3 and 4. 

Foldouts at the back of the report. Map 3 presents the prehis-

toric and early historic Hawaiian sites .within the lower valley 

and the areas of excavation. Map 4 presents the historic sites 

and related excavations within the lower valley. Maps 3 and 4 

should thus be superimposed for a complete picture of the lower 

sites of Pololu (Complexes I and II). It should be noted that 

some excavations are on both maps;.: excavations into historic 

structures which also procuced substantial prehistoric 
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material. 

Complex III · (Upper Pololu, Map 5} is presented in Maps 

1, · 6, 7 (Map 7 follows pg. 56; .• 

a. Boundary and Environment 

The ahupua 'a boundar~' of . Pololu 'runs generally alo:1g 

the rim of the valley. Ou the Honokane side, the 

boundary drops into the v<.lley toward the mouth and in 

the upland area, on the ~~kanikahio side' it leaves the 

rim to include a swamp and stream headwaters (Map 1) 

Pololu has two physiographic areas: · a lower alluvial 

flat bottom section, and .:m upper V-bottom gulch (:Hap ll. 

Lower Pololu has a massivE~ sand dune (over 80 feet 

high) stretching across nt(ISt of the valley mouth behind 

a sand and boulder beach. No surface water flows to. 

the ocean permanently tod.:.y, but there is a stream 

outlet on the western sidE,. mauka of which lies a swamp 

extending behind · the dune. The tree line on the valley 

floor begins at the head <,f the swamp and a guava canCipJ 

covers most of the inland lower valley. 

A deep canyon and waterfall (o 'kupe) separates 

the upper and lower valleys, making the upper area 

accessible only by circuitous trails. The rugged 

terrain of the upper valley has·only small land shelves 

and steep slopes available for occupation. 

b. Legend and History 

In 1825 the Reyerend Artemus Bishop travelled 

through Kohala snd recorded the following story from 
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local people while he wa:,; at Pololu (quoted in Damon 

1927: 54): 

As tradition rt~ports, it [Pololl.J 
was originally the ::esidence of Oakea 
and .Qpapa lWakea anJ Papa] Da~on note. 
the god and goddess who made Hawaii and 
all the others~of d1is group of islands. 
The story relates that they 1;·7ere produced 
after the ordinary 11anner of geheration 

.,in the order in ~;vhi1:h they stand to each 
other; viz. Hawaii, the elder sister, 
Maui, the second, a!td so of the rest in 
order. After Opapa h?d brought forth 
the islands, men \ve::e then created in the 
same manner, she al:;o being the mother 
of mankind ••• 

Pololu has associat:.ons with the foreign·(?) 

priest Pa'ao, a culture hero of Hat•raii. One of his 

major temples, Ho'okini, was visited by Father Elias · 

Bond in 1841. He was to: .d that 

the stones of the enclosure ••• were brought 
fro~ Po1olu valley; the people having been 
gathered by the chi<:fs from various parts 
of the islands, stood in line from Pololu 
to Puuepa and passed the stones from hand . * to hand (quoted in ~~rum 1907: 61). 
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In 1853 or shortly Hfter, M •. J~les Remy recorded 

a similar story, and added (1868: 10) 

At Pololu, toward the mou·ntain, are 
found fields of a very beautiful verdure. 
They are called the pastures, or grass
plots of Paao (Namauua Paao). The old 
priest cultivated these fields himself, 
where no one since his time has dared 
to use a spade or mattock. If. an islander· 
\vas impious enough to cultivate the 
meadow of Paao, the people believe that 
a terrible punishment vJould be the 

*In recent history sand was brought from Pololu in the 1350's to 
a:i.d in the construction of the stone church of Father Bond at 
Io1e (Damon 1927: 145). 
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/ 
inevitable conseque11ce of that profanation. 
Disastrous rains, furious torr~nts, would 
surely ravage the neighbo~ing co~ntry. 

Pa 1ao is said to ha•;e lived for some 447 years, 

or for fifteen generations of Hawaiian chiefs, dying 

during the reign of Ka-~tka- 1 ohua over the district of 

Kohala (Kamakau 1961: 2:15). 

Ka-maka- 1 ohua 11as also, according 
to Kamakau (1961: :~35), chief at the time 
that Kahu-a-ka-nini, ~he son of Pa 'ao, 
had his hand cut by the Kalau-maumalei 
fish and died of huuger at the cliff of 
Pololu. 

Examination of the kin t :.es of Ka-maka- 'ohua, suggests 

that this was during the reigri of Keawenui-a-Umi, some 

eight generations before Kalaniopu'u or sometime in the 

beginning of the 15th century A.D. (using the 30 year/ 

generatio~ 'count). 

The· heiau of Ho 1 olollopahu has no references which 

will allow it to be plact!d within the traditional 

history of Pololu, excep1: that Bond reported that it 

~1as said to have been bu:.lt before t'he time of 

Kamehameha (Thrum 1907: 62). 

The last recorded event to take place in the 

traditional history of Pololu occured shortly after 

the time of Cook's death. Kalaniopu 1 u had taken his 

court to Kapa'au in Kohala and his dissolute behavior 

was justification for chiefs to talk of revolt. One of 

the suspected rebels was a Ka'u chief named Nu'uanu 

pa 1ahu, a member of the court. The kahuna of Kalaniopu'u 

slew him by magic. He was enticed to a famous surfing 
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area off the Kohala ~oast and was attacked by great 

sharks. He was bitten d.J:ting a battle .worthy of 

Ultra-7 and he "lay suff~ring great pain .until he . 

died at Pololu", and there he was buried (Kamakau 

1961: 107). Fornander xecords· a similar version 

(1969, II: 201). 

Recorded descriptio3s of Polblu begin in 1823 

with Ellis (1963: 273). 

Pololu is a pleasan: village, situated 
in a small cultivat· ~d valley having a 
fine. stream of wate·: flowing down its 
centre ••• The house3 stand principally 
on the beach ••.• 

~·. 3 

In the 1835 census :'ololu had 36 men, 27 women ar!d 

31 children. From 1838 :hrough 1849 Father Bond (Kohala 

Union Church, Buke I) re,!orded 16 deaths of church 

members' in . Pololu, 16 ch ~ ldren' s bap~isms, and 6 people 

leaving the valley (for Lahaina, Wailuku, and Honolulu). 

After the Mahele the recnrds indicate that the native 

Hawaiian population cont:.nued to decline, but due to 

in-migration the actual valley population probably did 

not change much. 

In the }fuhele, one piece of land the 'Ili of Pa-u, 

was awarded to Keohokalole, the mother of Kalakaua, as 

L.c.A. 8452:13. 

Two .. other small kuleanas were a~varded, each with a 

segment of wet-taro field inland and a .houselot on the 

·beach. The remainder·of Pololu went to the Crown and 

eventually became state land. The front part of the 
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valley was acquired · by the Kohala .Sugar Co . (Castle and 

Cook) and the rear of the valley is in the good hands 

of the state. Archival 1lata indicate that there was a. 

great deal of trouble ov~r the 'Ili of Pa-u in regard 

to boundaries, access, a11d relationship of overse.ers to 

local farmers. The prob 'Lem is evident~ · The 'Ili of 

Pa-u was the most importilnt property in Pololu: it 

was the only · land w·ith a•lequate ~vater supply (from 

springs) and it had the niginal rights to of'fshore 

fishing. It l had in fact been an 1 ili kupono. 

Under lease this la 1d and adjoining property \vent 

under rice cultivation S)metime in mid ~o late 1800's 

with a predominantly Chi.1ese labor force. The rice 

entrepreneur was named G.C. Akina, a Kohala merchant. 

Pololu was one of only ~1ree areas on the Island of 

Hawaii where rice was gr)wn commerci'ally (Coulter and 

Chee Kwan Chin 1937: 21) reaching a maximum of 72 acres . 

under production around the turn of the century. At 

this time ::here were pro)ably 5 or 6 Hawaiian/part

Hawaiian families living in the valley? principally on 

the dune (cf Sites 4U01, 4502, 4803) and on the Kohala 

side (4895) and around 20 Chinese laborers (according 

to recent info~mants livi,ng iri quarters which he d been 

constructed in the center of the valley, mauka of the 

rice fields (Site 4GOO). 

The rice market in Hawaii collapied between 1920 

and 1930. By 1926 the rice fields in Pololu were 
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abandoned and by the 1 30 1 s mout of the residents of the 

valiey had moved away, probab ~y to the adjoining areas of 

Hawi and Kapaau to work for the sugar companies. Members 

of one family, descendants of }wry Kaino~ Ramon, continued 

to live on one houselot until the mid 'SO's. Today the 

former rice land is under leat:e for stock. raising and the 

state land is under lease for pasturage. 
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Construction of the Koha :.a Ditch i~ 1905-1906 in .the 

upper reaches . of Pololu. had l: .ttle effect on the valley 

because little· \-later was remo,.ed. The Pololu portion of th: 

ditch largely serves to transnit water from other valleys to 

the kula lands of Koha la. Ont! house "t-Jas cons true ted for a 

ditch "t-7orker and his family ill upper Pololu, but permanent 

habitation along the ditch wa:; terminated by the company an:i 

this house was removed in 195::. 

The 1946 tsunami did a g1·eat deal of damage to the 

front of the valley, removing a portion of the dune and 

destroying the lower remnants of the rice terraces and 

creating a Svlamp in their place. Except for the tsunami 

effects and vegetation grmvth, the valle.y has changed little 

in the 45 years following its general abandonment. 

There are no major historical events a-ssociated directly 

with Pololu. Since the time of the early explorers, most 

of who~n sailed by without written com;·.Jent, Pololu has been 

peripheral to the kula lands of Kohala '~~ ich have been the 

center of modern population and agricultural development . 

. . . 



The only exception to this is the period of 30 to 40 years 

whe.n rice was being produced in Pololu. · 
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Historically, Pololu rep·!:esents ~1hat may be a "typical" 

diminution of Hawaiian occupa:ion of a rural area as 

settlement pattern. changed ·unler the effects of Western 

contact and the new economy a:1d social or!ler of the 19th 

century. Pololu is also an e:~cellent example of the :. 

transition of a Hawaiian agri,;ultural a:tea into a rice 

farming system, \vith the attendant Chinese occupation. 

c. Recent Archaeological Researd1 

In 1972 one week of surv,!y by 12 people was carried 

out resulting in the l()cation of most of the major surface 

structures in the lower valle:r. In 1973 about 250 person/ 

weeks 'vere expended ·on researGh during a period of 8 weeks. 

The valley was completely sur'reyed i~ both lower and upper 

sections (although not all si":e areas were mapped in detail). 

Major excavations were carried out on -the dune, and in 

selected areas of agriculture and habitation in both the 

upper and lower valleys. At. 1:he same time a transit ltnc 

was shot from the USGS bench.mark at ~~kanikahio, outside 

the valley, into Pololu and to the back of the lower valley. 

All mapping was tied into this line for botp horizontal 

location and elevation. During this tim~ agricultural 

deposits at previously unsuspected depths in the alluvi8l 

deposits Here recognized. These deposits became a focus 

for research in the 1974 s~ason Hhen 8 people worked for a 

period of 12 ,.;reeks, prill}arily on excavations of agricultura 1 
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fields as well as on a few houses.ites and specific ~ctivity 

areas. The primary purpose of the r.esearch was ana lysis of 

the agricultural development \/ithin the valley. 

d. Archaeological Results 

The archaeological remains of Pololu are virtually 

intact, having only limited d.:•mage from natural elements. 

Fifty sites were located in tlte lower valley and 14 in the 

upper valley. It should be enpbasized that the number· for 

the lower valley is misleadin~ ; in that the entire area 

contains surface and subsurfaLe archaeological remains. 

A major portion of the v~ : lley floor is devoted to dry 

cultivation. This · archaeolog:.cal conclusion contradicts 
'·) 

an "ethnographic" statement .(Handy and Handy 197,b:529) that 

the valley floor was ·once coVE!red by wet-taro terraces. 

On the basis of research 1 the following series of 

cultural events is defined fo1 · Pololu. The chronology rest 3 

on 1) obsidian-hydration and c~rbon-fourteen age determinations, 

2) stratigraphic sequences within the val~ey, 3) presence a~ 

absence of historic artifacts, and 4) archival records~ 

A.D. 1500-1600: sproadic, temporary habitation of the 

coastal dune, probably for fishing and for storage and 

launching of canoes; no evidence of fishhook manufacture; 

no evidence for habitation within the interior of the 

valley. 

A.D. 1600-1650: construction of taro irrigation terraces 

within the swamp (rater converted into rice terraces: 



site 4800); associated habitation adjacent to spring 

on Kohala side of valley (site 4895}; · dry cultivation 

by swidden of interior lcMer valley floor; swamp 

cultivation in mauka section of coastal swamp (site 

4893); probable construction of dry field boundaries 

and associated flood control devices.in some areas of 

lm<Jer valley floor; heav) floods created extensive 

alluvial deposits over f:ields sometime late in this 

period •. Agriculture and habitation may have begun in 

rear Pololu during this Ieriod. 

A.D. 1650-1720: flood deposits on valley floor cultivat~d; 

dry field boundaries again constructed; construction o~ 

two irrigation complexes (4970, 4838) i.n interior of 

lower valley and one on lluff of Eliali' i (4870); 

site 4838 is an unusual terrace complex: it is fed fro:a 

spring-supplied waterfall by means of a 500 m long 

canal; constructed into ! previous dry-field area and 

topographically placed tc be removed· from general thre;lt 

of flood damage; sites 4838 and 4847 have habitation 

areas which contain adz manufacturing debris; additional 

flood deposition occured near the end of ·this period. 

A.D. 1720-1840: Field cultivation of new alluvial deposits 

and construction of new dry-field boundaries; construction 

of standing walls and walled enclosures (e.g. 4843, 

4844, 4960, 4961) probably during later part of this 

period; abandonment of irrigation complexes in rear of 

lower valley perhaps in later years of this period or 
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early years of next period; probably beginning 

depopulation of valley; floods during later part of this 

period. 

A..D. 1840-1880: Taro cultival:ion continued in front of 

valley; although probabl~· reduced from former scale; 

Mahele; after 1850 the mLjor portions of the agricultural 

areas of the valley mouth' were leased to non-Ha\vaiians: 

Marriage bet~·1een Ha'iiaiiaJts and non-Hawaiians taking 

place; remnants from thin and the following period are 

found in sit.es 4836, 489~•, 4803, 4801. 

A.D. 1880-1930: In 1880's or earlier rice cultivation bega3 

in the valley mouth area this involved the use with 

pbssible modification of the old taro terraces and 

expansion of the old fie.:.d area to reclaim a fishpond in 

the lower area of terract!S and swamp in the upper area; 

a Chinese settlement (72 acres of rice; 4800) constructed 

mauka of the rice fields: associated with this settlement 

are also two isolated features (4835, 4865) probably 

Chinese ovens, an area of collapsed ~valls (possible 

Chinese structures) 4982.; and a ~ortion of a flume 

foundation (4979), the flume running from the Kohala 

Ditch in a side valley to the rice field area; local 

families (Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian) continued to live 

on the Kohala side of the valley and on the dune (4836, 

4895, 4801, 4803). 

The rice cultivation was abandoned between 1925 

and 1930 and the valley was nearly uninhabited by 1935. 
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Other important featu r es within the valley, . probably 

religious structures, have not .been dated and thus 

cannot be fitted into the chronological sequence. 

These include two ~mall shrines: 4866 and one of the 

structures in 4868, 

one probable heiau: 4863 and 

one shrine/heiau: l .973. 

2. Pololu complex I: 10-03-4930 

a. Description 

The Pololu dune and the adjacent eastern pal:i. side 

at the mouth of the valley are ·included within 4930 • . Tite 

dune is about 430x130 m ard 27m high.· It is composed 

of basaltic (non~calcareoLS sand). The stream mouth 

lies on the western side cf the dune. The eastern side 

of the dune abuts the pali. The front has been eroded 

by tsunami and high surf action producing various 

exposures of cultural material. The beach is composed 

of both sand and boulders. The dominant . vegetation is 

ironwood most of which has grown since 19.40. Turn of the 

photographs of the dune show it largely barren of 

vegetation except for grass. 

"Sites 11 on the dune are defined somewhat arbitrarily: 

exposed deposits and/or surface fragments of structures 

were given site numbers which are used to refer to the 

surrounding area and the excavations within that area 

(Map 3) . Used in · this fashion these numbers do not 

represent discrete sites, but only areas. The excavations 
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were not extensive enough to allow 'the stratigraphic 

relationships between the ~eposit& of the various pits 

and "site" areas to be determine<:!. 

As can be seen by thn pits (Hap· .3) the ex cava ted 

area is a miniscule portion of the total dune. The 

dune is thus not adequate sample in any regard. 

However, in nearly every E:xcavation pit; stratified 

habitation deposits were l.ocated. These deposits 

contained very small quantities of organic material 

(marine shell,. ma~nal and fishbone, kukui shells), but 

large quantities of stone debris (basalti~-glas~ and 

basalt ·flakes) and· s.tone l rtifacts, predominantly 
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cobble choppers and fragml!nts of adzes. There were no 

fishhook manufacturing articles or items for fishing or 

marine collection except for one fragment of a fishhook. 

While the food remains incicated that some animals were 

collected from the ocean, the artifactual material 

suggests that agriculture and animal husbandry provided 

the main subsistence. Features located in excavations 

included fireplaces, trashpits, stone pavings, and 

packed-sand floors. The earliest dates obtained from 

dune excavations are in the late 1400's A.D., but most 

of the deposits rJo not date until the late 1500's. 

Occupation continued into the 20th century. 

The priQary threats to the sites·are natural 

elements (especially h~gh storm surf) and vandalism. 
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t ,. Sites 

4801: ercded face and sur::ounding area on end of dune 
near the stream mou:h; approximate location of a 
historic house-site and a portion of Land Commis
sion Award 10581 (Map Sa - which is a blow up of 
Map 5); excavation ::evealed a trash accumulation 
of about 2 m in dep:h with prehistoric and historic 
deposits,. and 2 or :1 occupa t~on floors. 

Examination of the ;trea in 1975 and 1976 indicated 
that significant er•>sion of 'the face is taking 
place every winter, presumably from storm surf. 
The facing which wa.;. exposed before excavation 
was completely cov~::ed witli mounded sand at the 
end of excavation i•1 1973. It is now more exposed 
than before with se::ious loss of the ·deposit. 

4802: historically identi::ied as "Puu alii 11 (Map Sa) and 
a house-site; a few possible paving stones were 
located on the west•!rnmost knoil of the area and 
an excavation into :he knoll (Pit B) produced 
cultural deposits 3m deep (with sterile strata), 
two horizons of sto:1e paving, and one possible · 
section of a wall; .>rehistoric and historic occu
pation; all other p.Lts within the area yielded 
cultural deposits. 

4803: portion of waterwor11-stone paving with some pieces 
of old concrete; h~;toric artifacts, stone 
artifacts, and marine shell are on the surface an:l 
eroding down the side of the sand ridge on which 
the site is located; no excavations were con
duct~?:d; site is probable remains of a historic 
house-site (Map Sa);, it was reported in Loa and 
Bonk (1970) as the 1:emains of Ho 1 olonopahu Heiau 
(see Site 4804) but this is a misidentification. 

4804: Ho'olonopahu Heiau; survey of the recorded area of 
the heiau (Map 5a) produced no remains of any kind; 
however no excavations were ~onducted; the site 
was described by Father Bond in 1885 and para
phrased by Thrum in 1907 (p. 62): 

·~oolonopahu, a ·small heiau, said to have 
been built long before Kamehameha's time, and 
located on the most prominent sand hill in Pololu I 
valley... · . 

The sound of the drum yJas continually heard 
during the nights of Ku, proceeding from the 
locality of this heiau, hence its name. But 
when search was made the following morning, no 
drummer could be found. Finally direction was 
given by the chiefs to· search the premises and on · \ 
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failure to find th~ cause to demolish the heiau, 
which was done. All that now remains is· an 
inconspicuous pile of stones but a foot or two 
above the sand ••• " 

In his listing of 1-.eiau from Kohaia, Thrum (1907, 
p. 30) refers to tl.is as an agricultural heiau, 
but he provides no source for this information. 

4916: portion of area referred to historically as 11Puu 
Ko-a" (YJ.ap Sa); although not fully exposed, a 
stratified deposit appears to extend et least 70 
m across the fsc0 cf the dune; excavation on 
either end of this deposit yielded important 
stratified habitation material; Pits Gl and. 2 
had complex stratified deposits with compacted 
sand floors, firepits, and cultural debris~ with 
baialtic-glass dates (the earliest for the dune) 
of late 1400's A.D.; Pits A and B (little more 
than facings) also showed complex strat~fied 
deposits (although with no dates as early as 
those of Pit G), or. e of .which contained a lar15e 
oval stone with a fish skeleton petroglyph; othe·: 
excavations in the area, at lower elevations, 
produced little of importance; this major deponi: 
is an extremely iini=ortant site, representing 
not only an extensive horizontal and vertical 
occupation, but also one with comparatively old 
dates and material which ~ends to substantiate 
the historical ider.tification of part of the 
area as a fishing shrine. 

4917: a waterworn cobble paving and cultural deposit 
exposed by erosion in a partially slumped area 
on the eastern side of the valley; it is not on 
the dune but in slumping soil of the pali face, 

. some 14 m above the beach; it is difficult to ' 
estimate how much of the site remains but it_is 
certainly of some .importance becau·se of its 
unusual location; no excavation was attempted 
(climbing gear 1110uld be needed!) . 

4919: a series of small terrace facings and associated 
platforms in a gully on the eastern side of the 
valley between the dune and the pali; the ~erraces 
are piobably agricultural features, but no 
subsurface investigation of these or the associ
ated platforms was conducted. 

3. Pololu complex II: 4931 

a. Description 

Pololu complex II is a series of sites located on 
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the alluvial floor, talus slopes, and cqlluvial fans of 

side gulches of tower .Pol<•lu. The lower valley has two 

branches, one formed by Pololu stream itself beginning. 

at a waterfall (known as O'kupe) which divides the upper 

and lower valley, and the second formed by a side strean 

known as Waiakalae in the plateau _above the valley and ~s 

Kalowao Iki once it enter: : the side gulch of Kalowao 

(also spelled "Kalmvai"). Another small ·stream feeding 

Kalowao is named Kalowao llui. 

The one site withiu Pololu Complex II which iS n:>t 

within the valley proper :.s 4870, antiirigated taro 

complex located at the brow of the rigge (Eli'ali'i) 

which separates the rear ::ection of the lower valley 

fr·om Kalowao. · It is loca1:ed above the Kalowao Iki falls. 

The integrity or u.ttity of this complex, although 

it represents a number of time periods and at least two 

~ultures (Hawaiian and Chinese) is determined by the 

spatial association and intermingling of features on 1 

the valley floor and by the nature of the sites: they 

represent an economic and technological cornmittment to 

survival within the demanding environment of Pololu. 

This . valley \o7as almost wholly devoted to agri-

culture ~nd agricultural success was challenged by two 

major elements: the lac~ of a perennial.stream on the 

floor of the valley and periods of extreme flooding. 

Hawaiian agriculture in Pololu depended upon 1) use of 

rainfall on the floor of the_valley (and surving atten- . \ 
I 



dant droughts which are co~on in Kohala) (cf. 4871) 

.2) controlling the perenni.al .water whi<:h did enter the 

valley from springs (by waterfall in several cases; 

however, none of these per:nnial sources created a 
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volume of water sufficient to form a flowing stream on 

the valley floor; all went undergroun~ unless controile< 

by human activity such as canaling and ponding) (cf. 48:8) 

3) by controlling flood waters by diversion systems at-78) 

from field areas or by spreading over wide sections 

(cf. 4871) .4) by reconstruction of the system after drum .ge 

from flooding (cf. Test Excavations and 4893). 

The entire valley floor ~f lower Pololu contains 

the features and soils which represent-the efforts of 

Hawaiian control~ In addition are associated habitatiot, 

features and religious structures (the locations . of botl , 

kinds of features determined by the problems of water 

control). 

Toward the mouth of the valley are the remnants 

of Chinese rice farming: · modified wet-taro terraces and 

associated habitations (4800). 

Th~ valley floor is flat laterally, with poorly 

developed talus slopes, and is interrup~ed only by the 

erosion beds of emphemeral streams and gullies. The 

floor slopes very gently (from 1 to 2 degrees) from the 

mouth toward O'kupe Falls. The primary vegetation is 

guava, with some stands of kukui, java plum, noni, and 

mountain apple. Toward the ocean the ~ailey floor is 

swampy area with unidentified grasses and reeds. 
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The sites of this complex are divided into two 

. chronological groups: these which ar·e . prehistoric and 

early historic Hawaiian with no significant break in 

continuity from the.prehistoric (Map 3); 2) those which 

are historic: Hawaiian, ~ith divergence from the 

traditional patterns, or ron-Hawaiian.(Map 4). 

Test pits are located on maps and lettered by si:e, 

with the following exceptions: test pits for 4838 and 

4863 and TE 31 area (see telow) are shown on enlargemen:s. 

Also, test .pits which were not placed in a well defined 

site or which were originclly intended to examine 

natural features have bee[ ~ identified as TE 's (test 

excavations) and numbered rather than lettered. These · 

TE's are scattered over tbe valley floor. Many of the 

areas where TE's are located have subsequently been 

identified as a single ~it.e, the dryfield agricultural 

complex (4871). 

b. Sites 

Descriptions of thE : sites of Complex II are pre-

sented in three sections: 1) general results of the TE 

series, 2) the prehistoric sites, and 3) the historic 

sites; in each case in numerical order. 

b-1. Test Excavations 

The majority of test excavations was placed in 
fields or across field boundaries of Site 4871. These 
demonstrated that the field boundaries are quite shallow 
(see 4871) and th~t agricultu!al and habitation features 
lie within the alluvial deposits of Pololu, in some 
cases up to two meters below the surf~ce.. Thus the 
surface features of .Pololu represent only a small segment 



of the total archaeological remains of lower Pololu. 
Almost all of the test excavations had stratified 
agricultural deposits. In addition, buried field 
boundaries were located .in TE 1, 19., and 31 (Map 4a-
4871). Buried cultural features such as ·fireplaces, 
earth ovens, and postholes were found in TE 1, 12, 23, 
24, 25, and 30, and in Site 4981. (Habitation related 
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to surface features was located in other sites described 
below). The most extensive excavation of buried 
habitation and agricultural deposits was given the speci~•l 
site designation of 4893 and is descriQed below. 

In sum the entire floor of lower Pololu can well be 
considered a single stratified site of agricultural and 
habitational features extending to a depth of two m belo~T 
the present surface. 

b-2. Prehistoric Sites (Map 3) 

4838: major irrigation com~lex located at the base of 
the nose of Eli'ali'i; terrace facings formed by 
stacked waterworn cobbles; interior canal(s); 
associated dryfield areas . and habitation (Map 4b) . 

This is one of the few irrigation complexes 
in lower Pololu. It is an important example of all 

effort to convert a dryfield area into irrigation 
fields under conditions of limited water supply. 
The poor water supply is evident by the poorly 

· developed pond soils and by at least one period 
of abandonment irrigation. ·Structural points of 
interest include 1) associated habitation deposit~; 
2) the water source; 3) association with dry fielc . 
areas, and 4) topographic position. 

The area was rna?ped in ·detail and 23 
excavation pits were dug. 

The habitation consists of a paved platform 
located at the head of the terraces · and subsurface 
features elsewhere. Excavations at the edge of 
the platform produced a stratified deposit with 
evidence for adz manufacture (from secondary 
flaking to polishing) and a numbe~ of earth ovens, 
(with pig rew~ins) and fireplaces. The habitation 
dates as early as A.D. 1600 and continued into the 
historic period. 

The water source was never positively 
identified •. However, evidence points to a permanent 
waterfall located in a ~mall . side gully "waterhole" 
some 500 m inland of the irrigation fields on the 
Kohala side of the main lower valley. Water seems 
to have been dtrected from the waterfall along a 
runoff channel at the base of the pali and then 
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into a canal extending along the lower edg~ of the 
pali and talus slope before being emptied into 
the pondfields. Thi:> repres~nts an interesting 
piece of engineering and is somewhat similar to 
Honopue site 4808. 

·Excavations of Halls and pondfields indicated 
that the system was probably constructed in at 
least three stages, :he upper end the earliesf. 

Some of the ponds have several wet agricultural 
strata, while others show only a slight trace of 
ponding. There is a:.so evidence of rebuilding 
'\>7ithin the system, iJLcluding reconstruction of the 
central interior ca~!l. 

·The irrigation 1:omplex is in an area of 
extensive dryfield bDundaries (4871). Excavation 
indicates that the d::y fields had been constructed 
and were under culti,ration prior to the building 
of 4838. When 4838 ,,as built, it follov7ed the 
basic lines set down by the dry field boundaries. 
The reasons for this are uncertain. Topography 
does not seem to be a dictating factor. Social 
definition of use-ar1~as is one alternative. 

Site 4838 is placed on an alluvial ridge 
.which is removed fron flood danger from both 
Polo.lu and Kalowao s1:reams except under the 
severest conditions. Thus the basic location and 
the size of the comp:.ex appear to be determined 
by environmental conniderations. It is located 
above the major flood zone requiring a lengthy 
canal to the water source and it is limited in 
size due to the smal:. amount .of water available on 
a permanent basis. · 

An old wall, probably dating to the turn of 
the century encloses part of the complex (on Map 4). 
This may have been l,lSed in "trapping" or securing 
pigs. Several informants indicated that the deep 
terraces were useful for this. 

In general 4838 has a number of unusual features 
and is certainly one of the most important sites in 
Pololu. 

4862: talus and alluvial fan from a large side gulch 
(named Kapaoloa) in the rear area of lower Pololu. 
with only meagre evidenc'e for cultural activity 
presently known. Kapoloa has a permanent waterfall 
at its head, but the water goes underground except' 
for periods after very hea:vy rains. Excavations 
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yielded evidenc'e of ·nassive recent outpourings of 
debris born by f.lash flood from the gully. One 
possible agricultural soil was located, and one 
possible wall remnan .;~ The area remains important· 
for investigation ber.:ause of the paucity of water 
supply in Pololu. T.1is area would probably not 
have been overlooked for use. However, the evidence 
for any such use may be buried oeneath several 
meters of outwash alluviaum or else completely 
eroded away. 

Local informant .; indicate that ttl is area was 
also used for produc~ion of .okolehau in the 1930's. 

4863: a structure of platfr)rms anci upright stones located 
far into the side guLch of Kalowao Nui; p.ossibly a 
heiau (Map 4c). It :~ s located on the last land 
bench between the st::eam bed and the gulch wall 
within Kalowao Nui a11d is a partial terracing of the 
talus slope. The lo:ation is yery hazardous due to 
the prevalence for ~!ological missiles to be launched 
by natural processes from elevations nearly directly 
above the structure ;o that they may ·increase velocity 
at 32 ft/sec/s~c con Jequently reaching the ground with 
a mass/velocity so a3 to render any organic object on 
said ground into a s:ate of permanent squashedness. 

The focus of thr! site is an enclosure/platform 
set against the talu:; slope. A possible facing can 
be seen against the ·:~lus. The three sides of the 
enclosure were originally well constructed of an
gular stones. · Sever;tl large flat boulders are placed 
upright in the wall. In the southeast corner is a 
small wall enclosing a pit. The interior is filled 
with angular cobbles and the floor is very irregular. 

There ar~ no knDwn historic references to this 
structure but a local Ha';<Jaiian informant identified 
this as a heiau. Its upright stones would lend sup~ : 

port to this. Its unusual location would indicate 
that it is a heiau with a very specific function. 

This is an important structure archaeologically, 
as well as to the people of the area. 

4864: terraces at the junction of Kalowao Nui and Kalawao 
Iki gulches. These were not examined in detail or 
excavated, but they appear to include dry agricul
tural features and a possible house platform. Old 
breadfruit trees are growing in association. 

4866.: a large boulder forming a low shelter and associated 
level areas and alignments, "platforms." This site 
is located south of the · irrigation. complex of 4838. 
The boulder is over 1.5 m high. and lies as to form a 
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small shelter. A low wail of stacked stones par
tially encloses the shelter opening. This -may be a 
shrine and/or shelter. It was not excavated. Thi:l 
is associated with possible·habitation platforms 
which extend along the base of the pali and are bo::
dered by field boundaries to the east and extend t·> 
the paved platform associated with Site 4838. The 
platforms of 4866 are not paved but are created by 
low stone alignments. Their closeness to 4838 indL
cate they may be an extension of the habitation. 
which was exposed in the excavat~on of 4838, Pit A. 
However no excavatior. was performed to test this. 

4870; an agricultural and rabitation complex in the un
usual location of the brow of the ridge (Elia~i'i) 
which separates the two main branches of lower Pol)lu. 
It is thus out of the valley proper, but located 
within the Pololu drcinage system. Further, it is 
included within PoloJu ahupua 1a as defined in the 
mid-19th century by l.awaiian informants (surveys 
and Boundary Certificate hearings)o 

Its relationshii· to Pololu is evident because 
its irrigation fieldr. ·use water which subsequently 
flow into Pololu and it is connected to the lower 
valley by what appe~~s to be the remnant of an old 
trail up the nose of Eliali'i. 

It is located al·out 1300 feet above the valle)T 
floor. The present l:ohala Ditch Trail passes alon5 
the ridge below the [.ite. 

Site 4870 consi~.ts of some 46 terraces, a com
bination of wet and (ry, and at least one platform 
living area. Irrigation water came primarily from 
a spring, with possil•le supplement from the stream 
(Kalowao Iki). · 

Some of the terrace facings are crude in con
struction (and these are presum"ab ly. dry) while 
others are very well formed, and include facings 
over t\olO meters high. Some of the terrace facings 
overlook the lower deeper gully of. Kalowao Iki just 
before it drops over the ridge into Pololu valley. 

Excavations into a platform area at the head of 
the site produced evidence of habitation, including 
fireplaces and earth ovens. Carbon-fourteen dating 
of material from the ovens indicate that the site 
was occupied at least by. A.D. 1650. It is an impor
tant site by virtue-of both location and construction 
and deserves more i"nvestigation •. 
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4871: the dryland field bonndary complex .of lower Pololu; 
site 4871 thus refer1; to much of the lower valley 
floor mauka of the S\'amp (Map 3). 

The field bound<•.ries are formed by alignments 
of cobble size stone:. or of low piles of' small 
stones or, on occassi.on, of a facing two or three 
courses high. Many c,f these lines apparently ran 
the entire'width of the valley floor before they 
were disrupted by erosion. The lines are from 5 to 
10 m apart and paral:.el to one another, with some 
variation depending upon terrain. Other lines of 
stone are perpendicu: .ar to these cross-valley lines. 
These perpendicular boundaries appear to be some
what lees regular, aJLd are often much further apart 
(60 m or more) than 1:he cross-valley lines. · The 
alignments thus form field plots in the shape of very 
narrow, long rectang:.es over a great percentage of 
the valley floor. Their pattern is influenced by 
topograp,hy so that in areas of steeper terrain the 
lines are closer togc!ther and form true terraces. 
The best preservatioll is found in the center of the 
lower valley around :ate 4838. 

The bpundaries .tre probably the result of a 
number of. factors, i.1cluding field stone clearing~ 
definition of plots ::vr social purposes, and contx ol 
of soil movement and silt trapping under periods cf 
low intensive flood.. Excavation into the field bcun 
daries in a number o:: areas indicate that they are 
always shallow (that is, constructed on the surface 
with little soil build up), and that in a number cf 
areas they were probably present but destroyed by 
erosion. Excavationn have also indicated that con
parable field bounda:;ies are found below heavy all u
vial deposits in a n11mber of areas of the valley (e.g. 
TE 31). The dry agricultural field system which is 
visible on the surface thus represents only the most 
recent attempt of a history of efforts to control the 
agricultural environment of the valiey, 

. I 

4893: an excavation area defined by exposure of stream 
banks of Pololu Stream, arbitrarily limited to the 
area from the interio~ boundary of the rice fields 
(4800) to 4969 (Map 4d) • 

. 
1 

Edxpos:dt•in ~he sbtredadmdba~kths is ~vid1etnce 1ohf ab~lu- ·l 
v~a epos~ ~on ~nter e e w~ agr~cu ura · a ~-

tation remains. 

Remnants of agricultural fields may be traced for 
the entire distance of the defined site area. At spe
cific points are remain.s fo ·habitation, including 
fireplaces, postholes, and scatters of artifacts. 

! 
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These habitation sites appear to have been teropora1·y 
occupations probably associated with field cultiva .. 
tions. 

Three clearly defined agricultural strata (geu
erally 10 to 20 em thick) are located in alluvial 
strata of varying thicknesses. The lmvest agricul .. 
tural stratum is some 2.5 m below the present surface. 

Much more research needs to be done on these 
buried fields and their associated living areas. 

4970: a complex of irrigation terraces at the base of a 
talus and alluvial fan emanating from a small gulch 
located on the western side of the rear of lower 
Pololu. Draining into ·the gulch is a small but pe::
manent waterfall which now goes underground, but 
apparently was once diverted into the irrigation 
fields. The head of the irrigation system has beell 
covered with talus and colluvium, so the actual me;ms 
by which water was ol::tained is uncertain. The com>lex 
consists of at least 6 irrigated plots. 

Excavation indicates that there was only one 
agricultural soil (pcnded) within the fields. No 
origin date -has been obtained but pottery in the 
pond soil indicates that it was probably used in the 
19th and perhaps early 20th century. 

One of the important construction features is 
a massive stone facir.g on the inland side of this 
complex which serves to protect the irrigation fields 
from damage from flocd~vaters corning from Pololu 
stream through a stream channel adjacent to the si;:e. 
There is no evidence that Pol?lu stream ever serve•l 
as an irrigation source for the main terraces but 
rather was a threat to the site. 

The channel bed itself has. several small ter
races which were probably used for cultivation. 

4972: a large stone facing located at the rear of lmver 
Pololu, adjacent to 0 1 kupe waterfall. This feature 
is composed of large cobbles and has the remnant of 
a paved surface. It is probably the remnant of a 
habitation terrace. Test excavation revealed a fire
pit near the surface of the terrace. This is a. lo
gical place for habitation because of the waterfall 
and pool. The area is relatively free from falling 
rock and is subject to flood only under peak cond{
tions. There are a. number of breadfruit trees in 
the vicinity. It is probable that bdditional habi
tation as well ·as agriculture occurred .in the area, 
but survey and excavation revealed no evidence for 



this. The general area has been ~amaged by 
erosion and by talus. 

4973: a platform remnant on the talus slope on·,· 
the western side of Pololu. It is. probably 
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the feature which ~as identified on a 1904 
survey map·(govt. Reg. 2247) as "paepae with 
god." This notaticn may have been added to 
the map after 1904, as the surveyor's notebook 
does not indicate the source for identification 
of the "god". 

If the "god" js still there it is a very 
large boulder (2.3 x 1.5 m) lying on its side 
(face?) on one corr~r of the terrate. Shrines 
formed in such a fcshion (often called 
11pohaku-okane'') arE recorded in general 
ethnohistoric re~e1ences (Kamakau 1976:130). 

M.ost of the tf:rrace has been destroyed 
by talus, but fragr~nts of facings may be 
seen. No excavations were conducted. 

4977: Structures in Kala11ao gulch. Structures 
include terraces a1ld platforms, and one small 
enclosu~e. A grea: deal of damage to these 
has been produced l1y flooding and talus. 
Function is not ce1:tain but the terraces are 
almost certainly agricultural, and probably dry 
in general. Some Het terraces may be present, 
but are not the ma,iority of the agricultural 
features. One pos:lible platform was excavated 
and the results indicated habitation activity. 

4981: an adz quarry loca·:ed toward the rear of lower 
Pololu. The quarr:' debris (basalt flakes and 
adz preforms) is found on the surface and in 
a stratified deposit exposed by the adjacent 
Pololu st~eam bed. The known flaking area is 
some 23 m long by 15 m wide but may be more 
extensive once subsurface deposits are more 
fully explored. The debris is adjacent to the 
pali-, which is composed of massive blocks of 
fine grained basalt which served as the stone 
source. 

In addition to the quarry debris, 
excavations revealed agricultural deposits 
and habitation features interbedded with 
alluvial material. 

Adzes and basalt flakes~ found in two 
nearby sites (4838, ~it K~ and TE 12), 

( 
( 
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probably have their origin at this quarry. 
Adzes were roughed uut at this site and 
then removed to nea:·:by habitation areas 
for finishing. No Hear studies have yet 
been undertaken, bu·': the primary adz use 
was probably for fa~est clearance in 
cultivation. Addit:.i.onally the ,adzes may 
have been used in soil tilling. 

This is an impc>rtant site. Its location 
on a valley floor a1td the stratified deposits 
are characteristics, Further, the close 
association with art!as of use is significant 
for comparing manufacturing processes and 
disposal patterns w:'.th those of adzes which 
come from distant S•)urces (such as Mauna· 
Kea). The site may also contribute .to 
the study of trade patterns. 

b-:. Historic Sites (Map 4) 

4800: remnants of "Chines,!" ·settlement and rice 
terraces. The sett~ement area includes 
concrete·and stone :oundations of several 
structures (map Sa) plus scattered surface 
artifacts: machine:y fragments and glass, 
with several possible trash dumps. There 
are also a number o:: stone-filled depressions 
which may be from charcoal manufacture. 
These·· features are Located in the middle of 
the valley, inland Jf the upper border of 
the rice terraces. Additional features which 
probably belong wit1 this occupation include 
4982 (collapsed walls), 4835 and 4865 
(both are "ovens") 1nd 4979 (concrete foundation 
for flume). 4800 i3 clearly identified 
with the Chinese oc:upation of Pololu by 
historic reference and by the surface 
artifacts. 

The occupation portion of 4800 is on 
level ground adjacent to the present main 
Pololu stream bed. The area was probably 
occupied from the mid-to-late 1800's until 
about 1926. No excavations or surface 
collections were made in the settlement area. 

On the Govt. Reg. Map 2247 (1904), this 
area is referred to as "Chinese Quarter" and 
"Rice Mill.". Hodern informants indicate 
that the quarte~s were primarily for males, 
whose families lived elsewhere, and included 
a sleeping house and a cook hous~. Other 
structures were for activities related to 



rice processing, including threshings; 
actual milling occurred elsewhere. 

The second portion of 4800 is the 
complex of rice terraces. These are mapped 
in detail on Gov. Rag. Map 2247 (1904) . (72 
acres). Abandoned between 1926 and 1930, 
they were partially destroyed by the 1946 
tsunami. · The inlanj sections are still 
generally intact. rhe majority are now 
under swamp grasses but the patterns of the 
field outlines are perceivable. A small 
portion of the inland terraces are under 
tree cover (java plum, noni, guava). The 
terrace remnants on the inland area of the 
Kohala side of the valley were mapped and 
found to be in nearly perfect accord with 
the 1904 survey map. A good portion of this 
area is fenced today as a pig lot. 

These terraces are probably modifications 
of earlier Hawaiian taro fields. The 
extent of modification or expansion was 
not determined, but an estimate is indicated 
by comparisons o.f 1-: aps 3 and 4. 
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Limited excavations were conducted which 
demonstrated that ~ultiple wet-field agricultura :. 
deposits exist wit~in the main areas of the · 
irrigation system. However, the terraces 
along the inland border are quite recent 
and contain no wet soils beneath them. There 
are stratified deposits which contain the 
remnants of dryland agricultural activity, 
probably Hawaiian (associated with the strata 
in 4893). The upper portion of the rice 
fields are thus probably an expansion of 
the original Hawaiian irrigation complex. 

This expansion relates in part to 
intensification of agricultural production 
for commercial production, b~t also relates 
to a .new wa·ter source. The Ha111aiian terraces 
were fed primarily from springs located on 
the Kohala side of the valley. This water 
supply was supplemented after the construction 
of the Kohala ditch by a flume (4979) which 
extended from one of the waterfalls · in 
the side gulch of Kalowao into the rice fields. 

Much more research is needed regarding 
the nature and duration of the Chinese 
occupation and the nature of agricultural 
modification of the prior Hawaiian complex. 

.I 
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4835: "beehive" shaped s t:ruc ture (ca. 3x3 m and 1. 3 m 
high) made of wa ter110rn cobbles cemented to
gether; with a smaL opening (30x40 em) in 
front at ground levr!l and a smaller opening 
(20x20 .em) at the roar toward the top. A ramp 
leads up one side to provide access to ·the 
rear opening. The ltollow interior includes a 
floor area which han been dug out below the 
surface of the ground, making the interior 
depth from roof to J'loor abou·t 1. 75 m. This 
appears to ·be a kind of oven used by Chinese 
for cooking meat (hung from the rear opening), 
as described by \vil1 iam Bonk (U:H-Hilo). Bonk 
reports a similar structure associated with 
the Chinese Society House i~ Kukuihaile. A 
similar structure ~ also ~ound in Pololu 
(4865). Sites 4835 and 4865 are located 
inland of the Chine1e quarters of 4800, some 
150 m and 250 m resiectively. Large ''cha:r
coal" pits are also found in the general 
vicinity of each. 

4836: historic housesite; on the western side of the 
valley above the rice terraces, the area is 
generally known as the Ramon prd~erty, origi
nally a land gran·t I No. 9320). The area is 
fenced, with several stone walls and terraces, 
and has many domesticated plants. The major 
structure on the prcperty is a wooden frame, · 
vertical sideboard house, with a tin and tar
paper roof (Map 6). The house was occupied 
into the 1950's. It has, however, had some 
upkeep by its owners, some of whom live in 
nearby areas of Kohala. 

4837:' a large flat-topped mound of stones. It 
measures approximately lOxlO m and l. 7 m 
high. Its function has not been determined. 
\Vhile it is possible that it only represents 
clearing of stones from nearby agricultural 
fields~ it is more likely a purposeful struc
ture, such a·s for burial. The age of the 
structure is uncertain. No excavations were 
conducted. 

4841: a dty terrace or talus slope of lower eastern 
side of Pololu. Local talus stones have been 
stacked to form crude terraces. Some may have. 
been used for agriculture, others only for 
stabilizing talus. The surface features are 
probably recent. 

4842: a large enclosure constructed of stacked water
worn stone located on the eastern side of lower 
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Pololu. It measures .50 to 1.10 ~ high. This 
is probably an animll pen associated with late 
19th century habita:ion. No excavations were 
conducted in the ar·!a, but it appe~rs that 
this structure is s·1perimposed over prehistoric 
dry fields. · 

4843: a large (8.6x9.7 m ;,y ·1.45 m high) platform 
set against a steep talus slope with some 
crude terraces, loc1ted in the eastern side 
of lower Pololu. · L>w thick walls are built 
up on the north and west sides. 

A terrace faci1g has been· built up on 
the talus side some 1.0 m above the' platform 
floor. All of the .;onstruction is from 
talus cobbles. 

Prior to excav.ttion it was thought that 
this was a house pl.ltform. However, an exca
vation trench indic.lted that it was completely 
filled with rubble, with no signs of use. It 
is probably recent tn origin (late 19th century 
at the earliest) ani may be ass9ciated with 
4842 and 4844. 

4844: a large 'double encl,,sure (stacked waterworn 
stone walls up to 1.5 m high) with stone 
paving and platfor~ within, located on the 
Hamakua side of lmv,!r Pololu. No excavations 
were conducted in this feature but it appears 
to be historic, prol>ably Hawaiian, of the 
mid-to-late 19th century. One large papaya 
tree and fallen mango trees are iri and around 
the structure. Hounes probably stood on the 
pavings and platfor11 inside the enclosures. 
Animals may have been kept in the nearby 4842. 
Generally this site has the appearance of a 
"kuleana" houselot of the late 19th century. 
There are no records to indicate that this 
is a true kuleana holding, but it is quite 
similar to such houselots which were located 
at the front of the valley (as indicated by 
early maps and photographs). Very little is 
known about these types of sites and it would 
thus be of some significance to excavate. 

4845: stone terraces and walls on a talus ·and allu• 
vial fan in the first inland gulch of lower 
Pololu, eastern side. The lower portion of 
the talus is contained within a 1.5 m high 
facing. No excavation was conducted here, 
but the structures seem to 'be only for sta
bilization and containment of talus, although 



some cultivation wichin the feature would 
have been possible. Associated with the 
features within the gulch is another retain
ing wall which is located _agains·t the base 
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of the pali both no::th and south .of the gulch 
debris. The wall seems to have been con
structed to retain ~ :alus. It extends into 
Site 4846. Fragments of similar walls or 
talus facing are fonnd along other portions 
of the pali base, ru>tably in association 
with 4971 and 4866. 

The structures within 4845 are probably 
historic in origin, but no excavation was 
done which would denonstrate this. 

4846: a series of stone facings and small enclo
sures along the eas1 :ern side of Pololu. All 
are probably histor: .c in on.g~n. There are 
also· stone alignmen:: s beneath the standing 
structures, which a1 :e probably part of pre
historic dry land cu: .tivation as suggested 
by limited test excavations, and considered 
to be part of 4871. 

4847: stone terraces and. Halks located in a small 
side gulch of Polol11, eastern side. The 
terraces and standing walls are probably 
historic, stabilizal:ion features. The 
enclosure, probably historic also, may 
hav·e been an animal pen. Excavation (TE 
32) revealed a preh:.storic habitation 
deposit below the lE~vel of the enclosure. 
Nearby is another non-agriculture! deposit 
(perhaps habitation; of basalt flakes 
interbedded with ag1·icultural deposits 
(TE 12). This general area needs much more 
excavation. 

4848: stone facings and walls in a gulch mouth on 
the eastern side of Pololu. A large bifaced 
wall extends across the gully mouth. At 
the front of the gully, on the alluvial 
flats above the adjacent stream bed are 
rows of stone, and low terraces which 
are apparently the remnants of·a dry-
field agricultural system (4871). 

Excavations conducted in the gully 
structures indicate that they are historic 
and primarily served to· retain talus and 
slope wash. 
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4865: a dome-shaped (now partially collapsed) structure 
constructed of stacJ.:ed water-worn cobbles, the 
upper f?ection is cemented. It.is located in
land of the rice terraces.. There is a small 
opening at the ~ase of the front and a ramp 
leading from the front to the rear. The top is 
collapsed so it is not possible to determine 
the·inside depth. ~ibis structure is of the same 
size and form as 48>5. Both appear to be "Chi
nese" ovens and thu.; associated with the "Chinese 
quarters" (4800). 

4867: terraces and walls .~reating stabilized slope on 
western side of Pol•>lu near Kalowao. A large 
terrace lies downsl.>pe at the·front of the gully 
with several small :erraces along the gully ·con
tour. Some habitat:Lon may be in association. 
Vegetation includes coffee and breadfruit. :Hoc:t 
of the construction is probably historic although 
a prehistoric compo1ent may lie subsurface. The 
overall site was pr•)bably for limited habitation 
and dry cultivation. 

4868: a stone enclosure, •nounds, and platforms on an 
alluvial flat with .lry terraces on the talus 
behind, on eastern ;ide of the valley. The 
enclosure is probably historic, but the platforms 
may be prehistoric. There is a large boulder in 
association which h.1.s a number of small stones 
placed around it, s•1ggestihg a shrine (Pohaku-o
kane). 

4894: a large bifaced walled enclosure (stacked water
worn stone wall, up to 1.3 m high) with several 
clusters of stone plles and a possible platform 
inside. The enclos·1re wall is.collapsed in 
several places. Th·~ feature is probably historic 
but was not investigated in detail. It may have 
been a houselot, an animal pen, or.a garden 
enclosure although. no feral domesticates were 
observed. 

4895: Platforms and walls located in two gulches on 
the west side of Pololu Valley, approximately 200 m 
from the sand dune. The mouths of the gulches are 
60 m apart and are separated by sheer pal(. A 
trail cuts across the mouths of both gulches. 

About 50 m north from the tree line of the 
valley floor, the west valley wall gives way to 
the first and larger of the gulches. This gulch 
slopes up gradually for about 50 m on the Kohala 
side of the trail and gives the.appearance of a 
b~wl-shaped d~pression in the valley wall. 
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Remains of a single-faced wall parallel the trai~ 

and may have served as a boundary marker, talus 
retainer, or barrier to animals. 

A tongue of land, about SO m long, extends 
about 70 m out intc the swamp from the trail and 
stands approximately 1.5 m above swamp level. 
Northward and joined to this tongue is a 20 m long 
extension which prctrudes 5 m into the swamp. 
There are no visible features in either of the 
extensions. 

At the foot of the pali between the gulches 
are the remains of a single-faced wall running 
parallel to the trail. The wall measures approx:.
mately one m high, and the top of the wall is 
about two m above the level of the trail. Parts 
of the wall have fallen, probably due to soil 
erosion. 

In the northern gulch, a one-aided wall ab~1t 
• 7S m high runs parallel to the trail. Above th .. s 
wall is a platform, bordered by the·pali to the 
north, three single-faced terraces to the west, nnd 
a boulder, 3 m lonE', 1. 3 m high and 1 m wide, to 
the south. A jumb?~d rock wall connects the 
boulder to the walJ. along the trail. At the foo::: 
of the boulder is a one-course rock wall forming 
a 1 by 2 m enclosure. 

A wall west ar.d' parallel to the trail conne1:ts 
to th~ wall ~ast of the platform. About 7 m frrnl 
the platform is· a creak in the wall with a fence 
post on each side cf the break. The wall contin11es 
north of the break with remain~ of a wire fence 
on it. Due to the poor condition of this section, 
the extent of the "all is difficult to determine. 
A flat paved area lies upslope of the wall. 

On the eastern side of the trail, a tongue 
of land 20 m long extends 20 m into the swamp. 
At the highest point of this tongue a one-course 
wall in poor condition runs parallel to the trail 
for about 20 m. It is single-faced toward the 
swamp. Two parallel terrace walls, below this 
wall, measure 20 em high. 

The surface of both gullies 1$ littered with 
historic artifacts: glass, porcelain, and metal. 

. Historic housesites are noted for these areas 
on the early map of Pololu Valley (Govt. Reg. 2247). 

The areas were tested for the nature and depth 
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of historic artd prehistoric occupation because of 
their proximity to ~oth the spring and the rice/ 
taro fields. Cultural debris and talus and 
alluvium were found to a depth of 2.5 m with 
dates indicating occupation as early as A.D. 1650. 

These are valu1ble sites .because of their 
long history of habitation from the prehistoric 
period into the 20th century. 

4960: a very long, stackea, double-faced · core-filled 
wall (up to 1.2 m hi.gh) located in the rear of 
lot-rer Pololu. the ;.~all extends from the talus 
fan of a gulch on t~e Kohaia side of the valley 
more than halfway across the floor of the valley 
and then turns mauka for over 200 m; It has beer . 
disturbed in a number of areas by stream activity 
and its upper end has been completely destroyed. 
It may have extended as far as 4970. The wall 
appears · to have been low in rn.ciny places even bef<•re 
deterioration. This fact and the size of the 
enclosed area .argues ~gainst its use as an anima:. 
enclosure. ·It ha.s the general appe"!rance of a l~'th 

century "kuleana" enclosure. No historic identif: .
cation may be made, but there is a reference to ; .n 
inland parcel of a kuleana award which was never 
specifically located. The wall and the award ·may 
well relate to 4970, an irrigated taro system, 
one of the few in Fololu, the only one in this 
branc.h of . the valley, and thus a valuable piece· of 
property. 

4961: a small stone-walled rectangular enclosure locat1:d 
adjacent to 4960 wall. The walls are double-fac1 :d, 
core-filled, and constructed with waterworn 
cobbles. They are genet ally 1 m in width and 1. ~; 
m high. The inside facings are in good condition 
but the outside facings have partially collapsed. 
A single entrance is defined by large boulders on 
either side and the entryway is paved with water·· 
worn stones. 

Excavation revealed that the structure is 
constructed on the present surface and that there 
is no appreciable accumuiation of either soil or 
cultural debris on the interior. The structure 
was probably constructed in the 19th century, 
possibly as part of the complex including 4960 
wall and 4970 irrigation field~ It was probably 
a house, but was never used for any great length 
of ~ime. No ·artifacts were located other than 
modern trash (the.structure is occasionally used 
by campers.) 
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4962: an irregularly shaped stone walled enclosure in 
the center of the j:ear of lower Pololu. The walls 
are a combination nf double.-stacked and core
filled, generally liO. em to 1 m high. Probably 
an animal pen, it nay be associated with 4960 
and 4961. 

4963: a walled enclosure located toward the makai area 
of the rear of lowt!r Pololu. It has bifaced 
core-filled walls, generally 1.2 ~ high. This 
appears to be a house of 19th century constructi:m, 
very similar to.491,1 and 4964. The structure has 
been remodeled in l:he last. 10 years by hunters 
who use the rear a1 ·ea of Pololu. A tin roof has 
been constructed artd camping material piled arou1d. 

4964: a small, stone-wal :·.ed enclosure located near the 
head of the 4838 i1rigation system. It has double
faced, ~ore-filled walls (up ~o 1.2 m high) and ~ 
small platform or 1•aving insi,de. It is probably 
19th century in or:.gin and is very similar to 
4963 and 4961~ all apparently houses used for a 
.fairly brief perio<. 

4965: a low-walled enclo:.ure of irregular shape locate:i 
makai of 4838 irri;:ation system. Stacked walls 
only two or three courses high cha1·acterize this 
structure, the intLrior of which is slightly 
below outside grout id level. This was not inves
tigated in detail, b!Jt may be q.n agricultural 
feature. 

4966: a st6ne-walled encl .osure, now collapsed, located 
in the central are< of lower Pololu. This struc· 
ture appears to ha, ·e been very similar to 4961, 
4963, and 4964; th< t is, a 19th century house, 
but no deta~led inYestigations were made to test 
this possibility. 

4967: stone facings on talus slope and in small gullies 
on the ·Kohala side of Pololu. The terraces may 
be either agricultural features or only talus 
stabilization structures. They are probably 
historic in origin. This and the associated site 
of 4973 need further investigation. No excavations 

- were conduc i:ed. 

4968: a stone-walled double enclosure with interior 
pavings, located toward the Hamakua side of Pololu. 
One cast-iron cooking kettle was.found on the 
surface. This site has the same characteristics 
as 4844 and prooably represents a 19th century 
houselot, the houses. having stood on pavings. No 
excavations were conducted. 
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4969: stone-walled encloGure located in the center of 
lower Pololu. Thil structure is ·now being used 
for a "pig trap" at .d has had a number of modifi
cations. It is sirdlar to 4961, 4963, and 4964 
and pEobably repre~.ents late 19th·century habi~ 
tation. 

4971: a small, stone-wall.ed, semi circular enclosure 
located toward the rear of lower Pololu. The 
stones are talus cc~bles. ihe structure does not 
seem to be a house and no other function is know~. 
It is in an area of flood damage and may have 
been part of a laq;er stn1ctur.e. 

4979: a fragment of a C<?r.crete foundation located 
adjacent to the s tJ ·eambed ·of Ka lmo~ao Nui. Recor :is 
indicate that a fh ·me ran from both Kalawao Iki 
and Nui gulches to serve the "Chinese Quarters" 
and rice fields ar<mnd the turn of the century. 
This is probably a fragment of the foundation for 
the wooden flume b(:d. 

4982: area of collapsed l~lls inland of ihe rice fields. 
This site is compol;ed of the remains of an inde
finite number of s1:ructures. The few artifacts 
which were located in this area indicate that this 
may ha\re been part of the Chinese occupation. 
However, there is lleither enough artifactual 
nor historic inforr~tion to support this at 
present. No detai"!.ed investigations were con
ducted in this are~ .. 

4. Pololu Complex III: 10-03-49::2 

a. Description and research 

There are four major physiographic regions in upper 

Pololu: the east branch drained by 'Nameless'* Stream; 

the upper canyon drained by Pololu Stream; 'Magic Valley'* 

between the .upper canyon and the confluence of 'Nameless' 

Stream with Pololu Stream; and the lower flanks continuing 

from 'Magic Valley'. 

*Field names, used for convenience only. 



The drainage of 'Namt:less' Stream forms a short 

(ca. 1300 meters), relati,ely shallow, three-sided bowl. 

Geologically this is a subequal, consequent valley 

(Wentworth 1943:55) frust t·ated by the growth of Honokana 

Nui and defines the east branch of the upper valley. It 

is traversed by the Kohalc \ Ditch Trail above which 

surface runoff and soil s :·. ippage have somewhat moderate:l 

the slope of the valley W<Llls. Here areas of human 

activity have been identi!:ied. Below the trail the 

walls become e.xceedingly ::teep and the stream has cut 

into a narrow ravine exte1tding down to 'Magic Valley.' 

No sites were loc~ted beltM the trail. 

The upper canyon is 11 long, steeply walled chasm 

stretching from the headw;;ll down Pololu Stream to about 

three hundred meters abovl : its confluence with 1 Nameles s 1 

Stream. In nearly all . of its 2400 meters, the canyon 

bottom is no less than 480 meters belov7 the valley rim. 

Apart from two fairly cle< .r stream-cut benches immedi

ately above 1Magic .Valley 1
, there is no valley floor in 

the canyon as it is an extremely active ·geological 

feature where~ at several places, mass transfer has all 

but buried the stream bed itself. The one bench on the 

Hamakua side appears to have never been utilized. · But 

the next upstream-bench on the Kohala side had been the 

site for one of the Kohala Ditch construction camps. 

~eyond this point ther7 is no further evidence of human 

activity in the upper canyon as far as was surveyed. 



'Magic Valley' continues from the upper canyon down 

to the confluence of 'Name:.ess 1 Stream. On the Kohala 

side the valley wall remaiHs equally precipitous as . in the 

upper canyon. The' Hamakua wall, on the other hand, is 

intersected by the east brctnch of the upper valley thus 

expanding the valley rim· outward. This is virtually the 

only area in the entire upp~r valley in which actual 

valley floor is exposed fo:: human · utilizat.ion. It is, 

however, quite narrow as the base of the valley walls are 

rarely as much as eighty m!ters apart and here the stream 

bed averages fifteen to tw·~nty meters across. Nevertheless 

there are five stream-cut ·,enches in 'Magic Valley', a11 

of which show evidence of Joth aboriginal and recent 

utilization and extensive Jnodification. 

From its confluence wlth 'Nameless' Stream, Pololu 

stream enters a deep, narr)W gorge continuing down several 

falls to the falls at the '1ead of the lower valley. Here, 

high pn the valley walls a'ove the confined stream, there 

are extensive areas of sloping uplands in which large 

· field systems and likely habitation units were identified. 

These mid-elevation 'benches' are primarily the result of 

a single massive intrusion of Hawi Volcanic Series andesites 

over the east rim of the upper valley, down aloqg the 

Hamakua wall, and past the present·falls at the head of 

th~ lower valley (Sterns and Macdonald 1946:176-177). 

This intrusion and subsequent sheet ~ash with its 

associated soil slippage has moderated the average slope 
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providing nearly thirty-tw'' hectares of land less than 

thirty degrees of slope. An additional six hectares is 

located on the ·Kohala side immediately adjacent to 'Magi! 

Valley', but it is uncertain if this can be attributed t> 

the andesite intrusion. 

· The four regions may t e re-evaluated in terms of sic 

specific topographic zones, defined by factors relevant 

to human activities. The <riteria are gradients greater 

or lesser than the maximum usable slope, greater or less~r 

attendant r~sk, and finall), the relative availability oE 

water. By these criteria, the six topographic iones are 

thus defined as: 

1. Valley walls of g1eater than thirty degrees of 
slope; 

2. Stream-cut benche~ . which are subject to frequent 
rock falls and/or have been mostly or totally 
i~pinged upon by ~ubsequent talus accumulation; 

3. The stream beds of 'Nameless' Stream and Pololu 
Stream, except . t-lhE re adjacent to stream-cut 
benches which are largely free of talus build-u?; 

4. Stream-cut bencheE which have undergone little 
or no talus encro.: .chment and 'are. not generally 
subject to freque~t rock falls; 

5. Valley walls of less than thirty degrees of 
slope; and 

6. Small side washes or gullies averaging less than 
forty-five degrees of slope, or'which have, in 
effect, cut miniature amphitheater gulches. . . 

Both catagories one and two may be discarded 

immediately. The former is too steep for any practical 

permanent utilization ~-~-vis geological and structural 

stability, while the latter is equally 'impractical due 

I 



Fig. 7 ·The upper Pololu Valley, showing th~ topographic zones and sites 
discus~~ in the text. Scale is 1:12,000; cont·our interval.B of 
61 meters (200 .ft.). 
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to the high attendant' risk posed by·mass transfer. The 

third category, streambeds, may have been a source for f,ood, 

as well as water, but no f•.!atures are present to confirm :~ 

this. 

Three topographic Z0·1es remain which are suitable 

for long-term settlement a:td subsistence activities. All 

of the sites in the upper ·mlley, except two which appear 

solely related to the cons:ruction of the Kohala Ditch, 

are located in these zones. 

A crew of 3-5 conduc:ed surveys and excavation for 

some ten weeks in the summ•!r of 1973 in upper Pololu. 

Rugged t;errain and ·heavy. rain made survey difficult. 

_Walk-through surveys were 11ade and three sites were 

Brunton mapped and excavat,~d. 

b. Sites 

b-1. Zone 1: Site 4856 

Site 4856 is a stone quarry used during the 
construction of the Kohala Ditch, 1904-1905. It is 
located at the base of a large basalt outcrop and consists 
of piles of stone flakes aud quarried basalt blocks. The 
total area is about 10x25 n. 

b-2. Zone 2: Site 4849 

Site 4849 is a historic site identified by informants 
as a camp used by construction workers during the building 
of the Kohala Ditch, and thus dates around 1904-1905. The 
site was not mapped. It is about 10xl5 m and has several 
low \-lalls and one possible burial in the form of a slab 
mound. Many pieces of historic glass cover the site.· 

There is no evidence on this .or adjacent benches of 
prehistoric occupation. Frequent rockfall and flood make 
them poor areas for use. 

b-3. Zone 3: no Sites. 
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b-4. Zone 4: Sites 4850, 4851, 4852, 485.3 and 4860. 

The sites of 'Magic ·Yalley' account for less than two 
of the fifty-three hectare~ of useable land in the upper 
valley. All are situated en primary alluviated, stream
cut benches; all are mainl~ aboriginal planting areas, 
most with artificial terrac.ing; all show possibility 
of having been irrigated, ~ ~ nd all but one show evidence 
of subsequent historic modi .fication. From site 4850 
on the Hamakua side of Polc •lu Stream, they alternate 
from side to side on the n~tural benches. The average 
stream gradient in this . ar~ · a is about ten degrees. The 
benches, which are never more than two meters above the 
stream bed at their banks, vary between five and fifteen 
degrees. This is moderatec ' in all terraced areas by 
artificial increments less than five degree's of · slope. 
In terms of agricultural n :quirements, the benches are 
well suited to more hydrot1 ·opic varieties of cultigens 
including wet taro in seve1 ·al favored areas. This is 
evident from the predorninat .t kukui forest cover; the lus 1 

ground cover of sword fern : Hawaiian ginger, thimble
berry and honohono grasses : and the considerable quantit~ 
of feral taro or ma·na aweu and elephant 1 s ear. The high 
walls of 'Magic ·Valley ,--create shadows, but the photo 
period averaged eight hour:, of direct sunlight during 
the two months of ob~ervaL. on. 

Site 4850 is farthes t upstream in Zone 4. Confine:i 
by the abruptly rising Han~ .kua wall on one side and the 
stream on the other, this tta,rrow bench. has perhaps the 
greatest attendant risk of any aboriginally used site 
in the upper valley. Nume1·ous craters from falling rock 
can be seen in almost ever~· terrace. Eight terraces were 
identified and may have be1 :n irrigated, but no in-flow · 
could be identified with r1 :asonable assurance. No 
excavation was conducted. 

The remains of an abandoned Ditch construction camp 
were also found in Site 4850. This includes a feature of 
cut stone, possibly a stoop leading up to a dismantled 
shack, or perhaps a burial. There are also abundant 
quantities of Honolulu Brewing Company sake bottles and 
beer bottles from the Buffalo Brewery of Sacramento. 

Site l>851 consists of' a number of terraces, probably 
irrigated, on a large bench (30xl00 m). Some terrace · 
facings can be recognized but much of the area is badly 
damaged by flood and talus. The actual number of t e rraces 
is impossible to estimate l-rithout much more intensive 
work. A long, narro.w terrace seems to have been paved 
with cobbles and could have been a company mule trail 
to the back valley camps.' 
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Site 4852 is a combi'.1ation habitation. and 
agricultural. site which l:;_es on the next bench downstre.am 
of 4851. The total area· •)f the bench is 35x70 m. The 
low·er portion of the side is some 25 small agricultural 
terraces, whether irrigatt~d or dry was not determined. 
Another section of the si~e contains nine stone-free 
circles within a boulder area which apparently served f~r 
cultivation. The upper portic>n of the site (!.>lap 7a - a 
blowup) was at first thou;~ht to have been agricultural . 
but excavation produced e'Tidence.that the terraces were 
at least in part habitatitm platforms. The extent of 
agricultural· use was unde~ermined. Historic artifacts Here 
were found in the topsoil. 

Site 4853, only site not significantly modified 
by historic activities is on the last bench in. 'Magic 
Valley'. This is a bench about 60 m long and less than 
15 m wide, part of which ::.s covered by substantial rock 
fall. It lies. immediatel:T downstrea.m from 4852, separated 
by a large basalt outcrop, and ends .at the confluence 
of 'Nameless' Stream with Pololu Stream. Surface indi
cations and the bnly test trench excavated in the Site 
show that the fifteen ter::aces above the rock fall may 
have been irrigated ·by di·rerting _water from Pololu Stream. 
The test trench cut into .1 possible habitation area, an 
.isolated, raised terrace-.1latform. This ~-<as re-enfo:rced 
by its proximity to sever•tl sizable openings in the 
rockfall that could have provided dry shelter and in which 
a 'digging stick 1 had bee11 found. But excavation showed 
a disturbed·alluvial soil o.verlying deep, structured 
alluvium, pointing more tt) agricultural use. The only 
cultigens found in 4853 Wt!re bananas. To the downstream 
side of the rock fall a P''ssible agricultural shrine tvas 
also identified along with several more small terraces. 
Here a broken monochrome~ stoneware jar was the only 
portable artifact recovert~d. 

Site 4860 is a series of featur~s on a bench 
measuring about 20x70 m. The bench is divided in half 
by a platform and two free-standing walls, one of which 
is core-filled. The downstream half may have been an 
irrigated planting area. Feral taro was growing in a 
small runoff channel against the talus margin. However, 
the core-filled ,.,all and the quantity of historic material 
in and around the platfor~ suggest recent activity. Fur
thermore, the upper half of the site is dominated by· a 
large, welldefined terrace upon which are two well-con
structed enclosures. These are Ditch Company mule pens 
dating from the construction of the Kohala Ditch (D. Sproat, 
personal conrrnunication, 19/3). '1-!ithout · sub-surface testing 
.it is uncertain whether the terrace itself may date to 
an earlier agriculturat bccupation. 
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Map 7a . Upper terrace canplex of Site 4852, upper Pololu Valley. The suggested habitation area is canprised 
of Terraces 1 thru 5, noted Tl, T2, etc. Figure l::a.sed_ on plane table measuranents. Scale of figure 
is 1:200. ' 
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b-5. Zone 5: Sites 4854, 4855. 4857, ·4859 and 4861. 

Zone 5 is composed of hillsides where the averag~ 
gradients are less than thirty degrees of slope. Strad· 
dling an old trail, thirty-two hectares of this zone ar! 
high on the Hamakua wall .::. nd six more hectares lie on 
the Kohala wall adjacent t.o 'Magic Valley'. Thirteen 
hectares ire located in the east branch of the upper 
valley. This accounts foJ approximately ninety-five pe:
cent of all useable land j.n upper Pololu Valley. Sites 
were identified in all arE,as with the .two most extensiv! 
along the trail; however, not all the available land 
appears to have been utilj.zed. 

The geologic and h~~rologic differences between 
the stream benches and thE' hillsides have already been 
presented. It is sufficiE,nt here to point out that the 3e 
soils are · all either resic ~ual or mass transported detri ::us, 
generally unstructured. 

4854: hillside cm~lex of boundary walls, terra;e 
facings, numerous rock mounds and dispersed platforms 
(Map 7- follows pg. 56). Below the Kohala Ditch Trail, 
it extends seventy m downl.ill to an old trail and then 
continues for another thiJ·ty m before disappearing under 
the dense vegetation near the cliff's edge high above 
Pololu Stream. Between the two trails an area some six::y 
m in vlidth is divided int1• eleven fields of various siz !S. 
Slope ranges from fifteen to twenty degrees. There is 
one quite· substantial facE :d terrcice at the upper end of 
this area, Nearly two m lligh, it significantly moderat!s 
the natural slope in this portion of the site. Directli 
below the terrace is the :.argest of the eleven fields. 
Bounded by two large bourulary walls oriented uphill
downhill, it contains 15 Idled rock mounds (Map 7b - a 
blow up). The lower limi1: of this fi.eld is defined by 
a remnant wall, only one'corner of which· remains i~tact. 
The old trail, which is never really more than a foot
path, parallels this wan line lndicating this may have 
be.en part of a Hawaiian trail when the coniplex was still 
in use, 

The area below the trail was clear of cultural 
features except for the crumbled remains of a single wall 
running diagonally downhill across the natural contours. 
Above the Kohala Ditch Trail another three small but 
well-defined terraces extend to the cliff face about 10 
m further up. 

The only surface artifact was a blue-on-white 
por<:elain "rice bowl" lying on one of the mounds. The 
vegetation in Site 4854 is not much · di.fferent than what 
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has already been described for Zone 5 in general. Howev•:r, 
along the Ditch Trail are two large, mature trees of the 
banyan group and above the trail is a ·small patch of 
feral pineapple. No natiVE\ cultfgens were found anywher ~ 
in 4854. 

Four test trenches WE.re ex cava ted. The soi 1 horiz )n 
was shallow, rarely exceeding thirty ·or thirty-five 
centemeters in depth; in·:.all cases either in situ bedroc .< 
or consolidated taluvium w<.s the saprolitic source of th ~ 
overlying soil. 

Test Trench 1 sectiorted through a large piled rock 
mOI}nd two meters in diametEr and about one half meter 
high. Results confirm the deliberate construction .of th; 
mound. It may be argued tl~t these mounds are the result 
of field p~eparation, or tbat they served to elevate root 
crops, such as yams or sweE~t potato, above ground level 
to promote better drainage. 

A possible agricultm·al soil containing charcoal 
flecks was found beneath n :cent ·humus and above a ste.ril ~ 
saprolitic basement. Test Trench 2 cut through a well
defined terrace and exposed· a pit which. contained great 
quantities of char~oal and intact fragments of charred 
wood, but no midden or ma"mtfactured artifacts except 
for one piece of worked ha1 ·dwood. The charred fragments 
recovered appeared to be gttava and one identifiable fragnent 
appears to be an ax-cut encl of a ~mall hardwood log. 
Lack of time prevented a m<•re complete excavation so the 
extent and total content oJ: the pit have not been 
determined. As such, the fire can neither be associated 
nor disassociated with actlvities related to habitation on 
the platform. 

Trenches 3 and 4 cut through the a?proximate dividing 
line between two planting J'ields. 

Trenches 3 and 4 were intended to obtain soil 
profiles and to determine if soil was' accumulated behind · 
the stone alignments. The stratification proved similar 
to that of Trench 1 and there was no significant accumulation 
of soil related to t.he stone alignments .. 

In Trench 3, 23 pieces of basaltic-glass were found 
in the agricultural soil. No features were encountered. 
The basaltic-glass is propostulated to be derived from 
nearby habitation features, but time did not permit 
testing this possibility. Three pieces of glass were 
dated, all dates centering around A.D. 1640. This 
suggests occupation of this area at a time comparable to 
the agricultural development of lowe·r Fololu. 
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Local informants ind :i. ca~ed that some cultivation 
occurred in this rear area of Pololu, but no specific 
areas were pointed out. TI1is is supported by the presence 
of the pineapple and the h:Lstorie! artifacts and excavated 
feature. Some of the surface features of 4853 may well be 
part of historic agricultuJ7al activity. However, the 
basaltic-glass indicates that a prehistoric component 
exists in this area. Further work is needed to more 
clearly separate the histo::ic from the prehistoric • . 

Site 4855 lies immed:·.ately above . and to the side 
of 4854. This is a comple:: of a half dozen small terraces, 
one of which appears to haue been a platform for habitation. 
The exact status of this s:.te, however, is not clear since 
there were some indication:~ of interrnittant running water 
over the surface of the tei:races. 

Site.4857 and Site 41~9 are separated by another 
Zone 6 unit) but they oth~ :wise appear to be essentially 
simila.r agricultural compl• !xes. Site 4857 is under an 
almost impenetrable cover of staghorn fern and was not 
surveyed. Site 4859 is mo::e visible under a guava fore~t. 
It consists of large, free .. standing boundary \valls, well
constructed retaining wall;:;. and quite obvious platforms, 
but no mounds were noticed. The full extent of the site 
is not known, but features are visible lower in the valJey. 
Belm..r the site, \vhere the :~uava thins as hala becomes 
dominant. This is the onl:r local concentration of hala 
in the upper valley. 

Site 4861 is the last : in Zone 5. The effect of 
recent extensive soil slip:: in this area is unknown as 
the limits of the site havo not been determined. This 
is the only site in Zone 5 situated entirely above three 
hundred and seventy meters. The predominant forest 
canopy in this area is ohi.::. lehua with some koa. There 
is also a fair sized grove of mamani tree·s, which II\.?.Y 
have been part of a cultivated grove. 

b-6. Zone 6: Sites 4858 and 4869. 

Two areas of the upper .valley were defined as Zone 
6: the small side washes and minature a~phitbeater gullies. 
Site ·4858 is located. on the Hamakua side between 4857 and 
4859. Site 4869 is along the small lateral stream feeding 
4852 and lies just above the present Kohala Ditch Trail. 
Together they total less than one hectare of land. 

Site 4858 a number of small terrace dams constructed 
in a small, apparently perenia.l stream. Although much 
overgrown with Hawaiian ginger and other hydrotropic 
species, taro remains well represented .in. these terraces .. 
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These are well-formed terraces and may be historic or at 
least historically maintaired, perhaps as late as abandol
ment of a Ditch cabin in 1952. 

Much less evidence is available from Site 4869. 
There are four accessible gullies arranged in steps alo~; 
the small stream leading tc 'Magic Valley'. In these 
gullies were feral taro and banana. .The only structural 
evidence visible was the remnants of a possible 'auwai, 
or irrigation channel and an access tunnel to an under
ground portion of.the Kohala Ditch, bo~h in the lowest o: 
these gullies. It was difficult to tell how much more 
there may have been under the dense cover of sword fern, 
amaumau fern, thimbleberry and Hawaiian ginger. 

B. Hono·<ane Ahupu'a 

1. 13ackground 

The ahupua'a of Honokane includes the main valley of 

"lonokane Nui, the small valley of Honokane Iki, and the ridge 

:<.upehau between Honokane Nui and Pololu. Each of the areas 

ls treated as a site complex • 

. 1. Environment 

The Honokane valleys are quite different from adjoiu-

ing Pololu. Honokane Nui is narrower and deeper than 

Pololu and has always had a permanent source of water from 

dikes in the.·rear of the valley. The narrow canyon of 

Honokane winds some 9 km ~nland, ending in an active amphi-

theatre head. The occupation zones of Honokane are discon-

tinuous land shelves (natural stream ter~aces) set against 

the pali sides created by the active stream which meanders 

through the canyon. While Pololu is fn some ways a single 

site, Honokane Nui is a series of topographically discrete 

sites. Nonetheless, Honokane is virtually a single occu-

pation area, because all the land shelves show evidence 
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of Hawaiian occupation. Honoka,ne lki, across a sharp 

r·idge from Honokane Nui is (~ small version of the larger 

valley. 

Vegetation on the lam' shelves in these valleys is 

predominantly guava, bamboo, kukui, mountain apple, java 

plum and various ferns and low ground cover. 

b. Legends and History 

Few references to Honc•kane in the traditional .liter-

ature have been located, except for the battles of Puuman~o/ . . 

Pohakumaneo where Umi, KeawEnui-a-Umi, and Lonoikamakahi 

are each said to have won dEcisive battles for island 

unity. Later, Kalaniopu 'u I ut down a rebellion at a b·att le 

on Pohakumaneo. All of the references indicate that th~S>s~ 

may be ridges (perhaps only one ridge) in the Honokane 

area. ·(Details of these histories are presented under 

Sites 4946 and 4927). 

The isolation of Hono~ane has probably contributed 

to this lack of information in two tvays: first, major 

events in the history of Ha~aii did not occur in areas 

generally removed from pop~lation centers; ·and secondly 

the local stories and tales generated in isolated areas 

were not disseminated in the general Hawaiian population 

and were not ordinarily collected by the early chroniclers 

and folklorists. Even the Makahiki god in Kohala did not 

journey to Honokane and beyond. As given in Fornander 

(1919~20: 204), during the month of Melehu, two gods make 

theil:· rounds, one to ~ast ·and one to tv-est. On day 25, 



"the god journeys until it reaches Pololu and stops." 

On day 26, "The god repairs to MooldnL 11 

Early historic references to Honokane are rare. 

Ellis remarked in the early 1800's (1963: 273): 

We landed at Honokane, and went through the 
village to the house of Ihikaina, chief 
woman of the place ..• Ihikaina re.ceived us 
kindly, and for our r~freshment provided 
a duck, some vegetables, and a small quan
tity of excellent goat's milk, large flocks 
of which are reared by some of the natives 
for the supply of shi~s touching at the 
islands for refr~shments. 

The valley contained fifty houses ..• 

The 1835 census of Ho ::10kane lists 66 people (with 

no distinction between Honokane Nui and Iki). Father 

Bond's records (Kohala Union Church, Buke I) shows 58 

adult conversions from 1838 to 1872 and 25 children's 

baptisms. From 1839 to 1882, nine people are recorded 

as moving from the valley, 7 of wnom went to Honolulu. 

There were 25 recorded deaths during this period. 

At the time of the Mahele the ahupua'a was awarded 

to Victoria Kamamalu and has since become the property ol' 

the Bishop Estate. Four "kuleana" Land Commission Awards 

were the only exclusions from the ahupua'a award. 

In archival records there are a few hints of conflicts 

between residents and outside land holders under the new 
. . 

land system, but the major local event with consequences 

for Honoltane was the construction of the Kohala Ditch~ 

There were still a number of Hawaiians farming 

areas in Honokane Nui around the turn o~ the century 

(according to a modern informant} and a school was present. 
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After the Ditch was comple.ted in 1906, no more water was 

available for taro cultivation and the valley was aban-

doned. Later residence was set up in the rear of the 

valley by Kohala Ditch workers and their families. One 

family continued ·to live in Honokane Iki into the first 

half of this century, and ¥las followed by a caretaker who 

remained until the tsunami of 19l~6 (Wm. Aproa t personal 

communication). The valle.y has h(lci no permanent residen:':s 

since then. 

Honokane Iki is used now priqtarily by hikers and a:: 

passage for the trail to inland Awini. Honokane Nui is 

used for raising pigs and .cattle. The upper valley has <t 

cabin which is maintained for Kohala D:L'tch crev7 but has no 

permanent residents. 

Kupehau has no historic references (except in ' survc7 

records). It was part of the Mahele award to Victoria 

Kamamalu. It is today used for cattle pasturage and has a 

trail connecting the coastal trail with the Kohala Ditch 

Trail. 

c. Archaeological Research 

In the summer of 1972 a crew of 12 spent five days 

surveying Honokane Nui. Nine worked on detailed Brunton 

mapping of the two main site$ in the lm·1er valley (4809, 

4810). Three people surveyed appro~imately four km of the 

valley floor (sites 4811 - 4839) from the lower valley 

to the Ditch Co. cabins in the upper valley, with time 

available for location and sketching of sites, but not 
· I 

! 
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detailed mapping. 

In the summer of 1973 a crew of 3 spent 10 weeks on 

survey an~ excavation of sites in the upper valley of 

Honokane Nui (4874 - 85). 

Additional excavations 11ere conduc.ted in the upper 

valley by a crew of three fo:: two weeks in the summer of 

1974. 

No work was done in the middle valley in either . 

1973 or 1974~ In the .summer of 1974 a crew of four com

pleted the mapping of 4809 and conducted test excavations 

in 4809 and 4810. 

Honokane Iki· was surveyr!d by a crew of two in some 

six days in the summer of 19'-'4. The ridge of Kupehau was 

surveyed by a creli-7 of two fol· four days in the summer of 

1974. No excavations were conducted in Honokane Iki or 

on Kupehau. 

d. Archaeological Results 

Seven sites were located on Kupehau, 44 in Honokane 

Nui, and 8 in Honokane Iki. The sites of Kupehau are 

generally amorphous pavings.or boulder lines, some of 

l-Ihich may not be cultural. ·Mat;erial eroding from the 

ridge does suggest the necessity for more detailed exami

nation which will probably produce evidence of agriculture 

and habitation. The sites of Honokane Nui and Iki are 

generally coterminous with river benche~ and are predomi

nantly irrigation complexes and other forms of agricultural 

sites. The preservation of sites is excellent, the great-



est damage coming from lateral stream erosion. 

No excavation was conducted in Honokane Iki or on 

Kupehau, so ' little can be said regarding the prehistory · 

of these areas. Bqsaltic-glass pieces removed from an 

exposed face of cultural deposits (4~20) at the mouth of 

Honokane Iki provide late dates. 

Oitly limited excavation was conducted in Honokane llui 

and this is the basis for _the summary which follows. In 

general, however, the prehistory of Honokane is poorly 

known and much more research is needed. Not only have 

few sites ~een · excavated (and these insufficiently), but 

many sites have only been .s ketch mapped. 

Honokane Nui appears to have had significant occup<.-

tion involving agriculture about the same time as Pololu : 

that is in the early 1600's A.D. The settlement of the 

valley was, however, rather rapid as sites of more or le~s 

equal age are found in both the lower and the uppe~ area~ . 

All of the current evidence indicates that in contrast t( 

Pololu the sites of Honokan,~ Nui are quite shallmv. The1e 

has been no major alluvial build-up on the valley's land 

shelves since .the time of first occupation. 

The settlemen~ pattern of Honokane is quite distinct: 

every piece of land which seemingly could be irrigated is 

the location of a wet-terrace compl~x. The only exception 

to this is areas in . the lower valley which were devoted to 

habitatioQ. However, here, the habitation structures are 

dense, rather than scattered as is ·more frequently the 

· ( 
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case elsewhere, and often mLxed with ·wet fields. There is 

only very meagre evidence f·>r habitation in the rear of 

the valley. However, the dcmse vegetation in this area 

makes such conclusions unce·,:tain without much more exca

vation. In the rear of the valley, areas which coul~ not 

be irrigated were modified ::or dry cultivation~ 

The irrigation systemJ in the valley employ several 

means for obtaining water: canals ~-1hich take off from the 

main stream, tapping springs adjacent to the site, and 

run-off canals qown slopes :rom perch~d springs. 

In excavations of the irrigation complexes in both the 

lower and upper valle):" ther~ is evidence for only one 

stratum of pond soil, except for the most seaward portioc 

of 4809. This indicates th.lt water ,.,.as well controlled in 

these systems, that there w.ts no oversilting of the ponds 

and there was no flood a.llu·fia tion which covered the 

fields. Only the lower por:ion of 4809 has multiple 

agricultural ponded strata and some reconstructed walls, 

a function of silt d~positi•>n in the very lowest section 

of the large irrigated field system. 

The general preservation of sites throughout Honokane 

Nui is remarkable. Except in areas of very dense vegeta

tion it is possible to walk ·from terrace to terrace and 

to follov7 canals for long distances. The higher portions 

of virtually every site are largely undisturbed and, 

except for vegetation growth, appear to have been aban

doned only recently. However, the sites are gradually 
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being destroyed by erosion from Honokane Stream. The 

stream presently flows onl) after a , period of heavy rains, 

at which time it often runs heavily for some time. It 

seldom overflows its banks, but is downcutting and cutting 

laterally into the banks of the land shelves which conta:,n 

the sites. 

2. K•Jpehau Complex: 10- 03-4933 

a. Background 

Kupehau is a traditicnal name for at least one sec .. 

tion of the ridge between Pololu and . Honokane Nui. The· 

ridgetop is quite narrow at the rear saddle but generall:' 

~ncreases in width ~ntil . it is nearly 500 m·across near 

.its fvont edge, where it erd.s abruptly some 120 m above :;he 

ocean. The ridge is about 4.5 km in length and rises 

fairly steeply (6 to 15 degrees) from the front cliff to 

its iniand termination about 640 m above sea level. The 

vegetation in the lower areas is scrub, including stuntt!d 

guava and grass. The vegetation in the higher areas is 

ironwood, pine, s tra.wberry guava, and ohi 'a lehua. 

The primary surface features today are trails, fences, 

and a few old and unused telephone poles (a line once 

connecting to the cabins in the rear of Honokane Nui). 

There are no structures or standing walls. 

The archaeological sites are rather indistinct and 

no excavation was conducted to clarify . their nature. Most 

are portions of stone pavings or low stone alignments. 

One possible terraced field ~ystem exists and one possible 
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fortification is found neat the narrot<~ saddle. This may 

be the site of one of the recorded battles which took 

place on the Kohala ridges. 

One local informant (R. Solomon) indicated that some 

of his family once lived on the ridge in the early part · 

of this century, but I do ~ot know the location. 

b', Sites 

4940: roughly rectangular "pebble pavement or facing, onl:r 
partially exposed. 
Area: approximately 40-50 em wide by 150 em long 
Vegetation: immediate site area covered with gras:;es. 
and o'i adjacent area covered with scrub guava and 
christmas berry. 

The site consists of waterworn, close grain 
basalt pebbles avera~ing 10 em x 5 em in size, laid 
some 10 to 20 em belcw the pr~sent ground level. 
The facing is cons·t·ructed roughly perpendicular 
(E~W) to ~n 11° slope on Kupehau Ridge (N-S). Thi.; 
site is partly sub-surface, with its total extent 
unknown. There were no surface artifacts or midde1t 
except for some possible fire-cracked basalt nearb~·. 
No excavation was conducted except for clearing tht ! 
soil from a small area to determine if the stones 
continued sub-surface. The function of this paving 
(definitely cultural) is undeterminable without 
excavation. 

4941: possible boulder faciag 
Area: 3 x .5 m 
Vegetation: immediate site area covered with grasses 
and o 1 i adjacent area covered with scrub guava and 
christmas berry with ohi'a lehua trees 

This site consists of subangular close grain 
basalt cobble~ in various stages of decomposition, 
set into the side of a.gully running N-S·on Kupehau 
Ridge. Exposed portions of possible facings indicate 
an area of approximately 3 m by 50 em for the main 
portion of identifiable construction with a face 
height of 15 to 20 em. Cobbles are approximately 
30 x 40 em and appear to be exposed by the erosion of 
the gully side. Identification of this site as 
cultural is questionable as thi.s may be exposed or 
eroded rocks in natural form?tion. No surface arti~ 
facts or midden were evident. 
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4942: cobble facing 
Area: approximately 2 x 1.5 m with a 15 to 20 em 
face height 

72 

Vegetation: immediate site area covered with grasses 
adjacent area coverecl with scrub guava, christmas 
berry, and o'i 

This site is a t~asalt cobble facing running i1. 
an east-west directic'n on a .150 slope of Kupehau 
Ridge. It is 1oca tee' be tween severa 1 eroded ruts 
on the ridge trail. The cobbles are of decomposin~ 
close-grain basalt r2nging in size from 20 x 20 em 
to 50 x 80 em. This site could be of natural origLn 
but it also happens to be the upslope boundary of 1 

relatively high surfcce concentration of volcanic 
glass. The downslopE limits to this concentration 
are approximately 60 m north. Together with the 
possibly worked volccnic glass fragments (possible 
cores) were fragment~ of manufactured glass and 
porcelain found larg~ , ly on the .trail. and a batterei 
waterworn close-graiL basalt hammerstone. 

Thus whe.th.er or not the feature is cul tura 1, 
cultural activity ha~ occurred in this area, and t.1e 
site demands further examination. 

4943: facing of piled cobbles between two large boulders 
Area: 3m long, app1oximately 60 em high 
Vegetation: immediate area covered with grasses a1d 
o'i, young guava and scattered ohi'a lehua trees 

. This site lies f erpendicular to the slope of .1 

sn~ll gully and is pcrtially built on an earthen 
step, creating a flat area in front of the facing. 
Between the two bou1cers are piled sub-angular bas•tlt 
cobbles and pebbles, forming a depression measurin. ~ 

roughly 70 cm.in dianeter. A manufactured glass 
fragment was found beneath the depression. The large 
boulders measure .5 x .5 m and 1.4 x .5 m. 

A dry wash runs through the site and may have 
caused some disturbance. 

4944: possible pebble paving 
Area: 2 x 1 m, 10 cm.high 
Vegetation: immediate area covered with grasses, 
o'i, and paumakani. 
adjacent area covered with scattered ohi'a lehua, 
strawberry guava, and guava. 

·This rectangular feature is located on Kupehau 
Ridge, where a 2~slope intersects a flattened area. 
Pebbles are of waterworn close-graln basalt 
approximately 10 to 15 em by 5 em. This site runs 
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roughly perpendicula·c to the slope and is partially 
exposed.by erosipn. 

No artifacts or midden were fo.und, though · 
scattered waterworn basalt cobbles were found in 
the vicinity. 

4945: . terraces 
Area: triangular art~a approximately 500 m on. a 
side. 
Vegetation: sparse ground cover of grasses, o 1 i, 
ginger, thimbleberry various ferns, with scattere~ 
strawberry guava undt!r a guava and java plum canopy. 

This site consints of a series of terraces 
located on the rear l:noll of Kupehau Ridge. The 
area is characterized by numerous, distinct earthern 
terraces perpendicul< ~ r to the slope of the ridge. 
There is no evidence for running water except for 1 

few small rain gullit:s. 

The terraces ha, ·e .two possible functions. Th 3 

f~rst is tha~ of d~y agriculture. The second is 
habitation som~ poss:bly historic as there are two 
charocal pits in the northwest area. The hill may 
have served as a "fo·:t" or sanctuary in associatiol 
with site 4946. 

Surface artifacts include a bifaced "chopper" 
of clo~e-grain basalt found in a_concentration of 
cobbles of similar ~c ,mposition, and a hand-blown, 
seamless liquor b;ttJe found near one of the two 
charcoal pits. 

4946: an artificial "notch' in the narrow saddle between 
the hill of 4945 and the termination of the ridge 
at the inland Kohala plateau. 

The notch (4x8 m and ca. 3 m deep) is a feature 
characteristic of Hawaiian fortified ridges. This 
site is comparable to 4927. It is possible that 
this is the fort referred to in the traditional 
histories as Pohakuornane'o, although there are no 
corroborating sources in surveys or boundary 
descriptions containing such a name for this location. 
There also may have been confusion between this ·and 
the area of 4945. Kamakau records the following: 
(1961:82). 

On Hawaii Ke'e-au-moku had set up a fort 
pn a hill.between Pololu and Honokane. 
Ka-lani- 1 opulu.had climbed the mountain 
and attacked him, but he got to the sea 
by being let down b.y rope over the cliff, 



and escaped by boat. Thfs battle was 
called "Itching rock" (Pohaku-o-mane'o) 
and "Tearing Cr<.b" (Papa.' i-haehae). 

Kamakau also refers to this . as the "fort of 
Pohakuomane'o" (1961: 111). 

This revo 1 t of 1:e 1 eaumoku ('the father of 
Ka'ahumanu and a later champion of Kamehameha) 
against Ka laniopu I u (lCCurred some time be tween A.D. 
1759 and 1765, accorC:ing to Fornander's chronology 
(1969, II:l47-148). Fornander's version is that 
Ke'eaumoku (1969 II:l48): 

intrenched himsE:lf at the fort of 
Pohakuomaneo, b£,tween Pololu and· 
Honokane, in North Kohala: When 
informed of the revolt •.• Kalaniopuu 
cros~ed the mouLtains with. an 
adequate force, took the fort by 
assault .. ~but m:ssed the arch-rebel; 
for Keeaumoku e!caped over the Pali, 
reached the sho1·e, and obtaining · 
a canoe, was sai ely landed on MauL .• 
(ita lies origin<.!) . 

This feature anc 4945 deserve further 
investigation. 

3. Honokane Nui Complex: · 10-03-4~ · 3~ (with some sites in 10-06) 

·a. Background 

Honokane Nui is a flat-bottomed, steep-sided, narrot 

and deep valley. It presertly has a high boulder beach 

with a single stream outlet. The valley is divided into 

three physiographic sections: lower, middle and upper 

valleys. The lower valley is about 250 m wide at the 

ocean, and extends for some 1.5 km inland where the valley 

narrows to 100 m wide at an elevation of about 160 feet 

above sea level. The lower valley has two . land shelves, 

separated by the stream bed, each containing a single 

site. The shelves are from 1 to 4 m above the present 

stream bed. Fragments of other sites, unmapped, are 
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located on "islands" in the streambed. The vegetation is 

predominantly guava, bamboo, and java ·plum. 

The middle valley is quite narrow, 50 to 100 m wide, 

some 4 km long, with· sides 1000 to 1500 feet high along 

its winding passage. Ther1 ~ are some 22 land shelves 

formed from heavy alluvial and talus d~position and cut 

by the stream bed. The ha::ard from rock fall and flash 

flood in this canyon is gr(~at. All of the shelves .have 

sites, many of which are irrigation complexes. There is 

little evidence for habita1ion within this section of thz 

valley but the activity imolved in construction and 

maintaining agricultural f j elds was certainly intens{ve. 

The beginning of the topper valley is marked by th~ 

branching of Honokane Nui. Archaeological work was 

concentrated in the west btanch, ~ere defined as the upp=r 

valley; the east branch waE never explored due to its 

narrowness. 

The floor of the upper valley, less than 4 km long, 

rises from some 800 f eet above sea level to 1600 feet 

above sea level at the amphitheater head. The valley 

sides are generally over 2000 feet high. The upper 

valley is much more rugged than the lower sections. The 

land shelves are much higher above th~ stream bed .(up to 

20 m) than those below. The vegetation is extremely 

dense, and springs flood many of the land shelves. The 

Kohala Ditch and Ditch trail have been cut through the 

back part of the vall~y to tap the water in the extensive 



dike system. The stream flows uninterrupted in the in-

terior portion of the t{ppt :r valley {before it is trapped 

by the Kohala Ditch), mak;.ng travel possible only during 

dry periods when the stre.:tm is only at waist level. Sur-

vey in this area is very <iifficult •. 

Irrigation complex,~s are found on benches with 

available water, while dr~ ' agriculture and habitation 

sites are located on othe1 benches. 

b. Sites 

b-1. Sites of the Lower Valley 

4809: irrigation and hab :. tation complex, western side :>f 
lower Honokane. 
Area: total area: 47,379 sq. m. area of irrig1ted 
terraces: 41,805 i:q. m. total length of site: 
960 m. length of :.rrigation area: 760 m. 
Vegetation: guava , java plum, kukui, bamboo, 
christmas berry . 
Slope: 2-3 degreel :. 

The site terr<in . is a bench, which is a com
bination of alluvi<l and mass wasting material, 
With very little st.ructure. It seems to be the 
result of early po~t-Pleistocene fill with sub-
sequent stream dowr..cutting in a central streambe L ·\ 
The subsurface fill is quite massive without any 
fine alluvial inteibedding such as is characteri.>tic 
of Pololu. The only fine-grained sediments whic:1 
were in the terrace agricultural soils. The slope 
of the bench is gradual (2 to 3 degrees) and the 
contact area between the valley floor and the pali 
is fairly sharp, with littl~ talus development • 

. The irrigation complex covers most of the 
bench (Map 8-1- fol~out at back). There is one 
major canal, stonelined and about lxl m in width 
and depth, which probably ran off the stream. The 
entrance into the system has been ~estroyed by ero
sion and there is no evidence of a dam. The·re are 
several distributary canals. The pond fields (ap
proximately 145 total) being at the very edge of 
the boulder bench and extend inland in gradual steps, 
each terrace facing generally no more than 30 to 90 
em high, constructed Qf st.acked waterworn cobbles. .

1 
Excavations and erosion facings demonstrate that 
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the system is a veneer on the subsoil. Most of the site· 
has a cultivation soil wh:·.ch has accumulated on the 
surface due to the construction of t}le terraces. There 
is little evidence for moctificat.ion or reconstruction of 
the terraces except for those at the mouth of the valley 
which were subject to som(' silt accumulation. There are 
three stratified por:d soii.s in these lower field terraces 
and corresponding reconstruction of the terrace facings. 
There are four small habitation are~s (prehistoric and 
historic) among the surfat.e features of the overall 
complex. However, in exc< ~vation, there was evidence for 
habitation before the com.truction of· terraces in the 
lower third of the system. Dates from two habitation 
areas indicated that occui'ation of the valley began wit:lin 
the first part of the 17tL century A.D. 

Erosion has destroyEd portions of the stream side 
of the system. A map of lhe area (McDougal; Bishop 
Estate) indicates that th( total area under cultivation 
in 1890 was approximately 55,000 sq. m. 

4810: irrigation and habitation complex, eastern side of lmver 
Honokane. 
Area: total atea: 32, 70(1 sq. m. total length: 975 m. 
upper irrigation complex crea: 5,200 sq. m. 
upper irrigation length:. 215 m. 

· ·V~getation: guava, java pium, kukui, bamboo, christmas
berry, mango. 
Slope: 2-4 degress. 

The· geological charccteristics are the same as 
those of 4810. The inlanc portion of this site is an 
irrigation complex of somE 53 terraces, fed by one main 
canal, with water distiibt.ted by a~ditional branches 
within the sys tern. The he ad of the site is destroyed S·) 

the actual intake area car.not be defined. It is possible 
that the source was a spring rather than. the stream. 

The slope of the system is gradual (2 to 3 degrees) 
and the terrace facings are generally low (30 to 60 em), 
constructed of stacked waterworn cobbles. 

The lower segment of 4910 is a very complicated 
intermixing of habitation structures ana wet fields. 
The habitation includes large numbers of pavings and 
platforms (probably prehistoric) and many walls a:nd walled 
enclosures (many of which are porbably historic). There 
are many historic artifacts on the su r face. The limited 
survey time did not allow detailed mapping of the 
complicated structures. Brief test excavations were 
conducted but no datable matetial was recovered. 
Detailed excavation is required to determine the function· 
of many of the structures, the time periods involved, 
and the interrelatidnship of habitation and agriculture. 
There is an extremely important· area for further research. 
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b-~. Sites of the Middle Valley 

4811: remnant of irrigatel ~erraces 

Area: · 120 x 30m (>ench area) 

Vegetation:. kukui, guava, and mountain apple 

One fragment o~ a terrace face remains. The 

site originally had four to five pond fields. 

4812: a set of very small terraces 

Area: 20 x 30 m 

Vegetation: kukui, ; ~uava and ginger 

This site is· l1>cated on a low, wide bench at 

the mouth of the mi.td le valley. The f u 11 site 

could not be inves.t ·:_gated due to dense bamboo 

growth, but the por :ion which was visible contained 

about 25· terraces, neasuring from 1:-·x 3 m to 1 x 1 m 

in size, with low f~ tcings, from 30 to 40 high, of 

waterworn cobbles. The size of the terraces and 

their configuration makes this an unusual complex 

worthy of detailed i.nvestigation. ·I 
4813: badly eroded terrac~s 

Area: 100 x 50 m 

Vegetation: guava, kukui and·· ginger _· 

This site originally consisted of approximately 

10 terraces on a rive·r bench, which is nor..,r badly 

damaged by erosion. Detaila of the site are not I 
·) 

determinable until more careful investigation has 

been completed. 
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4814: irrigation system wi th a double level set of 

terraces 

Area: 150 x 40 m 

Vegetation: guava ;·.nd bamboo 

This site is located is on a land bench 

consisting of two shelves: the lower shelf is set 

some 3 rn above the :• trearn bed, the higher shelf is · 

set another 3. 5 m h : .. gher. The lower set of terra ::es 

has been badly erod(!d but appears to have had som:! 

20 large fields. TI :e upper land shelf is narrow . 

(about 14 m wide) w:.th terrace facings running 
. . 

perpendicula-r to the long axis of the bench, and 

gently curving with the curve of the shelf. Terr1ce 

facings, 30 to 50 en, are of stacked waterworn· st:>nes. 

The upper end of th j.s complex is covered in barnbo), 

so the water entry j s' not determinable. However, 

the terraces are so high above the streambed that 

it is likely that a spring source was used. No 

canals are evident .: .nd the water was dropped from 

terrace to terrace. The spiraling terrace pattern 

determined by the topography creates a rather unusual 

complex. 

4815: a series of walls and enclosures 

Area: 60 x 30 m 

Vegetation: guava 

This is a historic habitation area, some of the 

enclosures being suitable for penning animals. It 



is probable that this was a prehistoric occupa tio·1. 

area before modification in the 19th century. 

4816: four boulder enclosed plots and one possible pavii~ 

Area: 80 x'30 m (bench area) 

Vegetation: guava, kukui, and bamboo 

Further investigation is needed, but evidence 

suggests the area had some form of habitation and 

small agricultural ·areas. ·Each plot measures app :oxi-

mately 2 m across. 

4817: terrace complex 

Area: 250 x 50 m . 

Vegetation: guava~ kukui, and ginger 

The site is a ID\ lti-tiered complex measuring 

250 m long, with a central canal. The individual 

fields were not mapFed, but probably number over 

100. Water was taken from the stream and diverte·l 

into a reconstructe~ erosion gullyJ run through 

fields, and then into a central canal, from which 

it was redistributed. 

One prehistoric habitation area may be in asso-

ciatiori and one section of st~nding walls suggests 

19th century use. The site is an excellen~ example 

of-Hawaiian engineering and water control. 

4818: terrace remnants 

Area: 240 x 25m (bench area) 

Vegetation: guava and ginger 

This site is a long narrow bench with only 

I 
•i 
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fragments of terracen remaining after erosion. The 

original site was probably comparable to 4817. 

4819: terrace remnants 

Area: 180 x 20 m (b•mch area) 

Vegetation: guava a11d ginger 

This site is on n long narrow bench with frag-

ments of terraces res~ining after erosion. The site 

was probably not as uxtensive as 4817 because it ..... as 

more. frequently subji!Ct to erosion. A few boulder 

terraces remain on tlte lower end. However, the site 

has one specialized l!lement uncommon in Honokane 

Nui. A talus slope, 30° to 45°, which drops onto 

the bench, has a numl 1er of facings forming dry 

agricultura"t terrace::. 

4820: ·terraces 

Area: 30 x 40 m (bench area) 

Vegetation: guava and ferns · 

This site is on <t sni.all bench heavily overgrown 

with fern. There art! approximately ten agricultural 

terraces, some possibly not irrigated. . . . 

4821: land bench with possible cultural features 

Area: 150 x 30 m 

Vegetation: fern and ginger 

This site is on a bench with heavy fern growth 

and with large boulders, some of which contain soil 

which may have been used for cultivation. No exca-

vation tested this possibility. In addition, there 
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are a number of dis.tinct facings i .n a talus slope 

(40°) well above. thE stream bed (ca. 10 m) Which 

probably served as cry agriculturaf terraces~ 

4822: possible soil catchn~nt areas 

Area: 120 x 25 m 
! 

Vegetation: guava end banana 
! . 

! 

This bench is wEll-covered with large boulders 

creating soil catchnent a,reas suitable for cultiV·l-

tion. Feral banana~ and taro are presently growi~g. 

4823: soil catchment area~ 

Area: 60 x 30 m 

Vegetation: guava, kukui, and banana 

This bench is ccvered with boulders which foro 

soil cafchment are<: s. Some artificial facings w ~re 

noted suggesting mocification of the area for cul:i-

vation. 

4824: terrace system 

Area: 270 x 35 m 

Vegetation: guava, bamboo, kukui, and ginger 

This site is a long, narrow terrace system, 

with large, deep terraces in ·the central area. This 

system extends for about 200 m, and is stepped down 

frqm the pali in two and three tiers of terraces. 

The total number of terraces. is around 70. The 
.) 

water intake is uncertain. 

4825: Area: 20 x 50 m 

Vegetation: guava and ginger 
·I 

I 



4826: wall fragments 

Area: 

Vegetation: 

This site ·is on a small land shelf. 

4827: possible terrace system, with historic modificati<•n 

Area: 120 x 30 m 

Vegetation: guava, 5inger (light cover) 

This site is a land bench with suggestio~s of 

agri~ultural terraces, but with historic modifica· 

tions probably from :onstruction of the Kohala 

Ditch and Ditch Trait. The Kohala Ditch Trail rur ~ s 

across the upper end of this bench. Structures or , 

the bench ate fragme:tts of an old section of pavec. 

trail, stone mounds, rough pavings, and fragments 

·of double-faced, cor~-fille~ walls. In addition, 

historic artifacts, JOttles, and metal occur on tre 

surface. No informa :1t information ~ms obtained 

regarding this area, but the evidence indicates 

previous use as a c(nstruction camp. 

4828: terraces 

Area: 25 x 100 m 

Vegetation: heavy fern cover 

This is a sma 11 bench, with. heavily eroded 

terraces. An estimated five to eight terraces 

were located on this bench. 

4829: wet agricultural system 

Area: 40 x 170 m 



Vegetation: heavy fern 

This site is a wet agricultural system partially 

obscured by heavy vegetation and by. Kohala Ditch 

Trail cons truc·tion. Approximately 25 irrigation 

plots are definable lt present. The original numter 

was probably around 35. The Kohala Ditch Trail rtns 

along the stream ed~! of the fields and construction 

of the trail includei stones taken from the terraces. 

The trail steps up t~rrace facings along part of jts 

route. 

4830: terrace remnants 

Area: 30 x 60 m 

Vegetation: fern, ginger, and guava 

This site is a s:nall bench with remnants of 

terraces in highly f~agmentp.ry state. It is not 

possible to estimate the number of original terraces. 

4831: terrace remnants 

Area: 

Vegetation: 

This is a small. bench with remnants of terraces 

in highly fragmentary state. It is not possible to 

estimate the number of original terraces. 

4832: possible terraces 

Area: 55 x 30 m 

Vegetation: fern, ginger, and guava 

This is a long bench under extremely dense 

vegetation. There are some suggestions of terraces, 



but clearing is required befo~e this can be verified. 

48:l3: platform 

Area: 2.5 x 4 m 

Vegetation: 

This site is located at the edge of a small 

terrace; and is paved with small stones, level and 

ahout 10 em high. The purpose of the site is unkno1-m. 

b-3. Sites of the Upper Valley 

4939: a land shelf \vhich contains the cabins of the Kolmla 

Ditch Co\flpany and t\i o sets of agricultural terrac•!S 

Area: 300 x 80 m 

Vegetation: g~ava, staghorn fern, and cultigens 

This is one of the widest land areas in all o·' 

Honokane and is thus a relatively safe location for 

habitation, an important factor in the location o:: 

the cabins. Other cabins (4891, 4882) constructed 

further upstream were destroyed by landslides. The 

Ditch Co. originally maintained work crews and th•!ir 

families in t.hese cabins, but this practice was 

abandoned over 20 years ago. Two cabins still stand 

and a third has beeri allowed to collapse. There <He 

a number of small sheds, stone walls, and fences. A 

set of irrigation terraces in the rear of the cabins 

may be prehistoric terraces, but they show signs of 

having been historically reconstructed. 

Additional terraces are located in dense fern 

growth at the northern end of the bench. They were 



not mapped. 

4874: Irrigated Terrace System (with historic modificaticn) 

Location: East side of upper Honokane Nui. Slightly 

upslope of the cable bridge crossing next to l.he 

KDC cabins. 

Vegetation: Dense honohono grass, sword fern, soff . 

ferns and midnight sweetness. Some guava and 

kukui trees are present. 

Dimensions: 65 x 174 m 

Slope: 2 to 3 degrees 

Photo-period: 6~ ho~rs per day of direct sunlight 

during the month of July 

Site 4874 is the largest irrigated system in 
the upper valley. D(tailed ~aps, including thr~e 
site profiles, were d rmvn and Brunton slope readinLs 
were recorded from terrace to terrace in areas that: 
the flow patterns were questionable. 

Fire pits w~~e excavated to obtain details of 
construction and tO determine the history of land \S€, 

This site is situated on a bench of 4 to 7 m 
elevation above strea~ level. The bench is the la1 ·gest 
in land area within upper Honokane. A lower bench 
separates the ~ite and the stream. The distance 
between the site bench facing arid stream ranges from 
0 m to an estimated 30 m. The site· is bordered by a 
sharply rising talus on the E and a finger ridge on the 
S. This ·ridge, which was formed by a landslide, 
extends steeply and perpendicularly from the pali 
and truncates at the stream edge. Its truncated 
facing is vertical and is an estimated 12 m high. 
The northern border of the site has no well defined 
boundary, as site features become progressivly · 
harder to define due to poor condition. The western 
side has been eroded and terrace remnants sta~d at 
the edge of the bench. 

Guava is the predominant tree type, with some 
kukui. The underbrush is primarily honohono grass 
and swordfern. Swordf~rn grows only on the W side of 
the trail and is extremely dense. No other vegetation 

·j 

I 



is present except guava. A sharp swordfern-honohono 
grass . interface occurs W of and within a few meter~ 
of the trail. This h:mohono grass forms a 18 mete1· 
wide mid-site strip (~-S). Soft fern and midnight 
sweetness are found E of the honohono growth. The 
soft fern and swordfern areas are shaded by trees 
while the honohono area is not. 

The KDC trail bisects the. site in a N-S orien· 
tation. It is curbed and raised (25 to 30 em) aboye 
ground level, paved i 1 places and also "ramped" in 
areas close to terrace faces. 

A 1.5 x 4.75 m stone faced,· concrete rectAngu:ar 
platform is located il the central area. Its side 
facings average 35 ern in hei::.;h t and are cons true tee. of 
waterworn boulders (2J to .35 em) locked in place wHh 
mortar. The surface is smoothly paved. This. featt:.re 
is assumed to be of KDC construction; its function is 
unknown. 

A site-long ernba:-tkment (N-S) is situated slig1 .tly 
E of the mid-site axis and forms a prominent featuJ ·e. 
(Fe. 06). 

A KDC retaining vall is 11L11 shaped, measuring 
12 X 3.5 m. The long segment functions as a trail 
e;,njankment; the function of the short se:gment is 
unknown. It is 70 m.high, of good construction, 2nd 
in excellent preservation. 

A total of 70 terraces was counted, with the 
major ones located between the embankment and strec.m 
drop-off. Planting areas av2raged 4.5 x 4.5 m and 
ranged from 15 x 14 m to 3 x 2 m. Facing heights 
averaged 40 em and ranged from 1.0 to .3 m. 

At the southern (upstream) end of the site, high 
in the talus by the finger ridge cutting out to the 
stream, is an erosion channel that, with the aid of 
some cultural modification in the form of check dams 
or settling basins, feeds into a canal. The canal 
runs for 126+ m (3/4 of the length of the site) 
parallel to the talus and stream. Construction of 
the ~anal was examined" in Pits A and C and found 
to be generally lnrge water worn boulders HiLh 
hints of crude bottom paving,. B<1d lenses of clay, 
sand, and alluvial fill. 

One curious bend in the canal occurs near the 
middle of the site between Pits A and C. The canal 
above the bend runs along the down slope side of a · 
reinforced embankment aJ:?.d may be taking advantage 
of an old natural erosion channel. However at the 
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bend, the canal makes a sharp right angle turn to 
the west toward the rivar then after 8 - 10 m, it 
turns sharply north again to Ee~ume its course 
parallel to the river. The canal runs m-ray from the 
embankment for its remaining 40 m. Additionally, 
the last 10 m have curb stone tvalls built up to 
heights· of 1+ meter in places wi~h the curbing 
doubling as a terrace ~all. 

Traces and actual pockets of grey clay were 
found in the terraces immediately adjacent to the 
canal. Pits B and D (en the stream side and down 
slope of the canal) cor.tained various amounts and 
kinds of deposits of g1ey clay, strongly suggesting 
wet field agriculture J·or this complex. Pit E,· 
above the canal and in a rougher talus area, con
tairl.(!d. no ~uch clay la~ter, suggesting dry agriculture. 

The \>later source ltas been hypothesized to l.Je a 
spring originating som! where up the talus/ cliff face 
to the south-east of t1e stte. This hypothesis is 
supported by the fact :hat the canal origiriates at 
the base of slightly m).dified talus run-off channel! 
and the river is an av~rage of 8 m·below the level 
of the wet terraced area. 

Several embankments (some culturally reinforced) 
r·un through the bench generally parallel to the 
present stream course and ar~ most probably ~)ld 
river banks formed by the meandering of the river 
(alluviation erosion). The most prominent embankme1t 
forms the west border of the site. The:-e are possi>ly 
two benches below, anc at least one ll)Cljor reinforcei 
embankment above the toundary embankment just descrLbed. 
The upper embankment js incorporated into a wall 
supporting the upper· <ry t.!'!rrace ·area, and bon3erin_5 
the lower Y!et agricult:ural complex. 

The construction abov2 !:he -reinforced embankrnent 
is generally low irrer,ular alignments of talus stune 
and boulders, which mayhave served as small plot 
borders or soil retainers. The construction below this 

· 'vall, at an eleva ticn t''here it is possible to irrigate 
from the canal is a more regular layout of terrace -
plots, '·iith finer construction of tl:..e Halls.· The 
terraces are rectangular to square with large plots 
conforming to level Ground, and smaller plots for 
more sloping ground. The field areas are level and 
generally free of stone,_being retained on the down 
slope sides (gener~lly north and west side~) by low 
stacked-rock walls. · This '·lcll . construction was 
examined in Pit.s B and D and appe.ars to be sloped 
stacks of rock, usually wa.ter worn 35+ em and "in situ" 
bouldc~s of basalt (porous and depse), with mixed 
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soil fill on the upsiope side for reinforced streng~h 
to hold up the wet pond soil above. 

No evidence for prehistoric habitation was 
found. 

4875: Irrigated Terrace Sy:; tern 

Location: An estima :ed 60 meters South of site 4874. 
Vegetation: Predomillantly swordfern and honohono 

grass with some scattered g~ava 
Dimensions: 80 by 4~i meters 
Slope: 2 degrees 
Photoperiod: Estima1:ed 6~ hours per day of direct 

sunlight during July 

This site is bounded by the talus on the east 
and a 7 m dropoff on the west. A canal runs along 
the t;~ lus border. S1 :gments of this feature are we 11 
defined by curbing but the larger part remains 
uncurbed and a canal··like depression is all that is 
evident. It average:. SO ~m in \-Jidth and 50 em in 
depth. Length of th:.s feature is estimated at ·so 
meters and its water source was not evident but is 
speculated to be frau spring or waterfall activity 
on the East pali. ·Tlte stream as a water source is 
improbable due to thE' bench height above stream 
level, plus the upstream topography of this site 

·does not look conduci.ve for water diversion .• 

Twelve terraces were located and are in fair 
to poor condition. ~~11 heights average 50 em and 
planting areas ave1-a~;e 5 by 5 meters. Stones are 
missing from terrace faces, perhaps for constructi~n 
of the Ditch Coupany trail which bi:::ects the site. 
All features are of t~ltiple st~ck construction. 

4876: Terrace System 

Location: On up-slope side of ·trail (about 35 meters 
South of presently cultivated, fenced-off taro 
and watercress patch.) 

Vegetation: Moderately dense fern. and ginger. Some 
guava tre'es and banana plants are also present. 

Dimensions: 25 by 45 meters. 
Slope: 13 degrees 
Photo-period: Estimated 6~ hours per day of direct 

sunlight during July. 

This site is bounde.d on the north by a small . 
concrete ditch (a~xil~ry to the Kohala Ditch) with 
the trail running parallel to it~ Pn the east is 
a steeper slop~ and active rockfall area. The 
system terminates on the south where a vertical 
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facing marks the base of .the pali. 

Fifteen terraces were noted~ all of which are 
in a fair to poor state of preservation. Wall 
heights are between 1.0 and .4 m. Construction is 
fairly crude. Length:; vary between i2 and 3 meters 
and generally conform to the topography. 

A waterfall exis :s up-slope and 30 to 40 metexs 
SE but no '"ater diver:;ion features were evident. 1he 
only flowing water so11rce to this.site, if any, must 
have come from the pa:.i area to the south. The site 
is 15 to 19 m above the stream \vith no possible means 
of diverting water to the area. 

It cannot be def:.nitely stated whether or not 
this site is irrigated. The crudeness of construction 
does not appear conducive to an irrigated system nor 
does the degree of slnpe; the errosional effects of 
water flowing on this degree of slope would be hard 
to control. Undergro11nd seepage keeps the soil wet 
enough to support a ntm-irrigated crop of taro. 

4877: Irrigated Terrace Sys.:em 

Location: Stream si"d:! of trail (ten meters south 
of cultivated ta:·o and watercress patch.) 

Vegetation: Dense hoHohono grass with some fern, 
ginger, and thiml•le ber~ies. 

Dimensions: 35 by 15 meters. 
Slope: 3 degrees 
Photo-period: Estimat:ed 6~ hours per day of direct 

sunlight during ~ruly 

This site is bourtded on the south by the 3 to + m 
trail embankment and <•n the north by a 3 to 4 m dro?
off to the stream. Tlte downhill slope and long axis 
of the site is aligned with that of the stream. 

The range in terrace dimensions is from 10 by 
7.5 m down to 1 by 2 rn planting area. Two large 
contiguous terraces enc6rporate the SW end of the 
complex and it is down-slope of these that the 
·terraces become variable in orientation and smaller 
in size. Erosion of the bench facing along_ the 
drop-off border has caused the partial destruction 
of the border terraces. Terrace facings are .generally 
between 75 and 35 em in height but a few reach 1~7 m. 

No water source is evident for this system. The 
site lies about 12 meters above and 24 meters from 
the stream. Water diversion from xhe stream seems 
feasible but would have to have been done a fair 
distance upstream. Possibilities of spring and/or 
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waterfall sources arE: also qui·te feasible but not 
evident.. The co~stn. ction of the Kohala Ditch 
Company flume has chc: nged the. l'iydrology of Honokane 
East Branch and this makes speculation of site water 
sources even more dH ficult. 

This system is labelled as . irrigated on merit:l 
of ·it's size, well c0nstructed terraces and the 
readily available water source up-slope from this ,;ite. 

4878: Wall 

Location: 35 meters east of the Kohala Ditch Com
pany (KDC) storage shed adjacent to the pump 
and darn site. 

Vegetation: Extremely dense high ginger . . 
Dimensions: Unknown. 

This feature is a free~standing wall found in 
the vicinity of othet KDC cons true tion (darn, s tor a: ;e 
shed and pumphouse). Five rnete.rs of it's length 
were cleared and sketch~rnapped. Average height is 
60 em. 

Because of it's excellent condition and assoc:.
ation with other historic features, it is assumed :o 
be of KDC constructicn. These features are shown 
on 

4879: Terrace System 

Location: 50 meters up-trail from the storage shed 
and on the east side of the trail 

Vegetation: Moderate gro1-1th of fern and honohono. 
grass. 

Dimensions: 40 by 8 meters 
Slope: 5 degrees 
Photo-period: · Estimated 5 hours per day of direct 

sunlight during July 

The ·trail and pali run parallel to each other at 
10 m apart and have a shallow depression between them. 
On the north, a large stone buttress runs perpendi
cular to and abuts the tra~l and pali on each of its 
ends. It is 5.5 rn in height at its point of contart 
with the pali and slopes down to 0 meters where ·it 
contacts the trail. This is the northern boundary 
of the site and is of KDC construction. Iron cables 
were encorporated in it's construction. The purpose 
of this structure is unknown. 

It is within ·the depression area that the pre
historic portion of 4879 lies. Terraces were not 
well delineated, partially due t6 c~ude construction 
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but mostly as a result of rockfall damage. Nine 
terraces· of differing sizes and orientations were 
found. Many boulders were in · the area at the time 
of modification and tnese are pushed together in 
irregular piles. Terrace heights, configurations 
and wall thicknesses ·1ary widely. The highest 
terrace is 1 meter. 

Of special inter=st on this site is a 4 by 6 ·. 
meter platform of excellent construction and presel
vation that stands 1 n high. Its function is 
unknown. There is a lower stepped-down platform of 
2 by 4 m abutting the main one on it's West side. 
Both are roughly pave1 and these features occur on the 
site's south border. Construction expertise and 
preservation differ wtdely between this and the 
terrace features. It can only be speculated as to 
whethei: these platforns are a historical intrusion 
over the original sit~. 

No water Sources or diversional and control 
features were observe l. · The stream at this point 
in· the valley · r1,1ns al mg the opposite 'pali which iE 
an estimated distance of 60 meters am 20 meters 
below site level. 

4880: House Site with Adjoi1ing Walls 

Location: 10 meters •tatst of small cable bridge 
Vegetation: Moderately dense honohono grass, fern, 

ginger with some guava ·and ohia lehua trees 
Dimensions: 15 by 10 meters. 

This site is sit11ated on a slight rise tvith a 
15 meter drop-off to :he stream on the west and a 
long 2 meter depressil)n bordering it on the east. 
The trail runs . parall1!l with the . and borders the 
opposite side of the depression from the site. A 
fork from the KDC main trail to the ·cable bridge cuts 
across the northern extreme· of the site. 

The main features of this site are a 1.5 m high 
"L" shaped retaining wall which borders the depression 
and the bridge trail on its· two sides, and a low walled 
square-shaped enc losur.·e which abuts against the trai 1 
side segment of the retaining wall. This enclosure 
is 4 by 4 m and averages 50 em in height. Immedi
ately to the south are hints of two more enclosures. 
There is no definite boundary to the south of the 
complex. The features become less distinct and 
blend·into the sur~ounding area of scattered boulders. 
Enclosure interiors are unpaved and only the main one 
shows any sign of an interior partition. In this case, 
a single allignment stan~ arc sections off the NE corner. 
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A possible fire-box and 2 by 2 m paved area 
exist at .the NW extreme of the site but are not weL. 
defined and are non-associated with other features. 
The bridge trail bisects this paved a~ea and it is 
possible that the paving may be due to trail con
struction. 

This site is suggested as habitation area with 
one or more ·house enclosures located within it. Th1~ 
area is raised and thE orientation of features sug
gest the above explanation. 

4881: Irrigated Terrace System 

Location: 15 meters ·~E. of cable bridge and on West 
side of stream. A few meters off trail to the 
right. 

Vegetation: Fern, ti, banana, guava, ginger and 
honohono grass 

Dimensions: 10 by 10 m 
Slope: 4 degrees 
Photo-period: Estima1.ed 4 hours per day of direct 

sunlight during • 'uly 

This site is sit11ated on a stream bench 7 m 
above stre.am level an<~ close to the pali which is 
nearly vertica 1 in th: .s area. The KDC flume flows 
within this pali faciag and a trail leads to a fluue 
portal located approx:.mately 10 to 15 m to the. SE. 
Recent rockfall is st;:ewn along the bench and one. 
slide area exists 20 neters to the West at the base 
of the palL An arti::icial embankment was construe
ted up to the portal and supports the trail. This 
feature is the SE bou11dary of the site. 

A few minor terraces were located; about 8 
planting areas in all.. These were crudely construe ted 
and are 45 em at the highest. Here again, as in site 
4879, irregular piles of boulders were associated 
with and are presumably the results of clearing for 
the planting areas. All terraces are in poor con
dition. 

Water from a smalt spring to the SE meanders 
through the site area. 

4882: Historic House Site 

Location: SO meters West of the Awini Trail junction 
and 10 meters South of the main trail 

Vegetation: Ferns, honohono grass, ginger and thim
bleberry predominate. Large kukui trees, scat
tered guava and three lemon trees were also 
noted. 
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Dimensions: 70 by 30 m 
Slope: 3 degrees 

94 

Photo-period: 4~ bouts per ~ay of direct sunlight 
during July 

The stream, pali and trail run roughly parallel 
·(E-W) .and the site is situated between the trail an•l 
stream on a bench are2 which is ·15 m above stream 
level. Several lower and smaller benches step-off 
below the main bench. The main bench is 40 m wide. 
Recent rockfall is fotnd throughout the site area. 

The main feature~ of this site are the house 
foundations, 10 terraces, a possible pen and two 
boundary walls. 

The boundary walls are located at the east and 
west extremes of the complex and are oriented N-S. 
The south wall abuts the pali, intersects the trail 
and terminates at the edge of the river ben:ch; a 
distance of 14 m. ThE trail appears to have been 
built after the wall cS manifested by the way in. wh Lch 
the wall is disturbed. Ninety m away, the counter
part of this boundary wall runs 18·m from the trail 
to the edge of the sp earn bench. No contiguous 
segment was found on the pali side of the trail 
although it is hypoth~sized as once existing. 

The house site is. located midway between the 
boundary walls. No stperstructure is presently 
standing nor can the foundations be easily traied. 
Adjoining walls are e\ident, one of which is up to 
2 meters in height anc width. · It runs a distance oE 
twelve m and each end tappers off into rubble. The 
function of this feattre is unknown. On its east 
end is a grinding store, a masonr'y fireplace with m~tal 
grate, and a trash dunp. 

Most of the terraces are lo1=-ated between the 
house site and the west boundary wall. Terraces are 
in random dispersal, conforming to the terrain and 
have different wall heights and lengths. Construc
tion is generally crude. Associated with the terraces 

·is an irregular jumble of large boulders ~1hich appear 
to have been piled when the terrace areas were cleared. 

West of the house site is a pen. This enclosure 
is situated at the base of a slight rise where boulders 
of 1 to 1.5 meters in height have been pushed aeainst 
the embankment in a horseshoe shape. At the open end 
of the horseshoe is constructed a 50 em high wall 
which closes off the structure. The · inside area of · 
this feature is ~ by 6 m. 

~ . . ;~ 
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Fifteen m east o:: the west boundary wall and 
west of the terraces and pen, a small open-ended 
enclosure is situated on the top ·of a rise. Dimen
sions of this feature are 5 "by 2.5 m and construction 
is of single allignmeut boulders up to 1 m in diameter. 
The interior is flat and clear of partitions. The 
bench drop-off on the south and an area of large 
scattered boulders on the north·border this feature. 

From a conversat:.on with Dale Sproat (summer 
of 1973) the following information was obtained 
concerning this site. It was the second of two KDC 
cabins which have been destroyed by rockfall from 
the cliffs above. A .rapanese farmer was the last 
to occupy it and ebaruloned it d~ring 1936. The 
grinding stone was what·he used to pound his mochi. 

4883: Habitation Site 

Location: On the Sou :h end of the first bench up
stream of Awini 11eir on the West side of the 
Stream. 

Vegetation: 
plants, 

Dimensions: 

Fern, ho;10hono grass, ginger, banana 
small oh.~·· a lehua and guava trees 
20 by 15 m 

The bench is in :wo levels with the pali on tl e 
West and the stream t•> the east. The facing of the 
lower level is where :he tra~l is located and it is 
just ·above this facin:~ that the site lies. It is 
bounded between the e1nbankment up to the second 
bench (5 m) and the d:~op-off from the first (4 m). 

The main feature .; of this site are two struc
tures constructed on ::ehitively flat terrain. Both 
are roughly rectangular with low .walls and stone 
allignments used in their construction. 

The larger structure is 12 by s · m and situated 
up against the embankment. A 50 em high retaining 
\vall forms the embankment segment of the enclosure. 
The opposite segment is a 1 m high crescent-shaped 
terrace-like wall which bends in towards the interior 

· of the structure and whose ends deteriorate to make 
determining thejr end points di.fficult. T\vo partially 
subterranean allignments form the end walls. 

Eisht rn east and against the edge of the diop~ 
off the second feature is situated. Its dimensions 
are 1 by 3 m. The .interior is slightly lower than 

. the surrounding terrain and the walls are of multiple 
stack construction ~f a fairly ·even ·height of 45 c~. 
It is open ende~ on the east and in good condition. 
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Hints of low walls and possible terracing exi:;t 
between these two features. Larse boulderi are 
scattered around this area ?nd ar~ roughly_ faced 
into allignments in some arca·s. This activity might 
be the result of clearing the bench area. No othe1· 
function at this time can be attributed to these 
bould~r allignments. 

A third interesting feature of this site area 
is an oblong boulder (1 x 1.3 m) in an upright 
position totally above ground resting on three 
other boulders. This may be a shrine. 

Habitation at this site co1..1ld be in associatiun 
with the agricultural complexes acrosa the stream 
(4884, 4885). Excavation at this site included tTtlll 

pits .dug in Feature 01, on the upper natural terrac:e 
of the bench. The feature consists of a rough one ·· 
course rock wall along the base of the pali and 
small crude terraces running perpendicular to this 
wall. No unambiguous evidence for either habitati11n 
or agricultural activity was uncovered. 

Feature 02, on the lower terrace, consists o£ 
2 or 3 small crude ~erraces. Two pits >Tere excava· :ed: 
a basalt tool, a nodule and basaltic glass, a pos
sible paving and a firepit were uncovered . supportiHg 
~he possibility of habitation. 

4884: Irrigated Terrace System 

Location: On the first major stream bench above 
Awini Weir ori the east side of the Valley 

Vegetation: Mainly 2) to 30 feet tall guava trees 
and moderately dense lmv .fern 

Dimensions: 60 by 4.0 m 
Slope: 2 degrees 
Photo-period: Estimated 6~ hours of direct sunlight 

per day during ·July 

This site is lo~ated on the first bench up from 
the stream and is bounded on the east . by a 9 m 
embankment up to the second bench.· The bench area 
is generally flat and subject to rockfall, especially 
on the NE sector where a considerable disturbance 
of the area has resulted. Falling rocks have left 
craters up to 2 m in diameter and one m in depth. If 
terraces once existed in this area, and there is a 
good chance they did, th~y have been destroyed by the 
pelting of boulders that·this sector has undergoni. 
A slight 2 to 3 meter rise runs along within the 
eastern boundary of the site and on top of which 
are seven terraces. 
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A total of 40 terraces has been located. In 
the flat area is wher·~ they are best constructed ar .. d 
most symmetrical. Th•!Se are the largest terraces 
in the system and arc generally 5 by.S m with 30 en 
step-offs and are sin;~le allignment with some low 
multiple stack constriction. The terraces in the two 
gullies number about L2, are of multiple stack con
struction, step-off b·~tween 3 to 4 m intervals and 
have facings averagin ~ 50 em. ·The depressions' sic es 
appear crudely and ra1domly faced in an effort to 
keep soil from errodi1g into the gully. 

The hypothesized water source is a spring loccted 
60 m SE of the site a~ the pali base where it contl6ts 
the second bench. It; run-off water ·is estimated 2t 
100 gallo.1s per minut~ and it flmvs directly· down
slope crossing the soJthern border of the site. At 
present no water fLows into the system from this 
spring. 

4885: Irrigated Terrace System 

Location: On the second bench above and 100 metei·s 
south of site 4SS4. 

Vegetation: Honohono grass, fern and banana plant1; 
Dimension$: 40 by 60 m 
Slope: 10 degrees 
Photo-period: Estimated 6~ hours of direct sunlight 

per day during July 

This upper bench has an average slope of betwl~en 
8 and 10 degrees and the site portion lies 15 m abnve 
stream level. The cliffside boundaries are strewn 
with rockfall to form a small talus but the entire 
bench area is also subject to this activity. Six 
hundre~ feet above the bench a spring emits from a 
dike in the pali. and the resulting ~vaterfall streans 
narrowly down the face to form a slight pool at it's 
base. The rate of flow could be measured in hundreds 
of gallons per minute. Run-off from the pool traces 
a diagorial path (SE-NW) across· the bench as it makes 
it 1 s '"ay to the stream. The distance be·t~veen the 
cliff and bench drop-off is an estimated 50 meters. 

· A sample section of this site ~-c.~ cleared and 
sketch mapped. Twelve terraces were included in 
the map; an area Df 20 by 20 rn. 

Terraces varied greatly in their size and con
figurations. All were of multiple stack construction 
with wall heights ranging !=rom .45 to 1.2 meters, 
with an average of 60 em. A.n estimation of 25 weli 
preserved terraces exist within the site boundaries. 
At the outer fringes features become less obvious 
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and of cruder co~struction and"lesser preservation. 

It is assumed th.lt the aforementioned waterfall 
is the irrigation sou~~e for the site although no 
water diversion or coc1trol features were observed. 

Shortly after ou: 1974 field season an explora
tory lateral hole was drilled in 'the dike as a part 
of a water study ( . ). 
I have not visited th'1 site since an~ thus I do not 
know if any damage fr,>m the drilling occurred. 

4886: Low Walled Complex 

Location: Directly a:ross the stream from site 48c5. 
Vegetation: Dense ho1ohono grass, so~e fern, ti, 

ginger, guava ani a couple ·of large ohia lehua 
trees 

Dimension~: 30 by 20 meters 

This site is loclted on the lowet step of a t~o 

step stream bench, ani encompasses most of the bench 
area. It is bounde.d >n the west by the embankment 
up to the highe~ bene& and on the East by the trail 
which is on the drop-off edge. The lower bench is 
between 7 and 8 m abo1e stream level. A gentle. 
slope prevails along the bench. 

Almost the entir~ty of the site fentures are. 
indistinct low wall s~&ments tha~ are discontinuou~ 
and appear in random fashion. The longe~t of these 
walls is·s m. Some s::!gments form an 111 11 but most l!re 
straight. Purposeful truncation on some walls is 
evident but for most >f the features this is hard to 
determine. Lack of r Jbble as ::igns of the ~vall one e 
continuing on do not ~enerally exist and the end 
points are det~riorat~d enough that purposeful 
truncation cannot be determined.· Robbing of stones 
for KDC construction may be an possible explanation 
for the occurrence of the~e ~egmented walls. On the 
south end of the site a few terrace-like walls are 
present and oriented on the terrain in a normal ter:race 
fashion for water retention. 

Only three well constructed featurep exi~t on 
thi~ rite: two mounds and a paved pla~form. The 
mounds are located on the southern extreme of the 
5ite and are 70 and 40 em high with diameters of l m 
and lie 3m apart. They are well constructed with 
medium to small sized stones and ar.e in good pre
servation. Neither are directly associated with 
other features of 'the site and their function is 
undetermined but speculated as planting mounds 
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The platform is situated roughly on the media.! 
of the site up against the embankment of the highe:: 
bench. It is 4.5 ~ long, 2 m wide, 80 em high and 
is paved. The paving reaches the embankment and 
termina t·es. This feature is faced on three sides 
and has a terrace-like appearance. In the center 
of the paved ·area rest two 80 by 50 em boulders 
resting together in a semi-upright position. The 
possibiliti exists that they rolled down from the 
embankment but ~ore generally they appear placed. 
No other associations were noted which could yield 
evidence of this featJre's function. 

Four pits were eicavated in various features. 
The results were generally inconclusive. Some ba
saltic glass flakes w~re found in secondary context 
and yielded dates fron A.D. 1667 to 1768. This is 
the only set of archa ~ologica 1 dates obtained· from 
upper Honokane. 

The site is prob1bly a combination of dry agri
culture and temporary habitation. 

4887: Terrace System 

Location: On the nex: upstream bench from site 48t6 
and on the west ;;ide of the stream. Also a 
few m off the trnil on a bearing (true) o.f 242 
degrees from the emission point of the spring 
above site 4885. 

Vegetation: Dense fe1·n, honohono grass and ginger 
with some guava t:rees and banana plants. 

Dimensions: 12 by 8 n 
Slope: 2 degrees 
Photo-period: Estimated 6 hours of direct sunlight 

per day during Jt :ly 

This site is situated on the up-stream section 
of a bench approximately 8 m above stream leve 1. The 
trail runs along the stream-side edge of the bench 
and is close enough to che sit~ that its construction 
has contributed to the destruction of this site. The 
terrain is fairly flat and strewn with large boulders 
of better than 1 m in h~ight. A quite active rock
fall.area lies along the interse~tion of the bench 
and pali. Fresh rockfall was also noted in the site 
area. 

Terraces were not well defined and usually 
consisted of single allignments of stones although 
in one case multiple stack construction was used. 
The single stone allignments wer·e constructed of 
stones between 30 and 80 .em in diameter. These 
averaged 60 em in height with wall lengths varying 
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between 2 and 4.·5 m. In general, construction was 
crude and the fea~ures themselves are in a fair to 
poor state of preservation. This combined with the~ 

number of extraneous ooulders located in the area 
made feature identifi~ation a difficult task; nonethe
less a total of 7 terraces were delineated and thre·e 
small stone mounds lo;ated. 

Two of these mou~ds are 60 em and 100 em .in diao 
meter. The third is J.alf th'e size of the others. 
All three of these features are located at the 
southern extreme of tie site and are in allignment 
with no greater than l.S m between them. 

Two small pit-like structures were located a 
few m NE of the mounds. These features ar.e 50 em 
deep and are ringed with small boulders. Their 
diameters are 60 em. 

This site could .nos t easily be lab led as a nor
irrigated agricultural terrace complex. The lack <f 
up-slope water to the site and elevation above stn am 
level illiminate the Jossibility of irrigation. Or 
the whole the site is crude and does not appear to 
have been in an inten5ive state of agriculture. Tle 
mounds, by their assc::iation with the terraces, .car 
best be hypothesized 3S of an agricultural functior. 
also. 

4888: House Site: with Associ~ted Terrac.es 

Location: On the next bench upstream of site 4887 
and on the west side of the stream. A stand 
of bamboo can be seen from the trail and this 
is in the site bJundary. 

Vegetation: Dense ho~ohono grass, fern, ti, a bamtoo 
cluster and some ohia lehua trees 

Dimensions: 40 by 20 m 
Photo-period: Estimated 6 hours of.direct sunlight 

per day during July 

The main site area lies 12 m above stream level 
on a single bench. The trail borders along the site 
next to the bench drop-off. A near vertical pali is 
the western border of the bench. Along this border 
is evidence of recent rockfall. 

The main feature is a three side.d 10 by 5 m 
enclosure located on the southern, higher portion of 
the bench. Its walls are of multiple stack construc
tion averaging .60 em in height and it opens towards 
the south. The interior is relatively flat and fre.e 
of partitions. Extending from the NE corner is a 
10 m long wall (N-S) which snakes along conforming 
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to the topography of the rounded slope. The down
slope facing is between .75 and 2.0. m high and the 
wall itself is of terrace-like fashion, only risin3 
slightly above ground on the up-slope side. This 
feature .is also of multiple stack construction and 
well made. A few meters before this feature truncntes 
and slightly lower on the slope another wall begini 
and extends another 12 m along also conforming to 
the terrain. 

This wall is of cruder construction and a l ·owt!r 
profile than the first. The slope steepens to an 
embankment and this feature travels along its base 
and takes on an apparent retain~ng wall function. It 
is presently in poor condition and s9me segments a::e 
ill defined. No pla·r ting area exists on the up-slnpe 
side of this feature; just the steep embankment. 

An estimated 20m north of the enclosurci a well 
constructed three-sided terrace wall averaging 1 m 
in height and of multiple stack construction is 
located up against tr.e same embankment. The east 
wall, when it meets the embankment, bends and traV•!ls 
along the base of the embankment for . another 10 me:ers. 
The construction of this segment is markedly crude·: 
than that of the act~al terrace. The terrace is 2 
by 4 m in planting area. 

Ten meters to the south of the enclosure . lie ·:,vo 
stone mounds and a scattering of 6 low walled, somt!
times single allignment, terraces.· The longest te::race 
is 7 m; all are of crude construction and average :10 
em in height. The mcunds are not unlike those fou1~ 
on the other sites and are postulated to be planting 
mounds. These features are in a fair state of pre" 
servation. 

No up-slope water source was located and the 
height of the terraces above stream level indicate 
that the terraces are non-irrigated. The house site 
definition for the semi-enclosed structure is by no 
means definite and should be further investigated. 

4889: Irrigated Terrace System · 

Location: 250 m north of the Waihoolana rivulet 
intersection with Honokane Stream and on the 
west bench. 

Vegetation: Fern, honohono grass, ti and banana 
plants. 

Dimensions: 25 by 6 m 
Slope: 3 degrees 
Photo-period: Estimated 6 hours of direct sunlight · 

per day during July 
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This site is situated on a narrow bench of la11d 
bordered by a 10 m drop-off to the stream and the 
talus on the West. 1he bench is· of irregular shap•!, 
only 15m at its widest and·is one level. The gen· 
eral topography of the bench is a gentle slope frwJ 
up to down-stream with a long shallow depression 
running parallel and between the trail and pali. ::t 
is in· this depression that the .terraces are located. 

Five terraces were recorded. All are oriente•! 
in a single-file fashion, each w~th an east side 
bordering the base of the talus and west side bor
dering the slight rise on t-1hich the trail is locat•!d. 
Two retaining walls are faced inward towards the 
terraces and form the boundari~s along talus and 
trail. The terrace ~alls are perpendicular to the;e 
retaining walls whose function seems to be to keep 
the mud from the sides of the depression from slum:>ing . 
into the planting areas. 

Terrace construction technique varies within :he 
system. Single alU~nments of boulders up to 90 c . .1 

in diameter were usee on the upper two terraces · an•! 
these had facing hei~ hts of 20 and 30 em. The low• !S t 
wall in the system was constructed in like fashion 
as these but is segmented, 2.5 m long and contacts 
neither of the east cr west retaining walls. 

The other form cf construction is multiple stnck 
with-facing heights cf 1.2 and .5 m. The talus an•l 
trail retaining walls are of both types of constru•:
tion and average .5 to .75 min height. This site 
is moderately well ccnstructed and in a good state 
of preservation. 

An estimated 30 m to the · south and at the bast: 
of the pali, a small spring is percolating through 
the rock and trickles downslope towards the site 
area depression. S~anding water forms shallow ponds 
on the up~slope side of the site. The soil in this 
area is deep mud, as- it is also within the terraces. 
The possibility exists that, through excavation, more 
terraces can be found subterranean.in the standing 
water area. 

From the evidence observed there is little 
doubt that these terraces \olere irrigated. The con
struction expertise and the situation of this system 
in relation to the spring support this hypothesis. 

4890: Possible House Site 

Location: On f~rst stream bench on east side of 
stream above the Waihoolana Rivulet intersection 
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with Honokane Stream. 
Vegetation: Extreme ~y dense honoh6no grass and 

fern. Also .somt: ti plants and small ohia leh'.Ja 
trees 

Dimensions: 5 by 3 11 

This site is siLuated on the lower level of a 
three-stepped bench <:nd. located at the base of the 
embankment·up to the second level (site 4891 is 
located above on the second level). The lower bench 
at this point is an c:stimated 35 m wide and 10 m 
above stream level. The trail crosses within four 
meters of this site tln its ~..Test side. 

It is uncertain as to whether this site is 
cultural. The "consl :ruction" is crude and the gen~ral 
scattering of boulde1·s in the area makes delineation 
and positive identif:.cation of this site as cultural 
quite difficult. 

Thfs semi-enclo:;ure does have a roughly recta.:l
gular shape with the south and e8st walls averagin5 
25 em high. No north wall and only a partial \vest 
wall exist. The con::truction of these 11\valls" is 
generally single stOJte allignments with occasional 
segments of low mult:.ple stack construction. 

What evidence tltere is shm<~s this feature to ::~e 
a partial enclosure vhich may possibly be the remaining 
foundation of an abo.J·iginal house site or it might be 
associated with site 4891 (historic house site) an~ 
have resulted from this historic habitation period. 

4891: Historic House Site 

Location: On the fi1·st land bench on the east sid! 
of the stream a~ove the Waihoolana Rivulet-Halo
kane Stream intersection. 

Vegetation: Extremely dense swordfern with some hono
hono grass and guava trees. 

Dimensions: 20 by 10 m 

This site is centered on the second level of the 
bench and at an elevation of 15 m above stream level. 
The_pali lies to the NE with a steep talus sweeping 
down to the bench. 

The entire site was not cleared and only .enough 
walk-through to get the general dimensions. 

No superstructure is presently standing and the 
entiretyof this feature is overgrown wi.th dense 
vegetation. Rotting timber; roofing paper and cor
rugated roofing metal were strewn over much of the 
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area and lay under the vegetation. On the northern 
most corner is locatEd a cooking area with cement 
frame and metal bars for the grill. In close asso,:i
ation with this were 8 glas~ ~allon jugs intact wi:h 
traces of kerosene i~ some of them. A segmented 
telephone wire is strung from tree to tree and leaols 
from the site in a dcwn-stream direction. 

In conversation~ with Dale Sproat (summer of 
1973) we gathered information that the KDC had con· 
structed cabins on t~o previous locations in the 
East Branch of Honokane Nui Valley. The first was 
close to the valley ~ead and was abandoned due to tt's 
partial destruction ty rockfall. A second cabin ~1s 
constructed further towards the mouth of the valle:r 
(site 4882) which wa~ eventually also destroyed in 
a li~e manner .. 

This si~e is asfumed to be the first cabin 
constructed by the KIC. 

4892: Irrigated Terrace Sy~tem 

Location: On the ea~tern land bench above that of 
site 4891. A wcterfall exists slightly down
stream arid an b~d bridge cro~sing exists up
stream (estimaud distance of 80 m). 

Vegetation: Dense hcnohono grass and fern, some 
banana and taro plants~ 

Dimensions: 18 by lC m 
Slope: 2 degrees 
Photo-period: Estim<:ted 6 hours of direct sunligh~ 

per day during ~~ly 

This site is situat.ed on a single level strea'n 
bench of 8 m elevatic·n above str.eam level. A slig:1t 
talus exists at the ' tase of the near vertical pali 
on the east. Towards the top of the talus and 25 
meters S-E of the highest terrace is located a spring 
whose waters flow down the talus and then, through 
the site in an uncontrolled manner. Some errosion 
is evident on one of the terrace walls where the 
water has broken through. The soil along the bench 
is a dark mud, which is at least 1 m in depth as 
manifested from observ~tion where boulders have 
penetrated to that depth after falling from the pali. 

Terraces are five in number and step down-·slope 
in single file. Average wall lengths are four m 
and are of multiple stack construction. The southern
most terrace is barely visible above ground due to 
encroachment of mu~ over it. Terrace heights average 
20 em. The trail bounds the terraces on the west and 
forms a boundary of the system. No terraces exist on 
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the west of the trail. 

This site is an irrigated system based on the 
relationship with the spring and construction tech· 
nique of the terraces. 

4. Honokane Iki Complex: 49'35 

a. Background 

Honokane Iki serves a; the windwa~d entry way into 

Kohala by sea. It is the list true valley in Kohala as 

one goes toward Hilo, the r=mainder of the district ·bein~ 

the hanging, valleys of Awinl. It has a well-protected 

small bay an·d a segment of :t sand beach allowing success· 

ful small boat landing. I tnow of no traditional refer-

ences to Honokane Iki. 

The valley of HonokC!n= Iki extends inland for some 

1.2 km before branching int' very narrow, steepsided valleys. 

The lower valley is generally less. than 100 m wide·. It 

contains a number of land s1elves, on the general patterr. 

of Honokane Nui, formed by the winding of the stream acrc•ss 

the valley floor. The origtnal stream was probably per-

manent, but it now has been intercepted by the Kohala 

Ditch and only flows during wetter periods~ Vegetation is 

generally guava, kukui, and mountain apple, except in the 

lmver area where many cultigens and miscellaneous exotics 

have been introduced. 

The sites include recent habitation near the mouth 

of the valley and enclosures and irrigation terrace systems 

on the benches running through the lower valley. Survey 

did not extend into the two rear branches due to the 
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hazardous conditions. The.te was no excavation but a few 

pie.ce.s of basaltic-·glass' wEre obtained from the. oce.an 

face of 4920. · 

Ellis landed. in Hono~ane Iki after travelling by 

boat along the. Hamakua-Kohc: la coast,. but he made no com-

ments about it. The valle) was part of the. Mahele. award 

to Victoria Kamamalu and if now owned by the Bishop Estate, 

but under lease. 

b. Sites 

4920: sub-surface deposit and historic house platform 

Area: 10 x 15 m 

Vegetation: generai area of site within kamani gcove 
with scattered coconut palms; ironwood trees 
along stream.bark; grasses ~cattered througho1t 
site are.a; hala along the talus fan 

This site is located on the west bank of Bono
kane Iki Stream neai the mouth of the valley. Th~ 

stream lies approxi~ately 10 m east of the site; 
:the eroded beach face is 10m north. The site is 
bordered on the west by the talus slope and a 
stacked stone wall cf sub-angular basalt, which 
extends up to a cabjn immediately north of the 
coastal trail. 

The historic site is in poor condition with 
only three concrete corner pieces and small frag
ments of scattered concrete remaining. Within the 
limits of the three corner pieces is a mound of sub
angular basalt cobbles and boulders, forming a 
rough rectangle. The corner pieces utilized nearby 
and naturally occurring basalt, ranging in size from 
30 x 30 em to 60 x 60 x 30 em. 

Surface artifacts include manufactured and 
volcanic glass fragments, bqttle fragments, porce
lain fragments, basalt fragments, rtiste.d metal, 
and pots and pans. Coral and marine shells are 
found on the surface. 

Thete is probably traditional habitation evi- · 
dence now somewhat obscured· by the historic con
struction. The area should have detailed excava-
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tion to determine the nature and extent of prehistoric 
habitation and the nutur~ of the transition to modern 
occupation. 

The sub-surface deposit exposed at the beach is 
about 20 em thick and contains marine shell and 
basaltic glass·flake:;, some of the latter yielding 
datei of late 1700's and early·l800's. 

4921: structures on a land bench on the mauka side of the 
coastal trail. 

Area: 100 x 120 x 70 m 

Vegetation: relativt~ly sparse;· consits of grasses, 
o'i, hala (espet:ic:tlly toward the talus), ginger, 

_konane; predominantly guava canopy; large ban
yan tree at nor::hwest edge of site area of site 
area 

This site is lo•:ated on a triangular-shaped 
bench, bordered on the west by talus, on the ea.st by 
the stream, and on the north by the coastal trail. 
The land bench is di· Tided into two she 1 ves, both 
with an average slop•! of 1° on a north-south axis. 
They are separated b~· a double-stacked, core-filled 
wall, approximately '10 m long, which terminates at 
its southern end in a 10 x 20 x 20 m triangular 

·enclosure. The wall is 90 ~m high on the upper 
she 1£ and 2 m high 011 the lo\>7e r she 1£. Be low the 
wall is a terrace measuring 30 x 20 m. 

The stream appears to be· faced for 50 m mauka 
of the trail where i: intersects the northeast cox
ner of the terrace on the lower shelf. 

The upper shelf has an enclosure and several 
walls. The enclosure is located on the northwest 
side adjacent to the talus. It measures approxi
mately 10 x 10 m, with wall hei'ghts ranging from 
70 em on the talus stde to 175 em on the south side. 
Interior wall heightn range from 95 to 109 em. The 
enclosure is cpnstructed of sub-angular basalt 
reinforced with concrete, with a concrete floor. 
There is a two m wide e·ntrance on the eastern side. 
A double-stacked, core-filled wall segment runs 10 m 
to east from the southeast corner of the enclosure. 

Another bifaced, core-filled wall about 20 m 
long, runs in a north-south di~ection between the 
two enclosures, but does not join either of them. 
A boulder alignment, 35 m long·, t;uns in the same 
direction between the northern enclosure and the 
large wall separating the ·two shelves. Two other 
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alignments lie roughi.y ·perpendicular to the upper · 
land shelf. 

The main wall ar•.d both· enclosures are in good 
condition. 

Surface artifacts include metal water pitcher>, 
pumps·, record playerB, nails, glass fragments and 
bottles, lumber and 1·emnant building material, esp:
cially near the nortbern enclosure. Opihi shells 
were found on the su1 ·face about ~ m south of the 
southern enclosure. 

The site appearr to be historic construction 
over the remnants of prehistoric agricultural_ featJres. 

· 4922: walls and enclosures 

Area: . 180 x 190 x 5(1 m 

Vegetation: ground c:over consists of grasses, o'i, 
and white ginge :· ; predominantly guava canopy 
with scattered l~kui and hala; within the large 
enclosure is an immature breadfruit tree and 
one old mango t1·ee; ~vithin the small enclosure 
is white ginge·r and wild pineapple; three olcl 
mango trees border the site on the south 

This site is located on the first landbench 
mauka of the trail, (In the east side of Honokane Iki 
Stream. The bench i: : roughly triangular in shape and 
is bordered by the t< tlus on the east and by the stream 
on the north and wesl:. It is divided into two shelves ' 
with structures on tlte higher and larger shelf. A 
very large, rectangu:.ar enclosure of bifaced, core
filled construction <tbout 50 x 3.0 m in size is fouo.d 
on the southern part of the shelf. Interior wall 
heights measure from SO to 120 em high. A 30 m 
collapsed remnant o~ a bifaced, co;:oe-filled wall and 
about six rock mounds are contained ~ithin it. To 
the north, a smaller, entrance-less enclosure of 
similar construction connects with the larger enclo
sure. It is roughly square-shaped. measuring approxi
mately 10 x 10 rn. Interior wall heights average 
about 1 m. In the northeast corner of this .structure 
is an upright stone about 85 em high and 35 em in 
circumference in a phallic shape. A depression about 
10 em in diameter is pecked into tbe top, with a 
pecked motif on the northwest side possibly repre
senting a face. In the rtor.thwest corner of the 
same enclosure is a rusted pick ax head. 

Connected .to the smaller enclosure to the north 
are two platforms which step down to the north. 
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Thgy measure 10 x 10 m and 15 x 10 m. There is a 
20 slope from north to south from · the platforms 
to the small enclosu:e; the large enclosure is 
level. Construction of all walls is with sub-angLlar 
talus rock. The walls closest to the talus in the 
large enclosure have collapsed in places. The cor:.
struction of the rern.tinder of the walls in this site 
are probably the best stone work in the valley. 

The phallic-shaled rock is mentioned by varicus 
informants and this >ite is said by local people to 
be a shrine. 

The site has hi >.toric structures over agricul .. 
tural features. 

4923: mound, walls, and fa:ings on land bench 

Area: 230 x 200 x 7J m 

Vegetation: primarily a guava canopy with some 
kukui and rnounttin apple; scattered ape plants; 
ground cover co1sists of grasses, o 1 i, ti anc 
shampoo ginger . 

This site is ' lo:ated on the southern section of 
the second land benc1 on the west side of HonokanE 
lki Stream, mauka of the trail. The land bench is 
roughly triangular i1 shape and bounded by the talus 
to the west and by t1e stream on the east and north. 
There are three sub-)enches which are progressively 
higher upstream. Th~ rnakai and lowest shelf contains 
possible wall segmen:s but is too eroded to allow any 
distinct identificatLons. The mauka and highest 
shelf is roughly tri.tngular measuring approximately 
130 X 120 X 20 m. T.1e average north-south slope is 

0 1.5 • Parts of the .>ub-bench banks appear to be 
faced, but this area is extremely eroded. There are · 
two unrelated wall segments running approximately 
north-south: one is an alignment in the middle of 
the sub-bench about 7 m long and the other is a hi
faced, core-filled wall about 18 m long with a 
collapsed section; the wall stands between 80 to 
136 ern· high. Neither segments are associated with 
any visible features.· The extreme southern tip of 
thi~ sub-bench contains a boulder mound measuring 
40 x 35 x 10 m; a wash channel runs between it and 
the pali on the west. Possi&le boulder facings may 
exist at the northern end of the mound. 

A shard of 11blue on white 11 pottery was found on 
the surface at mid-bench, unassociated with any 
structures. 
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The site has historic construction over agri·· 
cultural features. 

4924: walls and facings on land bench 

Area: 350 x 300 m 

Vegetation: mixed c.tnopy of guava and mountain 
appel·, scattere·l hala; ground cover of grass€ s 
and shampoo gin~er 

This site is lo:ated on the second branch on the 
I 

east side of Honokan! Iki Stream mauka of the trail. 
There are two basic >ub-benches: the lower, level 
shelf contains segme1ts of possible ·facings; the 
upper shelf has stru:tures covering a roughly rec
tangular area measurlng about 70 x 30m in size. 
Two bifaced, core-fiLled walls lie perpendicular 
to the length of the bench; they are about 20 m 
apart, and run from :he talus to the edge of the 
shelf. Both are ab~1t 20 m in length and range ir 
height from 40 to 12t) em. Construction is rough, 
and the walls are p~:tially collapsed. 

South of the. t\-T > walls is a boulder alignment, 
about 45 .m long, whi;h runs along the base of the 
talus and intersects with a bifaced, core-filled 
wall at its southern extent. The wall is 10 .m long. 

Two boulder mounds. are located between the 
southern wall and the other two walls. The larger 
of the mounds is ab~1t 20 x 5 m and is fronted by 
three boulder alignmtmts \o7hich form right angles. 
This may be a platfo:~m. The smaller mound is about 
10 x 5 m in size. 

No surface'artifacts were found. 

The site is primarily agricultural in function; 
with some irrigation segments. 

4925: platforms and alignments 

Area: 170 x 130 x 20 m (bench area) 

Vegetation: guava, mountain apple, and some hala; 
some bamboo and breadfruit 

This site is located on the third land bench 
on the west side of Honokane Iki Stream, mauka of 
the trail. At the widest point of the bench is a 
rectangular platform with bifaced, core-filled walls 
of sub-angular basalt. _It measures roughly 10 x 11 
m, '\·lith walls ranging in height from 25 to 130 em. 
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The south wall is pa1~ tially collapsed. A boulder 
alignment, about .55 r1 long, located along the base 
of the talus, runs into the w.est wall of the plat
form. It ranges in he.ight from 35 to 150 em. This 
platform is well-built and in good preservation. 

Approximately 50 m south of the platform and 
at the limits of the bench are the remains of anot~er 
rectangular platformr about 10 x 20 m in size. On~y 
boulder alignments, fuggesting walls. and the rec
tangular shape, remajn. This feature is located 
within a bamboo grovE .• 

Examination of the stream bank showed the pre· 
sence of agricultural. soil, probably ponded. The 
feature may be an old agricultural coinplex which h.1s 
been partly modified by historic activity. There 
may also be remains t ·eneath the enclosure and pre
historic habitation. 

4926: terraces 

Area: 60 x 60 x 50 n. (bench area) 

Vegetation: bamboo, scattered guava and mountain 
apple; ground cc ,ver of grasses, paumakani, an l 
shampoo ginger; one young banana tree growing 
in streambed adjacent to site area. 

This site is located on the.land bench formed 
by the branching of F.onokane Iki Stream. It is 
roughly triangular-staped with a 8° slope. At the 
southern end of the l:ench are three small terraces. 
with sub-angular basalt facings measuring 60, 80 a11d 
300 em, from lowest to highest. The width of the 
lowest terrace is 5 n; the width of the middle one 
is about 3 m •. The lcwest facing is 30 m long; the 
length of the middle facing is 25m. The three . 
facings form semi-circles and correspond to the 
rising contour of the land shelf! The apex of 
dividing ·ridge lies above the upper most terrace. 

No surface artifacts or midden were found. 

The site was probably for dry cultivation but no 
excavation was conducted to test this possibility. 

4927: A "fortified" knoll in the Honokane Iki area. The 
site is about 500 m long and from 5 to 15 m wide. 
The makai end is marked by a knotch cut into the 
ridge~ about s ·x 5 meters in floor dimensions with 
the faces 3.5 and '6 ·m in height. The base material 
is a crumbly basalt which could be broken out reason-

' ably easily. This "notch" is in effect a ditch 
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which would require attackers ·to pass through befcre 
gaining.the central area of the knoll. The sides of 
the cliff are extrem~ly steep and covered with locse 
stones so that if cl~ired of vegetation they would 
be very difficult t6 negotiate. On the inland bluff 
of the notch are four piles of waterworn stones, each 
pile ca 1 m in diameter. Many of the stones are from 
lO·to 15 em in length. Also flaked cobbles ("choppers") 
and basalt flakes ar~ fo~nd on the surface. Charcoal 
fragments and basalt flakes·are eroding from one side 
of this upper bluff. The .other side of the bluff has 
a partial stone faci1g. The stones appear to be piles 
of weapons awaiting 11se against those who might storm 
the fortification. ;?rom the notch further inland 
toward the crest of :he knoll are a number of small 
(ca. 5 x 5 m) platf~:ms and terraces. At . the top 
of the knoll toward ::he inland side are a number of 
boulders, some of wh.Lch appear to have been aligned 
across the ridge. TI1e site erids by a 4 m drop (with
out a not~h) after a long incl~ne down from the knoll 
toward the inland si·le. On the bluff above the knotch 
are scattered waterwr>rn. stones, a possible paving, 
and artifacts· which :·.nclude basalt flakes, a basalt 
core, choppers," and adzes. 

The dominant ve. ~etation is ohi'a lehua and straw
berry guava, with grilsses in the unforested areas. 

This is possibl:• the heiau and "battle hill" of 
Puu'uomane'o. Three battles associated with the 
unification of the i::l~nd of Hawaii occurred at 
Pu'uomaneao. 

The site and one! battle were described by Fatier 
Elias Bond from infOJ·mation obtained in the mid-18)0 's 
(as summarized by Th1·um 1907: 61); 

Puuomanea (sic.) is a heiati and puukaua 
(battle hill), 18 to 24 feet long and 
about four feet high, originally built up 
with some regularity, situate on the 
ridge .•• near the eastern limits of North 
Kohala. It consists of a large heap of 
a-la (smooth or waterworn) stones, which 
are said by an old native to have been 
carried up from the bottom of (the valley) · 
for use as missiles in an anticipated 
battle against Umi who was approaching 
by the mountain route from Kau and the 
Konas. 

However, Umi surprised by attack from the rear. 

This fact, with the· great number of 



people in his army, caused the would
be. defender-s to t lee incontinently 
leaving their h~ap of stones unused, 
to remain to t~~ present day. 
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Fornander recor.is the story of the son of Umi, 
Keawenui-a-Umi who after the death of his elder 
brbther, engaged in ~ series of 'battles for the 
soveriegnty of Hawai l. He slew the chiefs of the 
six major districts. According to Fornander, the 
major victory was at "Puumaneo, in Kohala district 11 

(1969, II: 111) •. 

Fornander argues that Keawenui-a-Umi recognized 
that his kingship wa; illegitimate and on his death
bed he thus conferre:l the succession to Kaikilan~, 
who was the daughter of the son of his elder brother, 
the rightful heir, a1d also the joint wife of t~vo or 
his own ~ons, one ot whom was Lonoikamakahiki (Foi
nander 1969, II: 11-i.). Later.when Lonoikamakahiki 
attained the tull pa·:amount position of Hawaii he 
insulted his br-other and the relatives of Kaikilar. i 
(by nearly killing. h~r). They lead a: revolt agairst 
Lonoikamakahiki, whi:h took eight battles for him 
to put down, the last at "Puumaneo, on the high 
lands above Pololu" (Fornander 1969, II: 121) •. 

As far as I can find, Kamakau refers to none 
of these battles (al:hough in Sterling (1974: 71) 
there is an index re.:~rence to "Pu'umaneone (Pu' 
umaneoneo), battle," but no page number is given 
and this is not list·~d in Appendix A on battles). 
Thus no corroboratin.~ source is available. 

In the Fornande·~ Collection of Hawaiian 
Antiquities, (1916-17: 308-330) the tales of the bat
tles of Keatvenui-a•U!U and Lonoikamakahiki are given 
in detail. In the battle of Lonoikamakahiki, it is 
noted that he "rendezvoused at the·upper part of 
Pololu at the top ot the knoll qt Puumaneo, where 
the battle was fought ••• 11 (Fornander 1916-17: 330). 
There is thus some possible confusion with the 
location of Puumaneo as recorded by Bond and for
nander. There is also a question of the distinction 
between Puumane'o .and Pohakuomane'o. Finally there 
is the question of the number of battles fought'. it 
is perhaps remarkable that thre~ generations of 
chiefs (living in the 16th century A.D. according 
to the traditional 30 year generation chiefly 
chronology) should successively solidify their 
kingdoms on the s~me isolated battleground. 

Whatever the historical reality may have been, 
site 4927 is of major importance because of the 

I 
I 
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research potential fer warfare· evidence and it is 
also an outstanding ~ite because of the surface 
evidence of conflict. It is in this regard a very 
fragile site and shoJ. he protected from looting and 
vandalism. For this· reason the location is not 
given here with prec:.sion. The research potential 
also includes the po::sibility of testing some of t.1e 
traditional stories c.nd perhaps actually moving us 
a step closer to at :.east one historical reality. 
Sites 4945 and 4946 :•hould also be :!,ncluded in thi 3 
possibility. 

'l'he one final point which should be emphasize:i 
is that not only doen Bond (via Thrum) identify 
Pu'uomane'o as a hei<m, its probable location {4':J:!.7) 
is considered a heia11 by local people· who. see it as 
being an extremely inportant {sacred?) site. This 
should be taken into consideration i~ regard to 
both pres.ervation ancl research. 

C. Awiri Ahupua'a 

1. Background · 

a. . Environment 

Awini is the final r·~mote ahupua 'a of Kohala~ ex-

tending from Honokane to :he valley of Honokea and the 

Hamakua District border. Awini has no coastal valleys 

within its borders but it does include a section of 

Honokane Iki and Honokea 30 that coastal access seems 

:to have been assured. AwLni is an extremely rugged 

dissected plateau, or wide ridge which begins at sea 

clifts some 6b0 feet high and rises toward the interior 

with a rather steep grade to an inland elevation of 

6000 feet some ~ km inland. The effective occupation 

area of Awini is approximately from one to two km from 

the coastal cliffs. Within this area are stream beds 

suitable for small wet terraces and some areas suitable 

for habitation. However, even here the terrain is 
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rough, heavily vegetated, and dangerous.. The Kohala 

coastal trail turns inland on the ridge and joins the 

Kohala Ditch: Trail at one of the Ditch Co. cabins, about 

2 km inland and at an elevation of 1800 feet. above sea . 

level. 

The vegetation is guava, strawberry guava, ohi'a 

lehua, and ferns. 

b. Legends and History 

Kamakau records that when Cook came close to the 

Kohala coast in 1778 (19€1: 98): 

"the whole populaticn of Kohala ••• flocked to the 
cliff-side •••• They c.ame from "Awini .to Kekaha ••• 

Awini was the hinterland~ 

Ellis makes no mention of Awini. Father Bond 

visited Awini in 1834 and remarked that he is the firs ;: 

missionary to succeed in doing so (Damon 1927). 

The 1835 census lists Awini with 13 men, 10 women 

and 8 children (Kumu Hawaii 1835). How long Hawaiians 

remained in Awini is unknown. Bond's record book list:: 

the date of last conversion as 1843, the last child 

baptism as 1875, the last death as 1881. 

Awini was made government land during the Mahele. 

A number of tracts were sold as land grants under the 

title of Awini homesteads. 

In 1898 the homesteads became the AWini Ranch and 

then in 1907 the Aldni Coffee, Fruit and Stock Co. with 

the Kohala Sugar Company as proprietor (Polk-Rusted's 

. Directory). After 1911 Polk-Rusted has no reference for ., 
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Awini. The property is now owned by the Kohala Corpor<.• 

tion and used only as an access area to the Kohala Dit't·h. 

The one cabin is used on· occasion for Ditch Company crc:,w. 

Several informants have mentioned that there was <t 

least one okolehau still in the area, remnants of'.whicl. 

are said to still(!) exist. 

c. Archaeological Research 

In 1972 a crew of tht:"ee was shoyJD an irrigation 

system (4896) in one of the upland gullies and remains of 

"Awini village" (4897). )ther irri~ation terraces are. 

said to exist in the area but have not been located. ln 

1974 a. crew of four spe.nt an additional four days in tl:e 

upland Awini area doing s~rvey but were unable to locate 

additional sites, due in ?art to the extremely dense vEge-

tation and dangerous terrain. No excavations were concucted. 

2. Awini Complex: 10-03-4936 

a. Background 

Only two sites have Jeen located in the upland 

Awini area, but others unioubtedly exist. Knowledge of 

these highland sites is quite important.in understanding 

the full range of adaptations in Hawaii as well as for 

providing insight into political elements of population 

distribution in marginal areas. 

b. Sites 

4896: irrigated terrace system 

This site is located in one of the branches 
of Waipahi Stre'am at an elevation of around 1300 
feet above sea level, with vegetation primarily 
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ohia lehua and der.:se fern. The terraces are coJ
structed within tbe narrow streambed itself 
and number appr.oximately 
sketched but stee~ing down 
degrees. The site was not 
excavated. 

The site was 
at a slope of ca 10 
mapped in detail nor 

4897: "Awini village." 

The location of this s·ite on the map is 
approximate. The site was·seen on a brief visi1: 
and it has not been returned to. A few histori'! 
artifacts, glass fragments and pieces of metal, 
are the only evide IfCe of the . village on the sur .. . 
face. Detailed e~cavatic>n should. be carried ou·:. 

D. Honlpue Ahupua'a and Valley 

1. Background 

a. Boundaries and Environmer. t 

Honopue is the nortrernmost valley in the Distric: 

of Hamakua. It is about 150 m wide at the mouth and i :s 

floor extends. for about 1 km inland (defined as the lo' 1er 

valley) at a slope of abcut 3 degrees before the valle:' 

becomes extremely narrow and the section of effective 

occupation ends. The valley has a high boulder beach 

and a permanent stream which flows to the ocean a good 

part of the year. There are two permanent waterfalls 

on the southern side of the valley, one at the mouth 

and one about 1.5 km inland. The :valley walls are quite 

steep and are from 1000 to 1500 feet high. Access to the 

valley by land is quite di·fficult. Travel along the 

landshelves at the base of the cliffs from Waimanu to 

Honopue is possible in good weather and periods of low 

tide. There is also the remnant of an old trail on the 

southern side of the valley which may be reached from 
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the Kohala Ditch Trail, but the descent is very hazardou·s. 

The valley floor is an alluvial plain, somewhat 

dissected by stream action. Talus slopes are generall;r 

meagre. The vegetation in the lower section of the va:.

ley (up to .5 km inland) is an extremely dense scrub. 

Beyond this vegetation is primarily ~ountain apple and 

the valley floor is relatively open. 

b. Legends and History 

To my knowledge most of the historical records ar•! 

silent regarding Honopue. In many ways the isolation 

of Honopue has left it as a no-man's land between the 

populous center of Waipi'o to the south and Kohala to 

the north. 

The valley was not nentioned by Ellis. Lorenzo 

Lyons, from the Waimea mission visited the vall~y at 

least three times, but he left no descriptions. The 

Waimea Church Records indicate that the population of 

the valley was 47 in 1842. There are no good records 

for the depopulation of ·the valley but it was probably 

uninhabited by 1900, with the exception -of one indivi

dual who continued to live on a small land shelf at the 

base of the cliff just to the Waimanu ~ide of the valley 

mouth (\-lilliam Sproat, personal colUJ:!lunication), .a spot 

called Makakiloia (Handy and Handy 1972: 537). 

During the Mahele the valley was awarded to W.P. 

Leleiohoku, who gave it in turn to the government in 

commutation. Three. land grants were subsequently sold 
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in 1852. 

There has been no significant activity within the 

valley for probably a hundred years. 

c. Archaeological Research 

In 1972 a crew of 12 surveyed and test excavated 

the valley during a perioi of 7 days •. A good portion 

of the lower valley could not be surveyed during this 

time because of the dense vegetation. 

d. Archaeolo~ical Results 

The surveyed areas turned up irrigation complexes 

and housesites. Particularly the habitation complex 

(prehistoric-19th century - 4805) in the front of the 

valley is rather remarkable by its compactness and the 

degree of its preservaticn. In other areas irrigation 

systems are still intact. One system (4808) has one 

of the valley mouth \-later falls as a source of water. 

An eroded portion of this site produced evidence of 

pre-agricultural habitation. Excavations in the rear 

of the valley in agricultural fields indicated ear.ly 

cultivation by swidden and latet.· co~stru·ctinn of irri

gation terraces. Carbon-fourteen dates from beth the 

front and the rear . of the valley indicate that occupa

tion may have been as early · as A.D. 1200, considerably 

before the settlement of Pololu and Honokane, thus 

providing evidence for differential settlement of the 

Kohala-Hamakua coast and for a fairly long history of 

occupation of Honopue itself. 
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2. · Honopue Valley Complex: 10-03-4937 

a.· Background 

Limited time prevented full survey of the lower 

floor, so there are certainly many features and sites 

not yet recorded. 

b. Sites 

4805: habitation area at the mouth of the valley. 

Immediately inland of the boulder beach is 
a series of platfcrms, pavings, walls, and en-
closures which constitute this habitation site, j · 
which is on a level equal to that of the genera~ 
valley floor. The basement of this habitation 
is unknown because of the lack of excavation, 
but it is probably alluvial. The location of . 
this feature is a~ interesting problem becau~e 
of the contrast wj th Honokane which has a simil;tr 
topographic and alluvial pattern, but whose ha
bitation complex ~ets to the side of the valley 
in an area which'is somewhat inconvenient for 
irrigation. At tte front of Honokane are irri
gation terraces e~tending to the boulder beach 
(with only small living ~reas), the location 
held by habitation in Honopue. 

The area mapped was 50 x 80 meters, but mo::e 
features may be under adjacent vegetation. The 
vegetation on the site is hala. 

This is a ve~y important· habitation site 
because of its location, density~ preservation 
(including many surface artifacts and food rema:'.ns), 
and its representation of transition from a pre
historic occupation, followe~ by 19th century 
abandonment. 

4806: a small habitation complex toward the rear of the 
lmo1er valley, with low stacked stone walls and 
clea~ings. The site is probably predominantly 
prehistoric, with a brief period of historic 
activity. Test excavations were conducted but 
no significant material was produced. 

4807: an irrigated terrace complex located at the 
furthest inland portion of the lower valley. 
The arable land in this area is limited and some
what eroded ·leaving a series of "islands" or 
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small segments suitable for cultivation. Terra1:es 
are constructed on these land pieces utilizing 
the stream as a water source; ·some of the syst1!ms 
involves massive Stone walls tO form the terraCI! 
fields. The reason for this is not clear, al
though protection from flood is one possibility 

Excavations into the field areas yielded 
data to suggest a period of nextensive" or swidtlen 
cultivation prior to the construction of the 
terraces. The earlier fields ·date to the 12-13::h 
centuries A.D., while the later irrigation syst•!m 
may be as late as A.D. 1700. 

4808: an irrigation terrace complex located on a. talu:; 
and alluvial slope at the eastern side of the 
mquth of the valley. A rather steep slope has 
been terraced to take advantage of a waterfall 
which dropped over the bluff at the edge of the 
valley and falling into the sea. The waterfall 
was tapped (with bamboo) and the water brought 
into a canal constructed on th~ talus slope som! 
25 m above the flcor of the valley and trans
ported into the valley along the talus for over 
60 m before it w~s brought into the top of the 
terraces. The water was then spread in to,vard 
both sides of the system. The inlandmost and 
highest terrace was not used for agriculture bUI: 
rather for habitati.on and contains two platform::. 
A·stone ramp leads from the valley floor up the 
face of the terraces to these platforms. The 
ocean side of the terraces has been eroded by 
storm surf. It exposed a number of habitation 
features, primarily fireplaces and earth ovens 
lying beneath the ponded terrace floors. Carbon 
from these structures was dated to the 13th 
century A.D. 

This is a very impressive set of terraces, 
in good preservation, demonstrating important 
elements of Hawa{:i.an engineering, the efforts 
expended to obtain irrigation water, and the 
change in activities in one locale from habita-
tion to irrigated agriculture. Excavation of this 
terrace system wouldprovide·important information 
about developmental changes in Hawaiian agriculture. 

4834: an irrigation system extending down the eastern 
side of the valley. This system is constructed 
in an old run-off stream channel (or ancient 
stream bed). The terraces are primarily facings 
set at various intervals along· the dry bed, with 
occasional well-constructed terraces off to one 
side. Portions of the system have been destroyed 
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by erosion as a r~sult of flood. This is a 
particularly intex esting example· of the use of . .1 

natural feature· mcdified only the amount necessuy 
to make it a prodtctive agricultural area. 

E. Apu~ Ahupua'a 

· 1. Background 

This highland a4upua'a h~s no valley openings to the 

ocean. The coastal segment js a very small, isolated shele, 

the only area surveyed. It is quit~ probable that there 

are highland sites as well. 

2. Apua Coastal Shelf Site: 10·03-4938 

a. Background 

Apua is one of the.uost isolated coa;stal segments 

in the Hawaiian islands. It is a small coastal bench 

lying beneath the 1200 f(·Ot cliffs of the Hamakua 

coastline. This area waf not included in the original 

research area and was only noted and sketched as the 

research crew hiked from Waimanu to Honopue. It is 

recorded because it is perhaps one of the best illus-

trations of the Hawaiian concern with finding flowing 

water for irrigation. 

b. Site 4938: irrigation and habitation complex 

The total land area of the Apua bench is around 
1000 sq m. . It is largely covered with habitation plat
forms and irrigation terraces. The source of water for 
the terraces is a waterfail which drops at the rear of 
the complex. The rear terraces are approximately 5 m 
above the level of the pool at the base of the falls, 
so the means by which water was channelled into the 
fields is unknown. In addition the fall is by no means 
always tranquil; after heavy rains it becomes a torrent, 
blasting its way to the shore. Any structures designed 
to trap water would be destroyed after each heavy rain~ 
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by erosion as a result of flood. This is a 
parti.cularly i.ntet esting example of the use of a 
natural feature· mcdified only the amount necessary 
to make it a prodtctive agricultural area. 

E. Apu1 Ahupua 'a 

1. Background 

This highland ahupua 1 a h2 s no ·va:lley ope.nings to the 

ocean. The coastal segme~t js a very small, isolated shelf, 

the only area surveyed. It is quit~ probable that there 

are highland sites as well. 

2. Apua Coastal Shelf Site: 10·03-4938 

a. Background 

Apua is one of. the L \OSt isolated CO<\lStal segment~ 

in the Hawaiian isla.nds. · It. is a small coastal bench · 

. lying beneath the 1200 fc ot cliffs of the Hamakua 

coastline. This area waf not included in the original 

research area and was onJy.noted and .sketched as the 

research crew hiked from Wairnanu to Honopue. It is 

recorded because it is perhaps one of the best illus~ 

trations of the Hawaiian concern with finding flowing 

water for irrigation. 

b. Site 4938: irrigation and habitation complex 

The total land area of the Apua bench is around 
1000 sq m. · It is largely covered with habitation plat
forms and irrigation terr~ces •. The source of water for 
the terraces is a waterfall which drops at the rear of 
the complex. The rear terraces are approximately S ·m 
above the level of the pool at the base of the falls, 
so the means by which water was channelled into the 
f.ields is unknowri. In addition the fall is by no means 
always tranquil; after heavy rains it becomes a torrent, 
blasting ·its way to the shore. Any structures designec::I 
to trap water would be destroyed after each heavy rain.· 



Comparable sites exist further south along the 
coast on the Laupahoehoe land shelves. 

123 

Research Potential 1egarding' Hawaiian occupation 
and development of margir·.al/hazardous environments is 
very high. This is an e:>:cellent example of an isolate,} 
Hawaiian house and agrict·ltural system. 

,. 
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Appendix 

Plant Names 

bamboo: ~busa spp. 

banyan: K!£us microcarpa 

breadfruit: Artocarpus communis 

christmas-berry: Schinus terebinthifolius 

guava: E!!£ium guajava 

hala: Pandanus tectorius 

hau: HibiscJs tiliaceus 

Hawaiian gin~er: Zingiber zerumbet 

honohono gra;s: Commelina mediflora 

ironwood: flsuarina spp. 

java plum: ,l!:ugenia malaccensis 

koa: Acacia koa 

kukui: ~:'ites moluccana 

mamani: Edw1rdsia chrysophylla 

mango: Manglfera indica 

mountain apple: Eugenia malaccensis 

noni: Morinda citrifolia 

ohi 1a lehua: Metrosideros collina 

o'i: Verbena litoralis 

rose apple: Eugenia jambos 

strawberry guava: Psidium cattleianum 

swordfern: Nephrolepis exaltata 

taro: Colocasia esculenta 

ti: Taetsia fructicosa 




